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TO: Task Force 'Qommittee Members

FROM: Ed Henderson Jr., Coordinator
Occupatitmal Education Articulation Program

aeliAd

DATE:4 June 1983

RE: ATTACHED IS THE FIEI.,DTRIAL EDITION OF THE
ARTICULATED, PERFORMANCE-BASED INSTRUCTION GUIDE

Attached is the field-trial edition of the Articulated, Performance-
based Instruction Guide that you helped develop t10).,israchool year.
This document provides the basis for the initial i'mplementation of
lateral and vertical articulation between similar vocational educa-
tion programa. of The School District of Greenville County and
Greenville Technical College.

, .
4

At the secondary levei, this laterally articulated curriculum guide
should help ensure that similar vocational education programs of
The School District of Greenyille County are working from the same
performance objectives and arp uniform in performance standards and
competency testing.

This performance-based instructional guide provides an articulated
agreement concerning what should be taught at the secondary level.
Therefore, it should 'free you to concentrate on how to teach and

4

motivate your :studerks. Each Vocational program, of course, must be
locally designed to best serve the needs of the program's students
as well as potential employers

Onlv you, the vocational instructor, can localize, supplement, and
personal4ze the information contained in this Articulated,
Performance-based Instruction Guide and only you can take this guide
and make it work!

'Your coope'ration and hardwork have resulted 'in the development of a
quality Articulated, Pe'rformance-based Instruction Guide. Following
this guide in your voational program will be the kev to success
of the articulation prdgram. This Guide,.at the secondary level,
replaces previous curriculum guides, is state-of-the-art, locally
validated, and prqvides the basis for building a vocational educa-
tion.pr.qqram which will,excel.

Remember however, this initial edition of the articulation guideHmay
not satisfy every situation. 'Revisions will be needed and are e -
sential to molding the final version into a practical and. kffec ive
curriculum document. Please make correction and revision notes un
your guide copy so that, at a later date, revisions 'may be made with
,a minimum of time and effort.

Thank you very much for your cooperation, your hardwork, and fel
your support of the ,articulation program.. This project periqp_has
been an enjoyable learning experience for me, and working 'with:task

, force committees arid vocational instructor participahts has''been.:a

g2C9D00/2 at.= qfinenVill..05 CoMangY

OX 2848-301 CampeROown Way gReenvae, South CaRolina 29(.302 803/242-6450
4
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DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED - Title VI of the Civil Rights Acts of 1964
states: "No person in Ihe United 'States,:ehall, on the grounds of race,
color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied
the benefit of or be subjected to discrimination under any program or

Ackactivity redeiving ig Thral financial assistance." erefore, the Occupa-
tional Education Artic ation l'roject, like all-other programs or activi-
ties receiying financial assistanpe from the Appalachian Council of
Governments must be operated in comp.liance with this law.

The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the position or
policy of the Appalachian Council of Governments and alp official endorse-
ment by that agency shodld be inferred.
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'-This articulated, performance-based instruction guide has been developed
based upon the tasks (objectives) and task actions (enabling oblectives)
idportant to the success of lentry level workers in the vocation. The
objectives were derived from task analysis and available tasks lists
such as V-TEC Catalogs. The standards of performance are those expected
by local businesses and industries for job success. Test smnples are
included to represent valid and reliable medsures 'of the mastery of
objectives.

BIAS STATEMENT

This articulated, performance-based instruction guide has been designed
to comply with the requirements of PL 94-482 Educational Amendments of
1976, Title II, which'is intended to "...ensure that ...curricula do not
reflect stereotypes based upon sex, race, or national origin..."

COPYRIGHTED DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Every effort has been made to appropriately document any copyrighted
material used in this articulated, performance-based instruction guide.

The objectives and task actions in this guide were developed or contri-
'buted by task force committee (instructor) participants based on their
expertise and on task lists from resources such as V-TEC Catalogs.
Standards included in this 'Oide are those.identified by local businesses

of entry level workers.
included for the purpose df
that may be used to measure
from texts or workbooks ar&
propriate documentation has

and industries as important to the success
Sample knowledge and pereormance tests are

'representing valid and reliable test items
mastery of objectives. Test samples taken
typical of^ those being used locally and ap
been included.

Wm. Edward Henderson Jr.; Coordinator

Occupational Education Articulation Program
The School District of Greenville County.

F.
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Hefiderson, Wm. Edward Jr., ed. ArtictLatbd, Performance-based Instruction
Guide for Welding, Greeniiille, SC: The School Dis(trict of Greenville
Troaly-1166cupational Education Articulation Program funded by the
South Carolina Appalachian Council of Governments), 198,3.
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Title of Projeeir

Project Coordinator:

Contracting Agency:

ABSTRACT

Occupational Education Articulation Program:
Welding

Wm. Edward Henderson Jr.

The School District of Greenville County
P. 9. Box 2848 - 301 CaMperdown Way /

Greenville, SC 29602

Program Period: March 1, 1982 through February 28, 1983

PURPOSE: To develop a continuous line of vocational training in similar
Welding,programs so that students may continue their educatioi
at the secondary and post-secondary levels without loss off
time or waste of effort in-repeating\asks that have beet
ma tered previously.

To p ovide a system where teachers can cooperate effectively -

in pr viding a continbous occupational development piogram
where the level and type of training that leads to entry-level
employment skills will be clear to students, teachers, other

-educators, and empl yers.

METHOD: Welding instrucors from two'sgcondary level
vocational centers of The School District of GreenViile County
and a post:pecondary level welding program representative film
the Industrial Division, Greenville Technical Coll,ege were
brought togethe in task force committee meetings and workshops
to survey ver imilar vocational courses of training to
identify possible overlap or gaps as students continuedwelding
training from the secondary level to the post-secondary level.
In addition, there was interegt in lateral rticulation of '

similar programs at the secondary level. Articulated, perfor-
mance-based (cOmpetency-based) instruction objectiveS guides
were developed by the Task Force Committee on Welding to
facilitaie articulation. By the task analysis process, the4 Task Force Committee on Welding, identified the essential
competencies in Welding for a sttdent to continue training or,
for initial entry into the labor market in a Welding related, -

field. Major objectives for dompetenCy were stated, performance
actions to obtain the objectiyes were identified and placed in
sequencial order, instructio6 tLme Was estimated, and performance
standards for competency were stated. Finally, sample outcome:-
referenced (criterion-referenced) measures of competence were
developed.

ft
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RESULTS: As a result of this project, the Articulated, Perf ased
Instruction Objectives Guide for Welding, was de loped. This
articulation guide, however, is not a final pro uct since it,
must be field tested and revised. Modification and improvements
to the Guide are expected since the process of cation oust
be continually reviewed to ensure that objectives are valid
and are being met ras best they can be met under given cohditions.

A Policfes and Procedures Guide to aid articulation activities
was developed in an earlier phase of the project and has been
used to guide activities in the articulation of welding training.
Two workshop guides, developed during the earlier phase of the
project were used to assist task force committee participants

in writing performance-based objectives, performance actions
to reach the objectives, performance standards, and outcome-
referenced tests. These guides nclude how-to-dd-dt sections
distributed to teacher participants. The workshop guides and
the Policies and Proaedures Guide were revised during this
phase of the articulation program based on field trial experience.
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LEVEL:

DESIGNATION:

DESCRIPTION:

OBJECTIVES:

PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION:

,

Secondary

Welding I

WELDING I

WELDING I

CQMPUTER NUMBER: 773' ,

Welding is designed to qualify students with the knoWledge
and skills necessary for successful entry level employment
in the welding field. Welding instruction includes
blueprint reading, characteristics of various metals, and
methods of testing welds.' Laboratory demonstrations and
experience include both arc welding and gas welding
practices. Cutting, brazing special yelding processes,
and safety'are taught also.'i

rf
Plans a sequence of welding operations, select equipment
to be used or parts of metaXinvolved to ccemplish a
job.

Inspects welds and tests welded joints of work in progress
and of Completed work for visible defects, correct dimensions,
joint strength, bead, mald penetration, and conformance
to specifibations, applying knowledge of geometry, welding
principles, and physical properties of metals.

Connects hose from hand torch to oxygen apd fuel tanks,
or connects cables from power source to electrode holder
to set up welding equipment.

Adjust valve6 on gas tanks to start flow of gases in hand
torch, and adjusts mixture and.pressure of gas welding
equipment to obtain-flame of desired size and color to
weld metal parts.

Uses *arc or flame cutting to cut metal plAes and structure
shapes from metal stock.

Given basic welding tools and equipment, the necessary
specifications, sketches, or blueprints, the'student will
demonstrate mastery of welding equipment, tools, and
operations to produce acceptable metal products or make
repairs.

Through outcome-referenced measures, the student will
demonstrate competency in knowledge and skills necessary

1

1 5
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'

'to successfully,enter, welding employment or to qualify
for further adVanced training such as in pipe welding at
the post-secondary level.

JOB ..AWelders are qualified tb read and interpret blueprints
QUALI-, and drawings, to plan a sequence of operations, select
FIGATION: the-necessary equipment and materials, and apply simple

'mathematics t6 produce welded p,rodc..ti or make welded
repairs.

4
Welders apply heat from gas or electric sources tso melt
metal pieces to form a permanpnt'bond with or withoutthe
use of filler metal,

Welders may use 6xyacetylene or arc cutting to trim metal
to desired sizes or shapes.

A combination welder can perform,both electfic and gas
welding, according to layouts-or work orders. Combination
welders fabricate metal proddcts, repair brpken or cracked
metal,parts, fill or increase.the size of metal parts.

Typical D.O.;. classifications for welding are:

-

Welder, Combination
Welder, CombinatiorkApprentice
Welder, Production bine
Welder, Repair

812.884-014
812.884-010
812.884-018
812.884-022

Welder, Arc D.O.T.810.884, T.E.A. 17.23 32
Vielder,'Gas D.O.T. 811.884, T.E.A. 17.23 32

WORKING Welding involves manual dexterity, welding requires good
,CONDITIONS: hand coordination and -ale ability to concentrate on

detailed work for a long period of time. Welders may
have to lift moderate weights of metal or equipment in. .

their work of may bave to stoop and work in a crouched
position for long periods.

Some disadvantages found in welding work are occasional
burns from welding sparks, exposure to fumes from' molten
metals, noxious or offensive odors, and work in_outside
cold or enclosed hot environments.

Weldets must use protective equipment and safety procedures
to avoid serious burns, injuries to the eyes, and explosions.

PREREQUISITES: None

For optimum success, welders should have manual
dexterity, eye-hand,coordination, color discrimination,
and be in good physical cemdition. Some proficiency in
mathematics and mechanical drawing would be helpful.
Suggested Grade Level: 11



REQUIRED/SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS:.

11.

LEVEL:

TITLE:

DESIGNATION:

6ESC1ZIPTION: Weldin II is a continuation of training and reviews,

expandt, and applies those principles learned in Welding
I.

tystem Year .

1Division Clads Lab ' Total
Ftedits 3

I 1 3
Mours 540 1 - 1 540

Secondary

Welding II

WELDING II . COMPUTER NUMBER: 774

' OBJECTIVES: Same objectives as Welding I. Performs welding practices
with greater knowledge and skill.

PREREQUISITES: Welding II

Suggested Grade Level: '12

REQUIRED/SUG6ESTED INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS:

System Year
Division

..,

'Class Lab Total
Credits 3 - 3

Hours 540 - 540

3

17



SECONDARY DESCRIPTION

WELDING

Welding includes the study,of the weldability of metals, the physical
. properties .ot metals, and the testing of welded Joints. A graduate et

the welding program will have knowledge and skills in electric arc
welding, oxyacetylene welding, heating, cutting, and brazing of common
metals.

Graduates of welding training should be competen; to satisfactorily ,

enter the welding occupation and progress from apprentice to certified
welder.

Recommended course content (SC State Weparrment of Education):

Electric

I. Safety

2. Terminology,
3. identification .bf metals
4. Principles of arc welding
S. Welding symbop
h. ElectrodiT
7. Striking an arc and travel
8. 'Posiiion welding:

Flat -

Horizontal.

Vertical
Overhead

9. Cutting
10. Pipe welding

Planning and estimation,
12. Speciel welding processes

Oxyacetylene

1. Filler rods and fluxes
2. Flame adjustMent
3. HeatLag
4. Setting up gas welding equipment
5. Flame cutting
O. Brazing

Outline of High School Credit Courses, Columbia, SC: State Department
ot Education, pp. 141-142,-1980, (with local update/modification).

4
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POST-SECONDARY DESCRIPTION

WELDING

The post-secondary-welding program is a fout quarter diploma program.
Students may enter each quarter either day or night. Those with prior '
credits may progress into the more advanced .classes.

Suggested Sequene, of Required Courses (4/82):

FIRST QUARTER

COURSE
NUMBER COURSE'TITLE CLASS LAB CREDtT

WLD 113 Gas and/or Arc Welding T & P 5 15 10
441,D 139 Testinl; of Welded Joints 2 0 .2
ENG 126 Communications I 3 0 3

EGT 100 Blueprint Reading and Sketching 3 0 3

13 15 18

SECOND QL,JARTER
9

,

WLD 123 Arc Welding T & P I 5 15 10
WLD 122 Properties, Testing and Treatment of

Metals 5 0 5

MAT 112 Applied Math I, 5 0 5

15 , 15 20

THIRD QUARTER

WLD 120 Gas and Inert Welding T4, P 5 15 10
WLD 144, Burning and Fitting Pipe Joints I qe ' 0 4

ECO 100 Consumer Economics_ 3 0 3Tr T-5 Tr
FOURTH QUARTER

WLD 146 Advanced fWelding .

. 5 15 ' 10
WLD 154, burning and Fitting Pipe Joint, II 4 0 44
PSY V12 Industpal Human Relations 3' tLY- 3

..,
12 15 ' 17

ELECTLVE (:--

WLD 141 Qualification Weidiqg 4 3 5-

Source: Ralph A4eisleg, Department Heaa, Welding, Greenville Technical
golldge, April 1982.

9
5
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POST-SECONDARY COURSE DESCRIPTION

,
,WELDING

(1982 New Courses not included)

WLD 120 GAS & INERT WELDING T & P

"An introduction to welding using the oxacetylene method in the four
basic positions, to include pipe welding, brazing, and flame cutting.
Safe handling of equipment will be emphasized. Similarities of thiq
'method and TIG weldidg will be shown. Above procedures,'but to include
stainless steel and non=ferrous metals, will be practiced with the TIG'
process., (5-15-10)

WLD 123 ARC WELDING.T & P I

"Will consist of the principles and practice of arc welding on ferrous

P

and non-ferrous metals. The student will be able to set t e correct
machine setting, maintain the proper care df machine8. and quipment, and
use safe practices and procedures in different positions. Pre-requisite:
WLD 120 (5-15-10)

EGT 100 BLUErVNT READING AND.SKETCHING

"A seudy of basic blueprint reading and sketching. I includes a detailed
stuckg. of layout, projection, and dimensioning. The student completing
this course should be able to make sketches of certain geometric shapes
and be able,to orthographicallY project these shapes. He should be able
to read and interpret shop drawings, aAd should be familiar with the
most common drawing instruments. (3-0-3)

,WIM'146 ADVANCED WELDING"

"A continuation of arc, gas and inert gelding. The student will be
perfecting his techniques in his selected type of welding. Prerequisite:
WLD 123 (5-15-10)

WLD 122 PROPERTIES, TESTING, & TREATMENT OF METALS

"Covers methods of manufactu'ing steel, the modern blast furnace, cast
iron, mailable iron wrought iron, steel, open hearth furnace, Bessemer
furnace, the electric furnace, and the crucible furnace; the manufacture
of stainless steel, manufacture of brass and bronze, aluminum 'and zinc
and shaping of metals. The student will study the physical and chemical
properties of the different properties of metals, such as steel, cast
iron, brass, stainless steel and aluminum. (5-0-5)



WLD 211 ADVANCED WELDIfiG I .

"Advanced training in inert gas and shielded metal arc processes.
Prerequisite: WLD 146 (5-15-10)

'MAT 169 APPLIED MATH - WELDING

"Mathematical applications as applied to welding. 0-0-5)

WLD 139 TESTING OF WELDED ,JOINTS

"Covers both destructive and nin-destructpe testing Of welded joints.
The student will be able to conduct guided bend tests. (2-0,2)

'WLD 144 BURNING & FITTINGS PIPE JOINTS I 0

"The student/will be taught structural joint design and layout; the'
makiug and use of templates for pipe and tubing, pipe symbols, pipe code
welding and basic estimating procedures. (4-0-4)

WLD 154 BURNING & FITTING PIPE'JOINTS II

"A continuation of Welding I including more advancechtraining in pipe
welding and soldering tubing. Flame cutting will be included.. (4-0-4)

Industrial Division2 Greenville Technical College, Greenville, SC:
Greenville Teanical College, pp. 53, 59-60, 1980-82.



POST7SECONDARY WELDING CREDIT

BY EXAMINATION

Post-secondatliwelding course exemption is by;."Credit Examination"
administered by the Welding Depaxtment, Greenville Technical College, at
a charge of $15.00 per,exam.

4

8

I.
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. SCOPE OF ARTICULATION

WELDING

(Similar Training)

Welding a ticulation is based on close cooperation between instructors
and the ossibility of considerable overlap in training between
secondar and'post-secondary welding programs.

To exempt post-secondary welding training, acondary graduates should
present an official "Wel&ing. Proficiency R7port" to the post-secondary
we`nring'department head as a summary of demonstrated competencies,
receive the recommendation,of the (former) secondary welding instructor,
and must successfully pass required "Credit Examination" Welding-Jests
administered by the Welding Department, Greenville Technical Cblfege,
at a charge. of $15.* Post-secondary welding placement testing is
considered essential to determining the appropriate -level of training
for secondary graduates who already<1 have-,4emonstrated some welding
competency.

*Effective February, 1983, subjeci to change.

9
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GUIDE ORGANIZATION NOTES,

OPTIONAL TASKS

lpptional" tasks are labeled to indicate that secondary instructors
'agree that the task is important and should be included in training
provided the training budget allows for adequate expendible suriplies
such as welding rods, gases, or base metals and provided the tasks
meet student needs.

ORIENTATION TASKS

Tasks labeled "orientation" indicate that training basically is of
an orientation orintroductory nature and, typically, competency is
not obtained as a result of se.coandary training.

SAFETY TRAINING

While welding salty is described
guide and in major,units of instruct
out the entire course of training on

TERMINOLOGY

the beginning of the articulated
on, sifety is integrated through
a daily basis.

Competency in welding terminology typically is not niasterd until
the end of the nnit or course training period.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME

Suggested instructional hours for welding are for nanning purposes
only. The actual hours will depend on tbe Availability of expendible
training materials such as Nelding rods, gases, and base metals as
well as the time necessary for the student to demonstrate the minimum
suggested competencies. Suggested instructional time is based on, the
average student in an average instructional situation.

GUIDE DESCRIBES MINIMUM STANDARDS

The Articulated, Performancebased Instruction Guide for.Welding
describes the suggested "minimum competencies" for a secondary welding
student. Secondary welding students will be encouraged to exceed
the "minimum standards."
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SAMZLE

OUTCOME-REFERENCED,TESTS

WELDING

This articulated, performance-based instruction guiae is designed to
answer three critical questions necessary for quality instruction.

First, what should be taught?

The objectives of the articulated, performance-based edUcation -
vocational education program are based on extensive task analysis ,

and validation.

The task objectives represent what employers in busikss and
industry say is important for entry level job success.

Second, how should it be taught?

It should be taught using the latest "state-of-the-art" instruc-
tional technology incorporated into each unit.

Students are taught the knowledges, skilL, and attitudes needed
' for successful and productive employment.

Third, NNW should students 122. evaluated?

Students are evaluated using a validated competency-based approach
to determine student proficiency vocational knowledges and skills.

11

The minimum standards are those required for successful.entry in
the next high level of training or for succesful employment.

The sample tests are included to illustrate how the student's compe-
tency in vocational Skills and knowledges may be measured with validi-ty.4----

and reliability. In addition, the test samples are incltded to.p?bmote
standardization in the evaluation of vocational students in similar
programs.

Test items have been constructed solely from the Objectives of the
vocational program. The statement of the objectives indicate the level
of knowledge or skill to be tested. Task force committee participants
have attempted to tests that agree with objectives in the be-
havior requested, given conditions, and the desired standards of
performance.

NOTE: Unless the test page is marked "Revised" or "R," the test
r; should be considered a field trial edition currently under

review and revision.

11
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WEIMING

SUGGESTfED INSTRUCTION TIME
41t

iWELDAG f SUGGESTED (

1UNIT/TASK . HOURS
, i

Unit 0.0,

p.o Orientation i

Unit 1.0

1.01

1.02

1.03

1.04

Safety: Generalt

Classr2oom Safety

Apply Fire Safety Rules and Procedures

4pply Electrical Safdty Rules and
Procedures

1.05 Personal Safety in Welding

2

1

1

Safe P4tices in Wel4iqg 6

Unit 2.0

2.01 Basic Welding Math Fractions V 6

2.02 Basic Welding Math Decimals . 6

2.03 Basic Welding Math Volumes 1

2:04 Basig Welding Math Areas , 1

2.05 The Metric System 1

Unit 3.0

3.01 Measuring in Welding 6

Unit 4:0

4.01 0 acetylene Cutting/WelSing Terminology N/A

4.02 OxYacetylene Cutting/Welding Safety 20

4.03 Perform Soap.and Water Test (Safety) ***

*12 26



4.04 Identifying Oxygen and Acetylene Gases
and.Cytinder Handling

4.,05 Set Up OXyacetylene Cutting/Welding
Station- ,

4.06 *Clean Oxyacetylene Cutting/Welding Tips

4.01

4.08

4.09

Lighting the'Torch

djusting Flame.

Oxyacetylene Cutting

4.10 Prep.aring- the Joint

.4.11 Carrying the Puddle (Fuse) -

4.12 Run a Bead With Filler Rod

4.13 Weld Open Butt Joint, All Positions* 45

4.14 Weld'T-Joint, All Pos'itions* 20

3

1-2

9-15

**4.07

**4.07

3

4-6 .

4.15 Fillet Weld, Lap Joint, Flat anA
Overhead* Positions 4

416 Weld Corner Joint< (Outs,ide) Flat
Position

4.17 Construct Pipe Weld in Fixed Position

4.18 Braze Mild Steel

2

Uhit 5.0

'5.01 Introduction (Principles) oi Arc Welding 6

5.02 SafetY in Arc Welding 6

5.03 Machines and Accessories 15

Jr"
5.04 Select Electrode 4-6.

N r)
r-----.7 Striking and Maintaining (Substaining) 15

an Arc.(Flat Position)

5.06 Chip Slag Using ChipPing Hammer 1

5.07 Run Short Beads, Flat Position 160

(Training-Task)

5.08 Run Continuous Beads, Flat Position **5.07
(Training Task)

13 2



5.09 Weld Weave Bead Pattern

111 5.10 Prepare Joint

**5.07

4-6

5.11 Set Up and Make Stringer Beads on Flat 185
7 Plate in All Positions (Dual Task
Description) (E6010 and E7018 Electrodes)

5.12 Set Up and Tack Weld Joints: But, Tee, 185

Lap, and Corner Joints (Dual Task
Description)*

5.13 Set Up and Multi-Pas Weld T-Joint, All
Positions (Multi-Task Description)

5.14

5.15

5.16 Construct an Outside Corner Weld in the
VertIcal Up and Down Position

Construct OpenButt Weld, All Positioni

Construct Lap Joint Weld, 3/8 Inch Eqtal
Legs, Thltse Passes

5.17 Construct, Groove Weld On Pipe In Flat
Axis, Vertical, and Diagonal Axis
Positions

Ynit 6.0

185

6.Q1 IntrOuction To GMAW Welding 3

6.02 GliKAW' Welding Safety 2

6.03 Set Up and Shut Down GMAW (MIG) 2

Equipment

p

6.04 Maintain Gas Metal Arc Welding 2

Gunj.TorEh) ..,

,.. .

6.05. Weld Stringer Beads With GMAW 3

Equipment, Flat Position

6.06 Weld Carbon Steel With GMAW Equipment
Butt, Joint, All Positions

,6.07 Weld Carbon. Steel, T-Joint, With GRAW 6

Equipment, Flat and Vertical Position
(Up/Down)

6.08 , GMAW Weld Pipe in Fixed Position(s),
Downhill

.14
28
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Unit 7.0

7.01

- 7.02 '

, Introduction To (GTAW) Welding

(GTAW) Safety

3

2

7.03 Prepare for GTAW Welding, Startup 1

Equiliment, Adjust, Shut-down

7.04- Disassemble and 'clean GTAW (TIG) 1

Torch Assembly

7.05 Carrying The Puddle 4-6

7.06 Weld Stringer Beads, Mild Steel, and 2

Flat Position, Using GTAW Equipment

,t.
7.07 Weld Carbon Steel With GTAW('(TIG) 20-30

Equipment, AISPositions

7.08 Weld Stainless Steels With GTAW (TIG)
Process, All Positions

7.09 Weld Aluminum or Aluminum Alloys 40-50
With GTAW 4TIG) Equipment, All
Positions

Upit 8.0

8.01 Make Guided Bend Test of Butt'
Joint (Option)

8.02 Test Fillet Welded Joint

8.03 - Conduct Visual Inspection of. Weld

. Unit 9.0 .

9.01 Identify Information

9.02 Visualize Objects From Multiview
Drawings

9.03 Determine Specifications
TOTAL 1,080

25-30

:*

*Hours not specified, integrated o-r optional task.
**Conducted jointly with task indicated.

"es

15 29
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UNIT 0.0

ORIENTATION

,
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UNIT 0.0 WELDING I

TASK 0.0 ORIENTATION
4

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given information on school policies and procedures, apply these policies
and procedures. The policies and procedures will be adhered to on a
daytoday basis. Meet standards of the instructor 100 percent.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

1. Review with instructor school policies and procedures.

2. Review with instructor philosphy of school and state.

3. Review with instructor
(Welding I or Welding I

4. Review with instructor
procedures, etc.

, PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

course objectives Tor Welding

shop (classroom) Policies and

Apply information/instructions given during orientatjn and
throughout training period to comply 4ith all polic es and
procedures on a daytoday basis.
The standards of the state, school district, school and
instxuctor will be met 100 percent.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 1 Hour

3
17



UNIT 1. 0

A

, WELDING SAFETY

4

3 2
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AP WEiDING
SAFETY

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME

SAFETY
TUITTASK

Unit 14

SUGGESTED
HOURS

1.01 Safety: General 2

1%02 Classroom Safety 1

1.03 Apply Fire Safety Rules and
Procedures

1,44 ' Apply Electrical Safety Rules
and Procedures

1

1.05 Personal Safety in Welding 2

1.06 Safe Practices in Welding 6

44



UNIT/TASK

Unit 1.0

1.01

TASK LISTINGS
WELDING I

WELDING SAFETY

. DESCRIPTION .t.c

(Safety: General) Given an orientation to building, shop,
and fife safety; discuss, identify:or demonstrate general
shop safety.behavior and fire safety procedures.

1.02 (C assroom Safety) Given a typical welding shop/classroom or
wo k situation, exhibit an awareness of safety practices,
sa e work habits, and a posi.W.ve attitude concerning welding

safety and accident prevention and meet the standards estab
lished by the instructor.

1.03 (Apply Fire Safety Rules and Procedures) Given examples of
types of fires, fire extinguishers, and possible shop situa
tions, apply fire safety rules and procedures. Meet National
and local fire safety procedures. / '

1.04 (Apply Electrical Safety Rules iand Procedures) Given orien
tation to identifying electrical hazards, apply electnical
safety rules and procedures. Electrical equipment, exposed ,

wire, frayed cables, and deteriorated insulation must be
reported and corrected. Proper grounding must be employed and
maintained. Junction boxes, outlets, switches, breaker switches,
and panels musebe identified as to their use. Meet all
applicable National and local standards ancythe-standards of
the instructor.

1.05 (Personal Safety in Welding) Given a list of protective
equipment used in welding, identify what each item islused
with 100 percent accuracy by the end of the instruction unit.
As'appticable, demonstrate proper use of safet equipment.

1.06 (Safe Practices in WeldlIng) NOTE: ThiA obje ive will be
repeated in each unit (ARC, Oxyfuel, efc.)'of welding to
clarify the safe practices that must be folaT4ed when per
,forming various tasks in welding. Given an orientation,
resource books and information, machine information (identifi
cation plates, etc.), and ahop/lab posters, etc., follow
accepted practices in welding as outlined by the instructor,
the textbooks, manufacturer's identifications on machines,
etc.

20
34



UNIT 1.0 , , WELDING I

TASK 1.01 SAFETY: GENERAL

I.

'

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an orientation to building, shop, and fire safety; discuss, identi-
fy, or demonstrate general shop safety behavior and fire procedUres.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

1.0101 As applicable, discus's basic safety rules appliCable
'to the training facility.

1.0102 IdentifY general shop safety rulei.

1.0103 a. Review with the instructor fire safety rules.
b. Identify fire safety equipment, exits, smd pro7

cedures in the shop and building area during a
fire.

PERFORMANCE STAMODS:

Follows basic safety rules and established sfiop
safety practices.

_- Follows established fire safety practices and
procedures.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 2Aiours

21
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UNIT 1.0 WELDING I

TASK 1.02 CLASSROOM SAPETY

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a typical welding shop/classroom or work sitUation, exhibit an
awareness of safety practices, safe work Jlabits, and a positive attitude
concerning welding safety-and accident prevention and meet standards
established by the instructor.

0
a,

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

1.0201 Develop an awareness of haqards and become more
safety conscious.

1.0202 Develop a serious attitude,toward the use of safety
procedures.

1.0203

1.0204

1.0205

1.0206

Prepare for safety before entering the work area.

Prepare for safety on entering the work area.

Prepare for safety at the work station.

Demonstrate knatl.edge of safety color coding and
- 0

symbols.

1.0207 Practice s e rocedures.

1.0208 Prepare for safety on leaving the work environment.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- "Zero-Level" accident record.
- Standards acceptable to the instructor based on recommended

resources.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 1 Hour

RECOMMENDED RESOURCES:

Consult current District Safety Guide.

Jacobs, Cli,nton 0., and goward J. Turner, Developing Shop Safety Skills,
Athens, GA: American Association for Vocational Instructional
Materials.. Approximately 80 pages of bFief, visually clean sugges-
tions concerning a variety of shop safety situations. Good student
or resource manual:.

22 t)
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4
UNIT 1.0 WELDING I

TASK 1.02 CLASSROOM SAFETY (Con't.)

RECOMMENDED RESOURCES (Con't.):

Safety Handbook, A Guide for Trade and Industrial Programs, Clemson
University, SC: VocationallEducation Media Center, 1968. (No.
13/2/70, $2.25: Accompanying 31 Transparencies, No. 9/8/68, $5.75.)
Available from Trades and Industries District Supervisors, Office
of Vocational Education, South Carolina State Department of Education
or from the Vocational Education Media Center, Clemson Universi,ty,
SC.

Planning for Emergencies, Occupational Safety and Health Short Course
Number Seven, Columbia, SC: SC State Board for Technical and
Comprehensive Education.

Notgrass, Troy, Safety Handbook for ICT, The University of Texas at
Austin: ,Center for Occupational Curriculum Development, Division
of Continuing Education, 1978.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Regulations of individual school or classroom.
- Regulations of The School District of Greenville County.
- Codes, laws, and ordinances.
- Materials and,equipment handbooks and manuals.
- OSHA Regulations.
- E.P.A. Regulations.

tv
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UNIT 1.0 WELDING I

TASK 1.03 APPLY FIRE SAFETY RULES AND
PROCEDURES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given examples of types of fires, fire extinguishers, and possible shop
situations, apply fire safety rules and procedures. Meet National and
local fire safety procedures.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

1.0301 Identify and explain application for:
a. foam
b. carbon dioxide
c. soda acid
d. pump tank
e. gas cartridge
f. dry chemical
g. multipurpose dry chemical firs extinguishers

1.0302- DescIrAp procedures for operating selected fire
extinguishers.

1.0123

1.0304

1.0305

Identify common causes of fire in welding shop and
common methods for avoiding or preventing fires.

Inspect shop/laboratory for conformity with fire
safety rules and prodedures.

Identify/explain relevant s fety precautions for
welding. r

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

., 0
Apply fire safety rules and procedures in welding meeting all

.w

applicable standards, National and local, and meeting instruc
tor's standards.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 1 Hour

24
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UNIT 1.0 'WELDING I

TASK 1.04 APPLY ELECTRICAL SAFETY RULES AND
PROCEDURES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given o ientation to identifyiniklectrical hazards, apply electrilcal
safety 4.iles and procedures. Electrical equipment, exposed wire, frayed
cables, and deteriorated insulation must be reported and corrected.
Proper rounding must be employed and maintained. Junction boxes,
outlet. , switcheai breaker switches, and panels must be identified as to
their use. Meet all applicable National and local standards and the
standards of the instructor.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

1.0401 Explain importance of labeling circuit breakers.

1.0402 Explain importance of proper grounding on weldi4
machines and equipment.

1.0403 Demonstrate/explain methods for using flexible
extension cords, long cables, and drop lights.

1.0404 Ideotify electrical hazards and explain safety rules
anAprocedures pertaining to welding, cutting, and
brazing.

1.0405 Identify approved ocations for,all electrical
equipment and sources in the welding shop.

1.0406 Interpret safety precautions for electricity in the
welding shop.

.4

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Apply electrical safety rules and procedures for the welding
shop/laboratory on a day-to-day basis meeting all applicable
National and local safety rules and regulations and the standards
of the instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 1 Hour

25
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UNIT 1.0 WELDING I

TASK 1.05 *. PERSONAL SAYETY IN WELDING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a lie-t'Uf protective equipment used in welding, identify what each
item is used for 'with 100 percgnt accuracy by the end of the instruction
unit. As applicable, demonstrate proper use of safety equipment.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

1.0501 List and explain the rules for persondl safety.

1.0502 Identify each item tor ptotective equipmentused in
. welding from a given list, sketch., or mockup.

PERFORMANGE STANDARDS:

Given a,list, sketch, or mockup, identify with 100 percent
accuracy personal protective equipment used in welding.

SUGGESTED'INSTRUC'TION TIME: 2 btours

RELATED TECHNICAL'iNFORMATION:

Select proper lens shade for welding j4.

40
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Addendum to Task 1.05

SELECT PROPER SAFETY LENS

LENS SHADE SELECTOR

Type of bperation Shade number
Soldering 2
Torah brazing . 3 or 4 .

Oxygen cutting
0 - 1 inch
1 - 6 inches .

,6 inches and over

3 or 4
3 or 5 ,

5 or 6

0

Gas welding
0 - 1/8 inch
1/8 to,1/2 inch
1/2 inch and over

4or 5
5 nr 6
6 or 8 ,

Shielded metal arc welding
1116, 3/32, 1/8, 5/32 inch electrodes

.

9 - 14
Gas Metal Arc Welding,

)

Gas tungsten arc welding ....-4=,

Nonferrous, gaS metal arc welding
1/16, 3/32, 1/8, 5/32-4nch electrode

9 - 14

.

,Gas tungsten arc welding (ferrous),
gas metal arc welding (ferrous)

1/16, 3/32, 1/8, 5/32 inch-electrodes

9 - 14

--,.

e

41
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UNIT 1.0 1"-ErrNG I

TASK 1.06 SAFE PRACTICES IN WELDING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

NOTE: This objective will be repeated in,each unit (ARC, Oxy-fuel,
etc.) of welding to clarify the safe practices that must be followed
when performing various tasks in welding. Given an orientation, re-
source booka and information, machine information (identification plstes,
etc.), and shop/lab posters, etc.; follow accepted practices in welding
as outlined by the Instructor, the textbooks, manufacturer's identifi-
cations on machines, etc.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

1.0601 Identify major areas of safe practiqe in'oxy-fuel,
ARC, MIG,,and TIG welding as well,as working with
metals including the use of hand and power tools.

1.0602 Apply safe practices.on a day-to-day basis in working
with or welding metals and id using equipment in the
Welding shop/lab.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

//
Apply safe yracticescon a dafto-day basis in operating welding
machines, workineewith, or weleIN metals, and in using equip-
ment in the welding shdptleb.
Manufacturer's standards, accepted practices of the trade,'and
the instructor's stendaras apply.,

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION'TIME: 6 Hours

4 2
28
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Addendum to Task 1.06

SAFETY PRACTICES RECOMMENDED FOR WELDING

1. Always wear shitable protective. clothing.
2. Maintain a safe, clean work area.
3. Do not weld near flammable materials.
4. Do not weld in the vicinity of explosive materials or near carbofi

tetrachloride.
5. Do not weld in an area with less than three or,four complete changes

of airoper hour.
6. Use air exhaust at the weld 14henever welding lead, cadmium, chromium,

manganese, brass, bronze, zinc, or galvanized metals.
7. Never weld or cut in aconfined area withouivproper safety pre-

cautions.
8. Handle inert gas cylinders with the same care jou use,with oxyacety-

lene cylinders.
9. Keep all welding equipment in good conditio

10. If it is necessary to couple lengths of ca gether, make sure
joints are insulated and all electrical co ons are tight; use
no chbles with frayed, cracked, or bare spo

11. When an electrode holder is not in use, hang t on welding machine
or in special holder; never let it touch a gas cylinder.

12. Always have the welding machine properly grounded.
13. Use guard on pedal controls to prgrent accidental starts.
14. If need arises to weld in damp or wet conditions, wear rubber boots

and/or stand on dry cardboard or wood.
15. Stand only on solid items, floor, or*ground.
16. When welding in high places without railings, use safety belt or

lifeline.
17. Wear proper eye protection, especially when grinding or cutting.
18. Take necessary steps to protect the eyes of others.
19. Never weld or cut directly on a concrete.floor.
20. When using a water-cooled torch, check for water leakage.
21. Dosnot use oil or grease on any oxygen dr acetylene connections 'as

oil and oxygen will ignite.
22. Never open tank valves until you are certain that regulator valves

are closed.
4

23. Never open the valves on the cylinders with a hammer.
24. Never hammer on oxygen or acetylene regulators.
25. Do not light a torch with a match or open flame; use spark striker

provided.
26. Before lighting torch, be positive that hose, tanks, or-any inflam-

mable materials will not be exposed to heat, flame, or "sparks.

27. PBeware of high acetylene gressure; never use acetylene gas wheff the
(.pressure is greater than 25 pounds Per square inch.

28. Never screw the regulator screw in tight agtinst the regulator as
this spoils the.diaphkagm; if hose pressure drqps, check tank

low pressure at regulatdr; tank is probably emptyt
29. Do.not hold welding or cutting tip too close to,your work pince

this may cause a flash-back in the torch.

29 4 3
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_30. Never usea. tip that gets hot.
31. Never use a torch that leaks.
32. Never leave your torch burning and go away from it.
334 Never leave torch valve open.

34.. Do not use the torch for a hammer, crowbar, wedge, or for any
other purpose than welding; do not dse a cylinder, even when
empty, assa.roller.

35. Do not store cylinders in a room where the temperature is more
than 800.

36. Do not adjust, 4ter, change, build, or do any experimental work
on cylinders, re'gulators, torches, or any other gas equipment.

37: Never attempcito weld a closed or jacketed tank, vessel, or
container without a vefit for air.

38. Report any defective tools, machines, or other'equipment to
the instructor.

39. Operate afiazardous machine only after receiving ins'truction on
how to operate the machine safely.

40. Retain all guards and safety devices except with the specifiC
authorization of the instructor.

41. Report all accidents to th uctor regardless of nature or
severity.

42. Turn off the power before leaving 4 machine
43. Make sure all guards and barriers are in place and adjusted

properly gefore starting a machine tool.
44. Disconnect the power from machine tools/lbefore performing

maintenance task's,.
45. Use correct, properly fitting tools for nuts, bolts, and fasteners

to be turned or held.
46. Keep the shop or laboratoti floor clear of scraps and litter.
47. Clean up any spilled liquids immediately.
48. Store oily rags or oily waste in metal containers.
49. Clean the chips from a machine with a brush--not with a rag

or the bare hands.

30
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SAFETY

STUDENT SAFETY PLEDGE FORM

, who is enrolled in Vocational Welding, will,

as a part of training, operate machines andequipment providing thax the

student's Parent or guaTdian gives written permission.

It is understood that each student will be given proper instruction,
both in the use of the equipment and in correct safety procedures con
cerning it, before being allowed to operate it. The student must assume
responsibility for following safe practices, and therefore the student
is asked to subscribe-to the following safety pledge.

1. I promise to follow all safety rule or the shop.

:, 2. ;I prom ::ise never to use a machine __out first having per
mission from the instructor.

3. I will not ask permission to use a particular machine unless I
have been instructed in its use, and have made 100% on the
safety test for that machine.

4. I will report any accident or injury to the teacher immediately.

Date Student's signature

I hereby give my consent to allow my son/daughter to operate all machines
and equipment necessary in carrying out the requirements of Welding
training.

Date Piren 's signature

Parents are cordially invited to visit dib,..4hop to inspect the machines
and to see them in operation.

145
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UNIT 1.0 - SAFETY

,OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

1. List five items of personal,saiktyA

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2. List five safety practices for handling oxyacetylene equipment.

3.

4.

5.

3. When welding on cutting, brass, bronze, lead, cadnium, or berylliqm,
metal, it is especially important to

a. proper clothing
b. use flash arresters .

c: proper ventilation
d. wear ear protection..

41 Beware of high acetylene pressure, never use acetylene gases when
pressure is greater than

a. 20 PSI

b. 15 PSI

c. 10 PSI

d. 5 PSI

5:` Proper eye protection must be used while welding because arc welding
voduces harmful

a. ultra-viole raY%
b. micro-vapors
c. gamma rays

d. infrared rays

T-1-1
4 6
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UNIT 1.0 - SAFETY (Con't.)

a

6. When conducting cutting¶nd grinding operations, it re exttemely
important to use

a. eye protection
b. adequate time
C. electric grinder
d. leather shoes

7. What is the most common and most serious accIdent in the welding
shop?

a. bruses
b. burns
c. eye injury
d. cuts and scratches

COMPLETION

8. Never use to ventilate a container.

9. The welder should use
metal.

or to handle hot

10. Welding equipment should never be worked on without permission
If the

11. There are three classes of "FIRES", Classes, "A", "B", and "C",
fires, what types of fire is an electrical fire?

TRUE-FALSE

12. A fire extinguisher that has A- B- C- on the front of the
unit, is suitable for all fires.

_13. Is it a normal practice for the welder to flame cut on a
*concrete floOr?

14. Is it good practice to use leather boots when welding in
damp areas?

4 7
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4

- SAFETY

411 OUTCOME-REFERENCED TEETS

TASK 1.03

1. What kind of damage can be caused by intense visible rays similar
to.those given when an arc is stuck?

2. What kind of danger can strong ultra-violet rays cause?

3. What problems may result frod Ltinued exposure,to intrared rays?

4. Explain the problemsjnvolved in healing serious burns by ultra-violet
rays?

5. What is the condition of the eye when it has been injured by arc
flash?

6. How do you treat minor burns in which the skin is not broken.

7. List seven things to remember when treating a'person who has received
major burns?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

o

ve

T-1-3 4 8
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UNIT 1.0 - SAFETY
%

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

Task 1.06

1. Why is removing all the combustibles ofter-tu-amg4tisfactory method
of making a vessel safe for welding?

2. Describe the symptoms of lead poisoning?

3. What are the symptoms of metal fume fever?

4. What kind of healing problems may result from poisoning due to
welding maganese and its alloys?

5. Name a metal that is used-to coat another metal and that.will give
or deadly fumes when heated?

4.



UNIT 1.0 - SAFETY

411 Answer Sheet

1. 1. 1007.,cotton (LS) shirt
2. nonfraed clothing
3. safety glasses

4. ankle top leather shoes.
5. welding gloves

2. 1. crack the valve before installing regulators
2. open cylinder valves only after thumb screws are out
3. make sure cylin&ers are chained in place
4. oxyacetylene hoses should be draped.nof bunged from carts
5. use approved striker to light torches, not matches or lighters

3.

4. b

5. a & d

6. a

7. c

8. 'oxygen

9. tongs, pliers

10. instructor

11. Class "C"

12. true

13. false

14. false

T-1- 5
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UNIT 1.0 - SAFETY

Task 1.03

Answer Sheet

1. Eyestrain and possible temporary blindnes's.

2.' Severe inflammatift, s ilar to sunburn.

3. Infrared rays may ca e cumulative effects that may lead to cataracts
or retina injuries.

4. The burns heal slowly aad they can leave scar tissue whiCh continues
to be sensitive to both heat and cold.

5. The eyeball becomes covered with many small water biisters.

6. Put the affected part in cold water.

7. 1. Handle person -only if necessary.
2. Do not use salve or lotions on burns.
3. Leave burned clothing on burn.e'
4. Do not break bli.sters.
5. Cover affected area with dry dressing.
6. Use shock preventive treatment. '
7. Get medical help quickly.

TASK 1.06

1. It is.N4.0costly method not appropriate for,typical coMmercial jobs.

2. Symptoms may include a lead line in the gums, a metallic.taste in
the mouth, constipation, vomitting, and nausea.

3. A severe upset stomach may be experienced4 Symptoms may include:
' headache, chills, and tightness in the chest.

4: Poisoning from magenese and its alloys causes.respiratory trouble
and various changes in the welder's nervous .system.

,5. Cadimum plated or painted metals or metals cOvered with mercury
give off deadly fumes when heated.

5 1
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UNIT 2. 0

WELDING MATH
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%

WELDING
MATH .

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME

Math HUGGESTED
HOURSUNIT/TASK

Unit 2.0

2.01 Basic Welding Math =Fractions 6

2.02 Basic Welding Math - Decimals 6

2.03 Basic Welding4Math - Volumes 1

2.04 Basic Welding Math - Areas 1

2.05- The Metric System 1 -.

z)3
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UNIT/TASK
Unit 2.0

2.01

2.02

4

TASK LIS,IINGS

MELDING I

DESCRIPTIQN

(Basic Welding Math - Fractions) Givgn a pretest or examples
by the instructor, conduit the following operations with
fractions: (1) Change any fradtion to a decimal*.number, 'and

any terminating decimal number to a fraction. (2) Arrange'in
order...unj.t.and simple nonunit fractions. (3) Writesequiva-
lent fractions in higher, lower, and lowest terms. (4) Write
improper fractions as whole or mixed numbers, and mixed numbers
as improper fracti.ons. (5) Multiply fractions and mixed
numbers, expressing answers in simplest form. (6) Divide
fractions and mixed numbers, expressing answers in simplest
form. (7) Add and subtract unlike fractioA,,expressing
answers in simplest form. (8) Add and subtract mixed numbers
with unlike fractions, expressing answers in/simplesttform.-
(9) Use rational numbers to solve simple.work problems.

Oasic Welding Math - Decimals) Given a pretest or examples
by the instructor, conduct the following decimal Math operations:
(1) Name the place value of digits in decimal Inimbers of up to
nine digits before the decimal.and six digits after thwdecimal. '

(2) Compare decimal,numbers and arrange them in order. (3)

.WrIte ihe numeral for any decimar number of up to four decimal
places. (4) Xbund decimal numbers to any designated place
value up to thouSandths. (5) Add and subtract decimal numlers
-of up to six digits. (6) Multipl decimal numbers by whole
numbers or decimal numbers.. (7) Divide a dumber by'a ifiree-digit
decimal number.1 (8) Multiply and.di:Vide numbers by powers of
ien, by inspection.

2.03 (Ba'aic Welding Math -*Volumes) Given a pretest or examples by_
the instructor, find the volume of any rectangular prism or
cube.

2404 (Basic Welding Math - Areas) Given a pretest or examples by
the instructor, find the area of the following types of figures:
(a) Rectangle; square, and parallelogram,e(b) Triangle and
trapezoid, (c) Circle, and (d) Surface area of any rectangular
prism, cube, or cylinder.

2.05. (The Metric System) ,Given baSic instruction in,the metric
system and conversion,from United States CustoMary units to
metric; read and convert specificaions and dimensions from
one system into the other system on teacher or text assigned

iproblems with 100 percent accuracy.

34
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UNIT 2.0 WELDING I

<4.1ASK 2.01 BASIC WELDING MAUL,- FRACTIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a pretest or examples by the-Instructor, conduct the following
operations with fractions:

1. Change any friction to a decimal number, and4any termi-,

nating decimal number to a fraction.
2. Arrange in order.:oinit and simple nonunit fractions.
3. Write equivalent fractions in higher, lower, and lowest

terms. ,

4. Write improper fractions as whole oi mixed numbers, and
mixed numbers as improper fractions.

5. Multiply fractions and mixed numbers, expresin4lanswers
in simplest form.

?16. Divide fractions and mixed numbers, expressing answers in
simillest form.

7. 'Add and subtracl unlike fractilins; expressAg answers in
simplest form.

8. Add and subtract mixed numbers with unlike fractions,
expressing'answers in simpleit form.

9. Use rational.numbers to solve simple word problems.

.PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
,

Consult: Curriculum Guide for Righ School Gederal Mathematics, Green-
ville,"BC: The School District of Greenville County, 1979.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS,: ,

- Student should be able to,complete pretest in Math Curriculum
Guide with 90 percent accuracy.

- Consult the Math Curriculum Guide for pretests, suggested
exercises, and references.

NOTE: The level of this math skill is eighth grade, General Math I.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 6 Baurs, (Actual hours of instruction will
be deterMined by student's math skill, as indicated by plitest. Remedial
instruction may be At iniilation of Welding I.or as the actual skill is
required...),



UNIT 2.0 WELDING I

TASK 2.02 BASIC WELDING MATH - DECIMALS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a pretest or examples
decimal math operations:

by the instructor, conduct the following

1. Name the place value of digits in decimal numbers of *up
to nine digits before the decimal and six digits after
the decimal.

2. Compare decimal numbers and arrange them in order.
3. Write the numeral for any decimal number of up to four

decimal places.
4. Round decimal numbers to any designated place Value up to

thousandths.
5. Add and subtract decimal numbers of up to six digits.
6. Multiply decimal numbers by whole nUmberg-or decimal

numbers.

7. Divide a number by a three-digit decimal number.
8. Multiply and divide decimal numy§ts by powers of ten, by

inspection.

P&RFORMANCE ACTIONS:

Consult: Curriculum Guide for High School Geheral Mathematics,
Greenville, SC: The School District of Greenville:County,
1979.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Student shouldle able to complete pretest in Math Curriculum ,

Guide with 90.percent accuracy. -

- Consult: Curriculum Guide for Hip School General Mathematics,
1979, for pretests, suggested exercises, and references.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 6 Hours (Actual hours of instructionyill
be determined by the student's math skill as indicated bz pretest.
Remedial instruction may kilp at initiation of Welding I.or as the actual
skill is required.)

NOTE: The level of this matthkill'is 'eighth grade, General Math I.

56
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;UNIT ' 2.0 WELD110 I

TASK 2.03 (OPTIONAL) BASIC WELDING MATH - VOLUMES

°PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVF

Given a pretest or examples by the instructor, find the volume of any
rectangular prism or cube.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS;
1.

Consult: Curriculum Guide for High School General Mathematics,
Greenville, SC: The School District of Greentille County,
1979..

1PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Student should be able to complete pretest in Math Curriculum
Guide with.90 percent accuracy.
Consult: Math Curriculum Guide for pretests, suggeSted exercises,
and references.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIOITIME: 1 Hour (Actual

be determined by the studentis math skill as
Remedial instruction may be at initiation of
skill is required.)

NOTE:

hours of instruttion will
indicated by pretest.
Welding I or as f4 'actual

0,

alAt

The level of this math skill is eighth grade, General Math I.

5 7
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, UNIt, 2. O. 'WELDING

TASK 2.04 (OPTIONAL) .BASIC WELDING MATH - AREAS-

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a pretest or examples by the instructor, find the area of the
following types of figures':

a. Rectangle and square
b. Circle

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

Consult: Curriculum GUide for High School General Mathematics, Greenville,
SC: The School District of Greenville County, 1979.,

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-, Student should be able-to complete pretest in Math Curriculum
Guide with 90 percent accuracy.

- Consult the Math Curriculum Guide for pretests, suggested
exercises, and references,

9

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION.TIME: 1 Hour (Actual hours of instrUction will
be determined by the student's math skill as indicated bY pretest.
Remedial instruction may be at iaitiltion'of Welding I or as the actual P
skill is required.)

NOTE: The level of this math skill is.eighth grade, General Math

5s
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UNIT 2.0 WELDING I

TASK 2.05 (OPTIONAL) THE METRIC SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:.

Given basic instruction in the metric'system and conversion from United
States Customary units to metric; read and tonvert specifications and
dimensions from one system into the other system on teather or text
assigned problethe with'100 percent accuracy.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

2.0501 Demonstrate ability to read and use U.S. Customary
length measurements.

2.0502 Identify basic SI units and symbols.

Unit Name Symbol
Length Meter m
Electric Current ,Ampere A
Temperature Kelvin $ K

2.0503 Identify basic Metric, prefixes:

Prefix Amo?fit Fraction Decimal ..'

Milli One...housandth 1/1000 0.001
Centi Onehundredth 1/100 0.01
Deci Onetenth 1/10 0.1
Deka Tea 10 10.0
Hecto Hundred 100 100.0
Kilo Thousand 1000 1000.0

2.0504. Convert fnches to Millimeters
Inches x 25.4 = Millimeters

2.0565 Coniiert Millimeters tO Inches
Millimeters x 0.0394 = Inches

2:1)
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Accuracy of 100 percent in conversion of length from one
system to the other system.

5 9
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UNIT 2.0 VLDING

TASK 2.05 (OPTIONAL) THE METRIC SYSTEM (Con't.)

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 1 Hour

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- ANSI Standards
- System International d'United (SI)-((Metric System))
- U.S. Customary MeasureMents System

.10

r 6 0
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UNIT 3.0

MEASURING

l
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WELDING I
UNIT/TASK

Unit 3.0

WELDING I
OXYAUTYLENE

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME

3.01 Measuring in Welding

SUGGESTED
HOURS

6



UNIT/TASK
Unit 3.0

3.01

TASK tISTINGS
MEASURING

OXYACETYLENE

DESCRIPTION

(Measuring in Welding) Given proper instructions, read a rule
and use other measuring tools with the precision necessary to
take measurements from drawings, cut metal to exact lengths
and angles, and set them up for the welds.

43
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UNIT 3.0 MEASURING

TASK 3.01 MEASURING1IN WELDING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Give4 proper instruotirs, read 'a .rule and use other measuring tools

with the precision necessary to take measurements from drawings, cut
metal to exact lengths and angles, and set them up for the welds.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

3.0101 Define measuring terms with 80 percent accuracy.

3.0102 Accurately identify basic tools used in medsuring in
welding.

3.0103 Read a rule to the nearest feet, inches, and fractions
of inches down to 1/16 inch.

3.0104 Demonstrate ability to perform following meaSuring
skills:
a. Measure objects to nearest sixteenth of an inch

when given _pictures of objects and a measuring
instrument

b. Draw lines and objects to specified dimensions

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Demonstrate ability to measure to 1/16 inch and draw lines or
objects to specified,dimensions (1/16 inch accuracy).

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 6 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMMION:

Graduations on rule: Halves, quarters, eighths, sixteenths.
Rules: Tapes (steel or other), folding rule, straight rule,
steel square.

84
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UNIT 3.0 MEASURING

TASK 3.01 MEASURING IN WELDING (Con't.)

DEFINITIONS

MEASURING-- Setting of limits or bounds according to a predetermined
standard.t

INCH - Smallest whole unit of lineal measure typically used.

FOOT - Unit of measure consisting of twelve equal parts'called ncheg.

FRACTION,- One or more'equal parts of a whole.
inch, 3/8 inch, 5/16 inch)

(i.e., 1/2 inch, 1/4

RULE - Instrument graduated in whole units and fractions of units and
used in measuring.

DIMENSION - Number of full units and fraction of units between two
points.

.c

65
45
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Graduations on a Rule

Halves

-Quarters

Sixteenths

1

6

) Graduations Applied to a Rule

Source: Cowan,'Earl. Weldin , Sti:11wat'er, OK: ofq_a om4 iitate Board of Vaa.ional and Technical
Education 1974. .\ 6,7

C('



Heading thsiSixtBerrtlis Rule

1 2 3

37/16" = 2 5/16"
22/16" = 1 6/16"

16/16" = 1"
1/16"

14/16" = 7/8"
13/16" .

12/16" = 3/4:'
11/16"

10/16" = 5/8"
9/16"

846" = 1/2"
7/16"

6/16" = 3/8" .

5/10"
4/16".= 1/4"

3/16"
, 2/16" 1/8"
1/16"

Source:. Cowan, Earl. Welding, Stillwater, OK: Oklahoma State
Board of Vocational and echnical Education; 1974.

4,7
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UNIT Lv.0

OXYACETYLENE CUTTING/WELDING (0AWY.
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4

OXYACETYLENE WELDING, CUTTING, AND BRAZING

PREREQUISITES: None

OBJECTIVES:

d.

J

ID

The objective of oxyacetylene welding, cutting, and
brazing <OAW) is to develop entry level skills for the
following classifications of welders.

Welder, Gas (DOT 811.684-014)
WeldetvGas and Brazer Assembler portions of CoMbi-
. nation Welder (DOT 819.384-010)
Brazer, Production Line and Gas Welders, PrOuction

Line (DOT 80.684-010)
Brazer, Assembler (DOT 813.684-010)

Thermal Cutter, Hand (DOT 816.464-010)

Oxyacetyleie, welding, cutting, and brazing training

develops the ikille necessary to produce'high quality
single and multi-pass welds on mild steel plate and pipe
in the flat, horizontal, vertical, and overhead positions
the welder is trained io produce high quality flame
cutting through the use of manual.and machine optrated
flame cutting equipment. Skill at producing hiequality
brazed joint on mild steel.

Upon completing secondary tfaining, ,the.student should be
skilled to set up OAW equipment and perform the industrial
requirements of OAW welding, cutting, and brazing.

401,

/-4
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UnitNo. 4.0 Title: OXIACETYLENE CUTTING/WELDING

MODULE STANDARDS

(Standards that are in effect for the entire module and that are not,-
optional. Standards applicable only to a particular set of tas -di '-
functions will be described on the Performance Standards page

1., Select tip.
't

a. Proper size for work to be Ot (thickness of metal).
9

2., Inspect tip for signs of,damage or fliws that could create a fiazard ,

or impair performance.

a. Seat area: Smooth and clean to ensure good metal seal with
torch head. A

vs

b. Cutting oxygen orifiCe: Free of slag or spatter or other .

obstruction that mdy oieform oxygen stream and
render a poor quality 'tut.

c. Pre-heat flame orifices: Free of obstruction. (Clogged or
obstructed orifices will extend required pre-
heat time and result in poor performance and'
cutting efficiency.

d. 0-Rings: Check for deterioation.

411
3. Install tip.

)

4. Set gas pressures for desir0 working pressure.'

71'

50
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WELDING I
UNIT/TASK

Unit 4.0

4.01

4.02

4,03

WELDING I

OXYACETYLENE
SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME

Oxyacetylene Cutting/Welding Terminology

-Oxyacetylene tutting/Welding Safety

Perform qpap and Water

4.04 Identifying Oxygen and
Cylinder Handling

4.04

4.06 Clean Oiyacetylen4 Cutting/Welding Tips

4.07 Lighting the Torch

4.08 / Adjusting Flame

.4.09 Oxyacetylene Cuiting

4.10 ..Preimring the Joint

Test (Safety),

Acetylene Gases and

Set Up Qxyacetylene,Cutting/Welding Station

4.15'

Carrying the Puddle (Fuse).

Run d Bead 'Atli Filler Rod

Weld.Open Butt Joint, All Po$itions*

Weld T=Joint, All Positions*'

Fillet Weld, Lap Joint,
Ovdrhead Positions*

and

4.16 . Weld Giwner Joint (Outside) Flat Position

4.17 . Construct Pipe.Weld in FiXed Positiond*

4.18 Braze lid Steel

*Qptidnal,

**See Task 4.07
***Orientation Task,

51

SUGGESTED
.HOURS

N/A

***

4-6

3

9-45

**

3

4-6

20



4

TASK LISTINGS
WELDING-I

OXYACETYLENE

UNIT/TASK DESCRIPTION

Unit' 4.0

4.01 (Oxyacetylene Cutting/Welding Terminology) 'Given proper
instructions, 5.4entify standard oxyacetylene cutting/welding

." terms, typically used in daily operations, on a written test
_with 80 percent accuracy. Use standard oxyacetylene cutting/
welding terminology upon completion of the training module to
the standards of the instructor.

,

Terms and definitions adapted from: .Welding, Cutting & Heating
Guide Denton, TX: Victor'Equipment eo., pp. 54-57, 1977.

4.02 (Oxyacetylene Cuttingpefding Safety) Given proper instructions
conceining oxyacetYrete cutting/welding safety; demonstrate '

proper use of protective clothing and equipment to protect

against hazards in gas cutting/welding with 100 percent acCuracy.

(Perform Soap and Water Tst Lgafet7) @Given oxyacetylene
cutting/welding equipment to be tested for leaks, neutral soap
and water, and proper instruction; perform a soap and water
leak test. Mark (wi.L tape, etc.) all discovered,leaks for
repair. Hoses ancrtorch Will not 16ak after repair and test.'

4.04 / (Identi6ring Oxygen and Acetylene Gases and Cylinder Handling)
Given proper instructions and demonstration,,identify with 100
percent accuracy characteristics of oxygen 40 acetylene gases
and demonstrate proper handling of cylinders td thelptandards

4.05'

4.06

qf the instructor.

(Set UpOxyacetylene Cutting/Welding Sttion), Given oxyacetylene'
torchl regulators, hoses, Check valves, cylinder wrench,
oxygen, and,fuel cylinders and porVWDle cart; set up a portable

.or stationary oxyacetyIene cutting/welding station. The
oxy-fuel equipment will'not leak and will operate safely as
the manufacturer intendea'.

(Clean Oxyacetylene Cutting/Welding Tips)0Given oxyacetylene
cutting/welding equipment, tip cleaners, and ihstructions;

.

Clean both u ing/welding tips.

(NOTE:1' This objedtive will become standard practice whenl
using'oxyacetylene welding and cutting,equipment.)

4.07 (Lighting The To ch) Given oxyacetylene cutting/welding
equipment, stri , samiSle metal to be used in job; light
torch (for eutti g).



(

.
0.111.

(NOTE:-1' Tasks of (a) lighting the torch and (b) adjusting
the flame typically will be accomplished as a contin-
uing action.)

4.08 (Adjusting Flame) Given oxyacetylene cutting/welding equipment
including striker, adjust-flame for,job.

(NPTE: Tasks of (a) lighting torch and (b) adjustin 'flame
typically will be accompliihed as a continu us
action.)

4.09 (OxYacetylene Cutting) Given m6racet ne cutting equipment,
set up the,equipment for a cutting jb, and cut given thin and
thick steel according to.instructor's assignment.

o410 (Preparing the Joint) Given metal to clean and prepare fqr
.

.

welding or a welding job, select the best joint and prepare
the joint for 'weldlpg. .

4.11 '(Carrying the Puddle jusi7) Given oxyacetylene welding
equipment and metal to weld without Tiller rod, establish a
molten puddle and run straight even beadp (without filler) in
the flat or other positions assigned by the instructor.

4.12 (Run.a'Bead With Fillet Rod) Given oxyacetylehe welding .

equipment, steel plate, and filler rod; demonstrate th4vproper
procedure,for carrying,the puddle with filler metal in the
flat positioh or other'pspitiOns that may be required by the

- instructor, to the instrator's standards.

(Weld Open'Butt Joint, All Positions*) Given'oXyacetylene
[welding station, fillgr rod, mild_s_teel plates,"persdnal
.sa.fety equipment, and necessary tools and materials; groove
'weld a butt joint in all pos tions. The bead should be formed
properly, straight,-and unifrm in ripple and width, with,even
height.

4.14 (Weld T-Joint, All Positions*)

'station, Mild steel plates, and
in all pOSitions. Weld will be

penetr4tion, and appearance and
fracture or.breaks.

4.13

Given an oxyacetylene welding
rod; construci a T-joint weld
consistent in uniformity, '4*
will bend 90 degrees without

-

1,4p kint, Flat and Overhead* Positions) Given
oxy-fuel work Stiefon, mild steel plate, rods; construct a,lap.,
weld in ill positions. ,The weld will be straight,.'have consist-
ency of width and height with proper build up and no slag, and
will bend 180.degrees withodt cranks or breaks.

,

4.16 (Weld 'Corner Joint Loutsidg7 Flat Position) Given an oxyacety-
lene welding station, mild,steel plates, filler rods, pers9ndl
safety,equipment, and the neCegsary tools and materials;

/7const ct a corner joint in the Flat positions. thS bead must
be str ight and uniform in height and width,-have a uniform

.

t

53. .74 ,



a

ripple formation, have no undercut., porosity, craters, or
oxidation, and must be fused with the base metal. The crater
must be completely filled at the end of the joint.

4.17 (Construct Pipe Weld in Fixed Poition*) Given an oxyacety
lene welding station, mild steel pipes, filler rods, personal
safety equipment, and the necessary tools and materials; weld
given pipe in fixed positions. Bead must be straight and
uniform in height and widthi have a uniform ripple formation,
have no undercut, porosity, traters, or oxidation, and be

smooth on inside of pipe. Root'bead must completely penetrate
into root of joint.

4.18 (Braze Mild Steel) Given ak oxyacetylene welding station,
mild steel coupon, brazing r&I, flux, personal safety equip
ment, and the necessary tools and materials; braze mild steel.
Bead must be straight and uniform in height and width, have a
uniform ripple formation and have no undercut, porosity,
craters, or oxidation.

7 5
, 54
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UNIT. 4.0 WELDING I 7 OXYACETYLENE r
TASK 4.01 OXYACETYLENE CUT4ING/WELDING

TERMINOLOGY

114 PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
,

Given proper instructions, identify standard Oxyacetylene cutting/welding

terms, typically, used in daily operations, on a written test with 80
percent accuracy. Use standaid oxyacetylene cutting/welding terminology
upon completion of the training module to the standards of the instructor.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Eighty percent accuracy in identifying standard terminology
typically used'in oxydtetylene cutting/welding jobs.

- Upon completion'of Mbdule 4.0,--use terminology to instructor's
standards.

Terms.and. definitions ada2ted from: Welding,-Cutting & Heating Guide;
Denton, TX: Victor Equipment Co., pp. 54-57, 1977.

,

DEFINITIONS

ACETYLENE - Gas compose of two parts of carbon and two parts of hydrogen.
When burned in an atmosphère of oxygen, it produces one of the highest
flame temperatures obtainable.

.

ACETYLENE CYLINDER - 'Specially built,container manufactured according to
D.O.T. standards. Used to gtore and ship acetylene. Occasionally
called "tank" or,"bottle.")

ACETYLENE REGULATOR - An automatic valve used to reftce acetylene cylinder
pressures to torch pressures and to keep the pressures constant.

BEAD - Denotes the appearance of the finished weld; describes the neatness

of the ripples formed by 'the:metal while it was in an semiliquid state.

BEVEL - Angling the metal edge where welding is to take lace.

BOND - Junction of the weld metal and the base metal.

BUILDUP - Amount a weld face iS extended above the s4face of the metals
being joined.

2

44.
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UNIT 4.0 WELDING I - OXYACETYLENE

TASZ 4.01 OXYAaETYLENE CUTTING/WWING
TERMINOLOGY'

DEFINITIONS CON'T.

BUTT JOINT - An assembly in which the two.pieces joined are in the same
plane, with the edge of one piece touching the edge of the other.

CARBURIZING - A carburizing flame is an oxygen-fuel gas flame with a
slight excess of fhe,fuel gas. '

CONE - Inner visible.flame shape of a neutral or near neutral flame.
rt.

(- CONTINUOUS WELD - Makiag the complete weld,in one operation.

CORNER JOINT - Juniption fo ed by edges of two pieces of metal touc
each other at angle 90 deg es?

CRACKING - Action of opining a valve slightly and then closing the valve
immediately.

CUTTING FLAME - Cutting by a,rapid oxidation process at a high temperature.
It is produced by a gas flame accompanied by a jet action which blows
the oxides .aWay from the cut.

CYLINDER - A container used to hold gases used in welding. See (Oxygen,
Acetylene.)

EDGE JOINT - .oint formed when two pieces of metal are lapped with at
least o e edili of each'at an.edge of the other.

YILLER DD - Metal wire that is melted and added Io the welding puddle
to produce the necessary increase in bead thickneis. (See Welding Rod,.)

FILLET - Weld metal in the internal vertex, or corner, of the angle
formed by two pieces of metal, given the jofnt additional strength to

thFtintkunusual stresses.

F LLET WELD t. Metal fused into a corner formed by t o pieces of metal
whose welded surfaces are approximately 90 degrs o each other.

FLAME CUTTING - Cutting performed by an oxygen-fuel s torch which has ,

an oxygen get.
e '

FLAT POSITION - A-horizontal weld on the upper side of a horizontal
surface.

FUSION - Intimate mixing of molten metals.

a



UNIT 4.0 WELDING I - OXYACETYLENE

TASK 4.01 OXYACETYLENE CUTTING/WELDING
TERMINOLOGY .

DEFINITIONS CON'T.

HORIZONTAL POSITION - A weld performed on a Aorizontal seam at least .

partially on a verticarsurface.

HOSE - Flexible medium used to carry gases from regulator to the torch.
It is mode of fabric and rubber.

JOINT - Where two pieces meet when a structure is made of smaller pieces.

LAP JOINT - A joint in which the edges of the two metals to be joined
overlap one another.

r ip

LENS -*A specially treated glass throu& which a Welder may look at'an
intense flame without being idjured by the harmful rays, or glare,
radiating from this flame.

NEUTRAL FLAME - Flame which results/from combustion of perfect proportions
of oxygen and the welding gas. Used for most welding jobs.

ORIFICE - Opening through which gases flow. It is usually the final

opening; ar any opening controlled by.a valve.

OUTSIDE CORNER WELD - Fusing two pieces of metal together, with the
fusidE taking place on the underpari ofthe seam.

OXIDIZING - Combining oxygen with any other substance. For example, a
metal is oxidized when the metal is burn&l, i.e.; oxygen is combined
with all the metal:or paets of it.

a

'OXIDIZING FLAME - Flame peoduced' by an excess of oXygen'in the torch
mixture, leaving some free oxygen which tends to burn the moLten metal.

OXYGEN - A gas formed of the element,oxygen. When it very actively
supports combustion it is called burning; when it slowly combines with a'
substance it is called oxidation.

OX/GEN-ACETYLENE'CUTTING - Cutting metal using the oxygen jet which is
added to an oxygen-acetylene preheating flame.

OXYGEN-ACTYLENE WELDING - A me thod of welding which usglip a fuel combi-
nation of1 two gases - oxygen and acetylene.

57
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UNIT 4.0' WELDING I - OXYACETYLENE

TASK 4.01 OXYACETYLENE CUTTING/WELDING c
TERMINOLOGY

6

DEFINITIONS COW,T.

OXYGEN CYLINDER - A specially built container manufactured according to
D.O.T. standards and Used to store_and ship oxYgen,

P
OXYGEN REGULATOR - An automatic valve used to reduce cylinder,pressdres
to torch pressures and to keep the preeSur const t4 They are never
to be used as acetylee regul tors.

*ASS - Weld metal ci.eated by one progression along th weld.

PENETRATION - Depttf of, fusion into thebas metal as measured from the
s4face of the.base metal.

/

/PREHEATING - Temperaure to which a metal is heated hefore-,an operation
Lis performed on the metal (welding, cutting, forming, etc.I.

PUDDLE - Portion of a weld th'at is molten at the place the heat is
supplied.

ROOT of WELD - That part of a weld farthest from the aliplication of weld
heat and/or filler metal side.

SLAG INCLUSIONS - Non-fused, non metallic substances in the weld metal. '

TACK WELD - Small weld used to temporarily hold together components of
an assembly.

T-JANT - Joint formed hy placing one metal against another at a)ii angle
of 90 degrees. The edge.of onvetal.contacts the surface of the other .

metal.

TIP Part of the torch at the end where the ga8 burnsl, produci g the
high-temperature flame.'.In resistance welding, the eleotrode-e ds-are
sometimes called tips.

\ TOE of WELD - Junction of the face of theweld and the base metal.

,TORCH - The mechanism which the operator holp during gas welding and
cutting, at the end of which the gaies are burned to perform the various
gas welding and cutting operations.

WELDING - Art of fastening metals together by means of interfusing the
, metaTh.)

. 1A, 0 ..

WELDMENT - Assembly of compon9t parts joined together by welding.

58
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UNIT 4.0 WELDING I-=-DXYACETYLEVE

TASK 4.02 . OXYACETYLENE CUTTING/WELDING
SAFETY

4

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given proper instructions concernihg'oxyacetylene cutting/welding safety;

demonstrate proper usdrof protective clothing and equipment to pzotect
against hazards'in gas'cutting/welding with 100,percent accuracy.

.PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

'Pt

4.-0201 'Identify dif&erent types and uses of body protection
clothing and devices used in gas cutting/welding
with 100 percent accuracy.
a. Goggles: Onepiece and twopiece to filter

light '

rays and protect eyes from hot metal
and sparks.

b. Welding gloves.
c. Rrotective clothing:

(1) Welding jackets or aprons,'etc., as appro
priate.

(2) Recommen4ation not to wear trousers wit
cuffs.

(3) Boots or leggings. (Recommendation n to

wear canvas/cloth shoes.)

4.0202 Check oxyacetylene cutting/welAing equipment for
safe opergtion.
a. Test all hose ara regulator connections with

soap solution *(orientation task). -

b. Never use oil or greasc e near acygen and other

fittings.
c. Identify oxygen and fuel cylinders without

error.

d. Verify that cyliaders are fastened in position
tarrectly.

e. Jaspect hoSes, regulators tor wear.
f. Check storage of empty and full cylinders for

proper separation, position of cylinders, etc.

*See Task 4.0, "Perford: Soap and Water Test" .

Check oxyacety;ene cutting/welding work area for'
proper ventilation. Should meet OSHA StaLlards.

4.0203 Demonstrate Safe Practices:.
a. trse caution in picidiig up pieces of hot metal.

Use pliers or tongs. Mark "hot" metal left to
cool.

'69
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UNIT 4.0 WELDING I - OXYACETYLENE

TASK . 4.02 OXYACETYCENE. CUTTING/WELDING-_______
SAFETY (Contt.)

4

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Con't.):
r-

b: Keep combustibles from heat.
c. Protect others from heat and hot slag.
d. Don't weld a completelfclosed container (Danger

of,expansion explosiou).
e. Avoid wearing .contact lenses when in welding

area.

PERFORMANCE'STANDARDS:

- Identify proper safety in oxyacetylenecutting/welding on a
written knowledge test with.100 percent accuracy.

- Demonstrate use of protective equipment used in cutting/ielding.
- Demonstrate safe practices in welding.
- Practice proper ventilation techniques in cutting/welding.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 20 Hours'

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Identification of Welding equipment.
'Orientation to dangers of oxyacetylene cutting/welding fumes

or flash to welders (i.e., wearing bf plastit contact lenses,
burns, etc.).

.See "Safety Precautions for Oxygen and Acetylene," South
Carolina CurriculmeGuide for Welding, Columbia, SC: SC State
Department of Education (Office of Vocational Education),
'1972.

, 60 8-1'
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UNIT 4.0 WELDING I - OXYACETYLENE

TASK 4-.03 PERFORM SOAP AND WATER TEST (SAFETY)

--
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given oXyacetylene cutting/welding equipment to be,tested for leaks,,
neutral soap and water, And prdper instruction; perform a soap and water
leak test. Mark (with tape, etc.).all discovered leaks for repair.
Hoses and torch will not leak after repair and test.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

4.0301 Close torch valves.

4.0302 Apply normal pressure.

4 0303 Mix neutral soap and water.

4.0304 Brush soapy water over hoses nd valves.

4.0305 Check for bubbles.

4.0306 Mark discovered leaks with tape.

4.0307 Relieve hose pressure.

4.0308' Repair hoses and tprch as required.'

4.0309 Recheck for leaks.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Perform soap and water leak test on oxyacetYlene cutting/welding
equipment to instructor's sfandards.

.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: Orientation Task

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Oxy-fuel cutting/welding equipment.
- Proper safety precautions.

9
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UNIT 4.0

TASK 4.04
-

WELDING I' - OXYACETYLENE

IDENTIFYING OXYGEN AND ACETYLENE
GASES AND-CTE-1.a0R HANDLIAG

,

PERFORMANCE OHJECTIVE:'
'

Given'Troll:r pstrtictio and dgmonstration, identify with 100 pereent

accuracy charcteristics of gxygen and acetylene gases and demonstrate
properhandling of.cylinders t6 the standards of the instructor.

%.

e. ' I .

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

4.0401,

*,

4.0402

4.0403

. PEtiFORMANCE STANDARDS: 6

&,1
.

a. IdentifTwith PO percent accur'acy'characteristics
of oxygen and acetylene gases. .

13". ,Describe potential dangers n:handlingyboth
gases and 'tykical Pressures under whiO1 gases
shouldbe used.

Iaentify"difference be'iween oxygen and acetylene
cylinders'. with 100 percent accuracy.

Demonstrate proper handling of gas cylinders:
a. ,Fasten "cylinders, securely in upright.position.
b. Use proper method (or tool) to open/close

cyfinder vaives.
c. De onstrate proper storage oficylinders.
d. De onstrate proper handling oT'cylinders In

tra\jning.

Identify major chargcteristigs of oxygen'and
that apply to welding on a written knowledge
percent accuragy. .\,
Demonstrate proPer ndling af gas dylinders
of t4e instructor.

r

SUGGESTEDsINSTRUCTION TIME: 4 6 HOuf5s,

> 1

5,

'

If

.4

acetylene gases
test with lop,

to phe standards

V

_)
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'UNIT 4.0 WELDING I OXYACETYLENE

SET UP OXYACETYtENE CUTTING/WELDING,
ST,TION

4k TASK 4.05

(4%

PERPORMOCE OBJECTIVE:

Given ox7acety1en torECI, regulato

wrench, oxygen, and.fdel cylinders
or stationary oxyacetylene culls
wi4 not leak'ahd, will operate f

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:.
14 I

'4.0501

4.0502

4.0503

/
rs, hoses, check varves, cylinder
and_poetable cart;.set up a portable

welding station. The oxy-fuel equipment
as the mandfacturer intended.

'4114

Chain cylinders to cart.

Remove cylinder Cap.

(

Crack oylinder valves.to,cleanout foreign partic
and inspect threads.

4.0504 Attach regulators.

4.0505'

4.0506

4.0507.

Install check, valves.

Attach hoses.

Attach hos es to torch': (Set

btips.23eing used.)

440508 Check for leaks.

proper preasure for

/
t,

PERFORMANCE1STANDARDS:

-
. - Odicy-fuel,equiRment will not leak and will pperate *safely as

he mandfacturer intended.
. Y

. - 90 percent mininium on.knowledge tests con5erning cyl,inder
.

handling, regulatots, and set-up of dxy-fuel weldinvequipment.
- Set up oxyacetylene cutting/wolding station to instructor's

standards.

SUGGESTED INSTRUctION TIME: 3 Hours

RELAT,ED TECHNICAL INFORMATZON:

Safety,: :Cylinder storage and handling
6. Purging equipment
C., Gas: (1) Pressures, (2)
d. = Inspectidh procedures

- Manufacturer'a specifications and instructi
,63
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WORKINGRESSURE
1. 4AUGE 6.150 PSI

Welding Regulators

A. NYGEN REGUUTOR GAUGES

2. CYLINDER PRESiURE GAUGE 0 to 3000 'PSI

*-81,

3
OXYGENCYLINDER

.
INLET PITTING

-
4. 4YGEN REGULATOR ADJUSTING SCREW

44OXYGE'N 1-i\OSE

OUTLET PITTING

1

6. CYLINDER .

7317RESSURE GAUGE

B. ACE7LE,NE REGULATOR

4.

T. WORKING

PRESSURE GAUGE

0 TO 30,PS

71
ACETYLENE REGULATOR

, ADJUSTING SCREW

9. ACETYLENE 40SE OUTLET F.ITT1NG

10. CETYLENE
-CYLINDER

INLET FITTING

a
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UNIT / 4.0 WELDINe*I OXYACETYLENE

TASK 4.06 CLEAN OMACETYLENE CUTTING/WELDING:
TIPS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
A .

Given oxyacetylene cutting/welding equipmnt,
tions; clean both cutting/Welding tips.

NOTE: This objecti've will become standard'

A 4
, ylene Welding and clitting equipn1ent.

-

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

4.0601

"

4

tip cleaners, and instiucl,

practice when using oXYacet

P

Examine 'tip tc determine orifice (opening)-dite, and
condition of criice end of tip.

\

4.0602 Select prope (correct size) tip cleaner(s)..

4.0603 (May be optional or orientation only), Smooth Aame
end of tip if it is scratched or rough (file origice
end) or use tip reamer.

Clean tip:
a. Start Fith tip cleaner

, tip brifice.
b. Use straighttushpuli action to eliminate

eggshapeaopening.

4.0604
two sizes smeller than.

c. Gradually 'increase tip cleaner size to original
orifice si±e.

d. Where possible, insert long tip cleaners through
back of tip.

-

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Clean tips tó-instructor.'s standards or manufacturer'sor
dations, avoiding damage tp tiP, and reporting any damage

, tips to instructor.

SUGGESTED NSTRUCTION TIME: 1-2 Hours

oitELATED TECHNICAL INFAMATION:

Determine that ti s are being used with torchds from the same
'manufacturer.

Identify various ps.
.

-1- Identify typical tip sizes (-No standard numbering system).
,

66 * .
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UNIT 4.0

TABK 4.07

lk WELDING I - OXYACETYLENi

-1IGHTING THE TORCH'
.)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

'Given nxyasetyPEne cutting/welding equipment,
be used in Job; net torch (for cutting).

'126TE: Tasks of (a) lighting the torch and
typically will be accOmplished agNa

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

,

4.0701

striker, sample metal,..to

(b) adjustint the, flame

continuing action.

Select*proper tip size for\job. '(Deter. mine by

`thickness of metal.)

4.0702 ,Setrregulator pressure for job.

4.0703 -a.' Open oxygen valve on,torch handle.
b. Adjust oxygen regulator to desired delivery

range.

(1)

4.0704 44

b.

4.0705
.

\

, 4.0706 a. Open torch'fuel valve appioximately 1/2 turn.
b. Ignite gas. Hold torch in one hand and the

spark lighter ta ette other hand.

Open' fuel valve'on torch
Adjust fuel.regelator to
range.

handle ,(1/2 turn).
require delivery

Point torch head (flame dir tion) away from persons,

terials tefore lighting.cylinders, or flammable

_ -

'PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

.
.

/ '. /
- irlect pr9por tip for welding job.; adjust regulators according

-to text ,or,teacher's instructions or manufacturer's standetdsT
proper safety equipment; and light Totch.-.

.(Task' typically will be acdomplished jointly.with adjusting
,flame.)

,

-

SUGGESTED ,INSTRUCTION TIME! 9-15 Hours
: N\

4

7

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Able to sst up oxy-fuel cutting/welOing station.
- SeleCtidg" of cutting/welding tips.
- Wear prbtective_gogglesfto shield against ,ip.right light.

67 g
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UNIT 4.0 WELDING I OXYACETYLENE

4.08 ADJUSTING FLAME

--o

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

GiveA oxyacetylene Cutting/welding equipment including striker, adjust
flame for job.

NOTE: Tasks of (a) lighting torch and (b) adjusti4flame typically
° will be accomplished as a continuous action:

PERFORMANCE A TIOilS:

.4.0801 Light.torch. (Point flame away
or any flammable material§.)

frott persons, cylinders,

4.0802 a. Keeping opening fuel valve until flame stops
smoking and leaves end of tip by 'about 1/8
inch.

b. Then, slightly reduce fuel supply to bring
flame back to tip.

4t0803 Open torch'oxygen needle adjustment valve until a
bright-neutral flame (for cutting) is reachdd.

PERPORMANCE STANDARDS:
/7

AAjust teftch to a neA;r1 flame (for cut/ging to meet manufac
turer's specifications, or instructor's standards.

(Task may be accoinprished jointly with lighting, the torch%)

*

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTI N/A See Note
/ *

RELATED TECHNICAL ORMATION:7

CAUTION: If backfite or flashback is experienced,
,oxygen valve, then turn off fuel v,alye.

4 Oxidizing flape.

7 -Carburizing flame;

68
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UNIT 4.0 WELDING I - OXYACETYLENE

TASK 4.09 OXYACETYLENE CUTTIN6

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given oxyacetylene cutting equipment, sei up the equipment iOr a cutting
job,_and cut given thin and thick steel according to instructorts aseign-

,

ment..

PERFORMANCE AGTIONS:

r

4.0901 Make usual preparatjons for cutting.

4.0902 a. Set oxyged.regulator..
.b. . Set acetylena regulatA.
c. Adjust aa'necessary.,

4.0903_ a. %Turn on acetylene valve.

b. Light'torch with'sParklighter (striker).
(NOTE: Alioid using butane lighters and
gatches!)

4.&904 a. Turn on oxygen preheating valve.
b. Adjust to neutral flame.

4.0905 Press oxygen high-preikure lever and observe preheating
flame.

4%0906 , Position steel plare.

4.0907 a. Hold totch tip at iight angle to plate with
inner cones +/- 1/8 inch aboye plate%

b. Heat edge of plate to bright red (at guideline).
c. Press oxygen cuttidg leverand move torch .

'forward along guidelines to begin cut.

4.0908 ,Move torch fast'enoqgh to maintain smooth, even cut
on thin and thick steel. (If cutting actions stops,
release oxygen cutting lever and'vreheat at end of
kerf and Contidue,cut when steel becomes red,)

PERFMANCE STANDARDS:
.

'4 Set up-complete oxyqetylene cutting station following proper
sequence and -alaty- recautions.

7 Light and proBerl3 a just flame for cutting job.
- Cuts must meetthe instructor's standards and industry standards.

NOTE: Proper cutting speed can be mastered only through.
exper;enee.

694 1-
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UNIT 4.0 FELDING'I - OXYACETYJANE

°TASK' ) 4.09 OXYACETYLENE CUTTING '(Con't.)

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

RELATED TECHNICNL INFORMATION:

Combined'with 4.07 and 4,08)

- Oxyacetylene safety: Equipment, operation, personal.
- Cut Lines outlined by soapstone or chalk.

. .

RECOMMEND D

se only enough flame to cut metal.
,

.1

t.

p.
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A/T 4.0 WELDING I - OXYACETYLENE

TASK - 4.10 PREPARING TgE JOINT

,01

a

PERFORMANCE ,OBJECTIVE:'

Given metal to &An and prepare for welding or a welding job, sele4
the best.joint and prepare the joint for wtlding.,

A

PERFORMANCEOCTIONS:
L

4:1001 Select type of joint: (Select simplest joint to
produce strongest weld possible.)

lk
a. Lap
b. Butt

c., Edge

` d., Corner
e. T

4.1002' Prepare joint: ,

a. Prepare metal for deep penetration, keeping
metal edges true and straight. ,

....

. b. Clean apd dry metai prior to welding.

4
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:-

., The best (simplest) joi ra to produce the strongest weld possi-

able must be chosen as judged hy the welding instructor and, the'.
' joint must be ptoPerly prepaied for welding, to include free

from any material that might weaken-the weld, and cuts that
are approptlegte for the weld 'to be made.. -

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 3 Hours .

-RWTED TECHNI41: INFORMATION:

af

- OxyacetYlene cutting.
- Metal characteristics (thickness and aPpropriate elding

jnints).

71
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UNIT 4.0

TASK 4.11

0

WELDING'I - WACETYLENE

, CARRYINd THE PUDDLE (FUSE)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given oxyacetylene welding equipment and metal io weld without filler
tod, establish a molten puddle and run straight even beads (without
filler) in the flat or other.positions assigned by the instructor:

PERFORMANCE AdTIONS:

4.1101 Put on safety equipment.

./
4.1102 Position.steel (xi support (table, etc) as instruated

,Aand to the standards of the instructor.

4.1103' Set up oxyacetylene welding statiOn and adjust
Mk regulators.

4.1104 Light torch and adjust for a neutral flame.

4.1105 Point flame in direction of weY'd at 35-45 degree ,

angle with no side Wangle.

4.1106 Loi.'7er torch until inner flame is about 1/8 inch from
metal.

4.1107 (Recommend) Begin weld at right hand edge of metal.
(If right handed.)

4.1108 Move flame in small circle until pool of molten
metal forms (about 1/4 inch in diameter).

4.11.09 MoVe'flame along line of intented weld to form,
overlapping circles (Carry the puddle) in uniform
'bead. (Scribe:a line or use a straight edge to help
puddle a sraight bead.)-

(NOTE: Practice will be required to develop skill
in puddling.)(

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Run,a bead without filler rod, according to the instruttor's
standards, keeping the bead straight and maintaining a uniform
puddle.

72
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UNIT 4.0 WELDING I - OXYACETYLENE

TASK 4.11 CARRYING THE PUDDLE (FUSE) (Con't.)

SUGGESTED INSTRITION TIME: 4-6 Hours

REL16,TED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Safety procedures.

Setting up oxy -fuel station.

Flame adjustment. '44

'

s

.411
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UNIT 4.0 WELDING I - OXYACETYLENE

,TASK 4.12, RUN A 'BEAD WITH FILLER ROD

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
. 1

Given oxyacetylene welding equipment, steel plate, and filler rod,
demonstrate the proper procedure for carrying the puddle with filler°
metal in the flat position or other positions that.pay be,required by
the instructor, to the instructor's standards.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

:

4.1201 Put 'on safety equipment. Take safety'precauiions
,

.
v

4.1202 Pcisition metal.

4.1203 Set up oxy-fuel welding station.
4

.

4.1204 a. Establish puddle with torch angle 30-45 degrees. ',,

b. lace ihper'cone about 1/16 inch from met417'
puddle.

,

, ' I

4.1205 Begin travel when a molten puddle is esiablished.

41206' , A4d_fil1gr rod to puddle, withdraw as'necessary.

,4.1207 Move puddle,fdwariCwithtorili,.Alowing°puddle-t8
form in base meSal.

.

4.1208 Mhintain puddle size and shape,so that bea'd is
,

*smcioth and in a straight line.,
C--

(NOTE: Practice will be required to develop consist-

ently satisfactory results.in.running a bead.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
'S

- Using oxyacetylene welding, run a b'ead with filler rod, in a
straig.tit line,-with uniform width and:height,.with a-weld
peneftatihg.abou 100 percent thickness of metal, base, con-
sistently satiSfactory to the inStructor's standaLls.

'

SUGG'ESTED INSTRUCTION'TIME: 6 Hours
t .

- -

RELATED,TEQHNICAL INFORMITTOii:

- Fili6 rod. 'rk

- Tip selection.
-4 Puddling.

74,
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UNIT 4.0

*Of .

MELDING I - OXYACETYLENE

TASK 4.13 WELD OPEN BUTT JOINT, ALL, POSITIONS/'-,

PEREORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
#

Glmen_oxyacetylene wel4ng station, fillet rod, min steel plates,
personal safety equipment, and necessary toOrl.s and materials; groove
weld 4 butt joint in all positions. The bead should be formed properly,
straight, and .uniform in ripple and width, with even height-,

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS: %

4.1. 301 prepare for oxy-fuel welding.

4.1302 Position metal in butt joint, flat position.

.
4.1303 Tack weld each end of the joint to nbld position.

4.1304 Run a bea,d, lthing icceptable standards (of ihdustry),
to weld a 'mitt joint (all positions).

:4.1305 Inspectveld for:

4

(a) Proper penetration (100 percent).
(b) Build up of weld around 1/16 inch above base

surface.
.)

(c) Bead straight aqd over center ofjoint.

PERfORMANCE STANDARDS:

..

, - Weld a butt Joirit .all positions.
- The bead must be properly formed, straight, acid uniformi,in

; ripple Snd widthrswith even herght.
,

- There must be no undercut, poroiity, craters, or oxidation,
1 and the weld must be fused'with the base metal:

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: , '45 Hours,

RELATED TECIANICAL INFORMATION:

- Tip and r od selectiOn.
- Preparing metal for weld.

Testing of weld.'
- Safety.'

*ALL POSITIONS = Flat", Horizontal, V'ertfc;1, and OVerhead.

75 (m3
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UNIT 4.0 WELDING I - OXYACETYLENE'

TASK 4.14 WELD T-JOINT, ALL POSITIONS*

, PERFORMANCE OBJECfIVE:

Given an oxyacetylene welding station, mild steel plates, and rod;
construct a T-joint weld in all positions. Weld will be consistent in
uniformity, penetration, and appearance and will bend 90 degrees without

4fracture or breaks.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

4.1401

4.1402

4.1403

4.1404

Prepare for oxy-fuel welding.

Position steel plates'in T configuration.

Tack weldeach end of the joint.

Inspect joint to ensure that plates are at
angles to each other after the tack(keld.

vertical plate with hammer if angle is not

4.1405 Direct torch 45' degrees to both plates'and
'to horizontal plates. Start molten puddle
filler rod, and run bead.

yight
(Correct

cgrrect.)

60 degrees
, add

4.1406 Fillet weld T-joinis according to Chdustry standards.
(NOTE: Watch for undercutting of vertical plate

due to overheating.)

4.1407 Inspect weld for proper'penetration, pocketing '

(bridging). ,

4.1408 Test weld.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Fillet weld on T-joints in all positiOns.
- Joint must be correctly positioned.
- 4Weldp0Ust be uniform, consistent, with proper penetration,

th w uniform fusion, good surface ripple, and; meet industry
sta dards.

4P

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 20 Hours

76



UNIT 4.0 WELDING I - OXYACETYLENE

TASK 4.14 WELD T-JOINT, ALL POSITIONS* (Con!t.)

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
4

Safety.

Tip and rod selection.

Positioning of T-Joint plates,
Tack welding.

,- Undercutting.
Testing T-Joint

*Primarily flat or vertical Oosition is used for secondary training.

NOTE: Tasks 4.14 and 4.15 may be,exchanged in 'sequence.



UNIT - 4.0 WELDING I - bXYACETYLENE

TASR 4.15 FILLET WELD, LAP JOINT, FLAT* AND
,t OVERHEAD POSITIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given oxy-fuel work station, mild steel plate, rods; construct a lap
weld in all positions. The weld Will be straight, have consistency of
width and height with proper build up and no slag, and will bend 180
degrees without cracks or breaks.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

4.1501

4.1502

7

Make necessary preparations for welding.

Position steel'plates for lap welding.

4.1503 Tack weld each of the plates.' fr.

4.1504 Start molten pool at end of joint, with or without
filler rod aild run bead to complete lap joint.

4.1505 Inspect we1d,for smoothness, even ripple, uniform
and complete penetration.

SPECIAL NOTE: Practice'in 'oxyacetylene lap loint
typicilly will be limited to conserve practice
steel.

PERFOMAANCE STANDARDS:

_/

- Weld lap joint of carbon steel plates with.oxyacetylene equipment.
- The weld must be consistent and uniform, show uniform fusion,

'good surface ripple, and have no slag.
- The weld must bend.,180 degrees without cracks or breaks.
- The finished 'weld must meet the instructor'S standards.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME.: 4 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

,

Welding procedures to ensure proper heating of top and bottom
plates.

- Safety.

*Secondary training may concentrate on flat posiiionu

78
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UNIT 4.0 WELDING I - C6CYACETYLENE
%
TASK 4.16 WELD CORNER JOINT (OUTSIDE) FLAT ,

POSITION
,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an oxyacetylene welding station, mild steel plates, filler rods,
personal safety equipment, and the necessary to71geralia-Materia1s; construct
a.corner joint in the flat pbsitions. The-bead must be straight and,
uniform in height and width, have a uniform ripple formation, have no
undereut, porotty, craters, or, oxidation, and must be fused with the
base metal. The crater must be completely filled,at the end of the

Ijoint.

PERFORMANCE ACTION'S:

4.1601

4.1602

Make necessarypreparationg for welding.

Position steel plates at 90 degrees angle. Line up
inner edges so they are even and touch.

4.1605 Tack weld each end of the joint to hold plates in
position.

4.1604 I Start molten pool at end,of the joint and move '
puddle forward, forming bead by fusitg equal amount
of metal from each plate.

4.1605 Check weld for consistency; uniform bead, proper
penetratiai, complete fusion, and good surface
ripple.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Weld outside corner (or edge) joint of carbon steel plates by
gas welding flat position.

- Wald must be consistent and uniform, with proper penetration,
complete fusion, and good surface ripple.

- Weld' must withstand clasgroom test for quality and not sho
any cracking or incomplete fusion an& must meet instructor
standards.

,SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: '2 Hours

41

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
-

7 Puddling without filler.
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UNIT 4.0 WELDING I - OXYACETYLENE

TASK 4.17 (OPTIONAL) c CON1TRUCT PIPE WELD IN FIXED
POSITION*

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

, 4
Given an oxyacetylene welding station, miJ;d steel pipes, filler rods, -

personal safety equipment and the necessary tools and materials; weld
given pipe in f ed positions. Bead must be straight and uniform in

sheight and width have a uniform ripple formation, have no undercut
porosity, crater,, or oxidation, and be smooth on inside of pipe. Jtoot

bead must penetrate completely into root of joint.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

4.1701 Prepare for oxyacetylene welding.

I(
Prepare pipe nipples if applicable.4.1702

4.1703

4.1704

4.1705

4.1706

Position pipe according to specifications.

Tack weld pipe.

Deposit root bead. (Penetrate joint and fill +/-
2/3 of joint.)

Deposit second weld bead.

4.1707 Inspect finished weld; inspec't inside o pipe if
possible.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Weld given mild steel pipe in specified position so that the
finished weld is straight and uniform in height and width, has -

a unifoni rip"ple formation, has no undercut, porosity, craters,
or ox ation, and is smooth on inside of pipe. )

- Root bead must penetiAte completely into root of joint.

.0
SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: Optional

RELATED TECHNI4INFORMATI0N:

-- *Positions may include Tlat: 5G
Vertical: 2G
Diagonal



UNIT 4.0

TASK 4.18 (OPTIONAL)

WELDING I - OXYACETYLENE

BRAZE MILD STEEL

. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an oxyacetylene welding station, mild steel coupon, brazing rod,
flux, personal safety equipment, and the necessary tools and materials; -

braze mild steel. Bead must be straight and uniform in height and
width, have a uniform ripple formation and have no undercut, poroSity0
craters, or oxidation.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

4.1801

4.1802

Set up oxyacetylene welding station for b.razing.
Or

Position mild steel coupdn rrbraze: ,

(a) (Position plated in ivtt joint, flat position.)

4.1803 -Position and tack weld material.

4.1804 Braze weld butt joint using slightly oxidizing
f/aMea

(a) -Heat end of filler rod.
(b) Dip rod in flux allowing flux to cling to

. heated metal.
(c) Heat tack welded-areas to dull red; apply

filler Metal.

4.1805 Inspect weld.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Braze weld mild' steel plates so that the finished weld is flat
to slightly convex, gold in color and penetrates through the
joint.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: Optional

.\
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V.

Addendul to Task 4.18

CHECKLIST FOR WELD

CHECK IF WELD PASSES INDUSTRTSTANDARDS
(omit ifJ4 does not

/

.

.

.

,

.

,Flat

Holik.::N s''

a6ntal
yerti-
cal

Over-
, head

Pillie
* '

F.

*

4->

=
aa &4

0.0-1
Ma

0

0
(...)

1

4-)

CA E-

(1,

1-1

$.4

0,
C
$4

C..)

4-)
.1-)

Cla Et

a,
1-1

s.,
0
C
$4

C..)

,

4.)
.1..)

Ctl

I

,

'S
0.

4

$.4

0
Z
$4

C..)

.

1

l

4.)
03

.--1

m
4..).-.4

c
0
--i
$4

.

m
C

MI

.

CP
C

, N
II 03

1. Even bea .
,

Z. Even ripples in
bead.

.

.

3. Bead uniform in
width.

'

.
1

,

4. Proper height in
bead (not excessive).

5. No holes in weld.
1

6. Weld not brittle,
7. No excessive metal

under joint.

, 1

.

8. Pioper penetration.
.

9. No weld crack1,
,

.

10. End crater filled. .

.

11. ,No cold overlaps

along joint seam. .

.

.

i

12. Good fusion and
penetration.'

:--

*Optional task at secondary level.

-
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UNIT LLO - OXYACETYLENE

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

1., What tes't should be performed upon completion of changing
" Oxygen-Acetylene tanks.

a. an air test

b. a visual test
C. soap and water test
d. none of the,above

2. On lighting the torch,/how many turns should the valve be
opened on an Acetylene tank?

a. five turns
b. one to one and half turn
C. full open

d. 1/2 to 3/4 turns

3. The inter cone of the neutral flame is sd to be about

a. 6300°,
b. '59000 -

c.' about 6000°
'd. all .the above

4

4. A reducing type flame is said to have a

a. excess oxygen

b. excess acetylene
c. both No: 1 and 2

d. none"of the above

5. When cleaning an omacetylene tip what size reamer should
be selected first:411

a. the ekhct size

b. one size larger
c. one size.smaller

d.- none of the above

6. Which type of flame is said to be .a cool flame?

a. oxidizing flame
b. neutral flame
t. carburizing flame
d. none of the above

T-4-1
104
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UNIT 4.0 OXYACETYLENE Con't.)

COMPLETION .

7. What-type of clot4ing is recommended for use in the welding shop?

8.

welding.

9

leather shoes are recommended for use in

.

9. When chipping slag the welder must wear

.10. A should be worn when using a side grinder.

11. should not be worn in the welding shop.

12. Report any repairs to the
repairs.

A

before attempting

13. Oxyacetylene gabges should be oiled.

14. Always use a wrench when opening and closing
oxyacetyjene tanks.

15. Oxyacetylene tanks should always be when
stored in the upright position.

16. Acetylene becomes very, unstable when line pressure exceeds

17. Acetylene becomes very unstable if not mixed with
18. The size of the Oxyacetylene welding tip is determined'by

metal to be welded.

19. Which oxyacetylene hose has the left hand threads?

20. Whith oxyacetylene tank has a double acting valve? Acetylene or
Oxygen.

TRUE-FALSE

21. Hot metal should always be .handled with pliers or tongs.

22. -All'items on the welding table are not always considered hot.

23. Butane cigarette-lighters are nat considered dangerous to the
welder when welding.

24. ,Oxyacetylene tanks must be chained when in use.

25. Heavy oxidation type flames are the most desirable when weldin4

T-4--2 ,
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TASK 4.11-A

UNIT 4.0 - OXYACETYLENE

OUTCOME -REFtRENCED'TEST'S

1. Name the (5) five basic weld joints.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

4

2. Of\ the five welding joints named above, which is the sltrongestjoint?

3. One factor that contributes to goo& joint geometry is

a. narrow b led angle at joint
b. .'both plat of,equal thickness
c. no apprec le root face
d. consistent fit-ug along the entire joint

4. Each layer of beads deposited on the base metal is called a

a. face
b. pass
c. run
d. toe

5. A depression in the base metal made by the arc as the electrode
comes in contact with the base metal is called a

a. groove
b. blowhole
c. crater
d. ripple

6. A fillet weld is made on a

a. flat surface
b. lip joint
c. oplbn butt
d. grooved joint

1 06T-4-3
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UNIT 4.0 OXYACETYLENE (Con't.)

/. Which of these joints least likely to withstand excessive impact
or bending loads?

a. square butt joint
b. lap joint
c. double T joint
d. double U butt.joint

8. Wilich of these factors is not important in good joint design

0 ,

9. A deposit df one or more stringers or weave beads on an unbroken
surfdce is called a weld.

a. sufficiegt gap
b. sufficient bevel
c. sufficient root opening
d. sufficient backup strip

10. Identify each of the items below.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



UNIT 4.0 - OXYACETYLENE

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TASK 4.11-B

1. When you open an acetylene regulator, never open the-valve:
d. more than five turns
b. less than five turns
c. more than one and one-half turns
d. at a high rate of speed

2. Wry-acetylene Welding is a type'of:

a. blending
b. fusion
c. finishing
d. brazing

3. Lower the torch until the inner cone is about of an inch from
the mdtal.

a. 1/16"
b. 1/8"
C. 3/16"
d. 1/4"

4. When lighting a torch, point it in which direction:

a. left
b. right
C. up,

d. down

5. Before connecting a regulator to a cylinder:

a. check to see whether there is 'any,te-g-leaiage
b. crack the cylinder valve to blow out dirt from the outiet

nozzle
C. be sure,the cylinder valves are closed tightly
d. wipe clean the cover glass over the gages

6. Always cylinders to preverms,..theja from tipping over..

TRUE-FiLSE

7. Acetylene hose connection have right.-:hand threads*.

8. The t4reads on the o, gen adjusting screw should occasionally be
lubricated with alght oil.

9. When you test leaks,Iyou should adjust the regulators-acetylene
20.1bs. oxygen 40 lbs.

T-4-5
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UNIT' 4.0 -.OXYACETYLENE

OUTCOME -RE14ERENCED TESTS

.410,

TASK 4.12

17

1. Which of thege statemen is not true?

a. filler rod adds to tiL strength Wa joint
b. filler rod,should have the same properties as the

base metal
c. a good filler rod will flow smoothly and blend,easily

with-the base metal
d. a filler -rod will spark profusely regardless of the

kind of flame used

2. Which of fh se statements is true?

a. the Ameter of a filler rod is usually not important
in carrying out a welA

b. the rod to be used should normally be about the
same diameter as the thickness of the base metal

c. for most welding jobs' a ,3/8" diameter rod should
be used

d. the larger the rod diameter is, the greater the
possibility of burn thru

3. Welding tip sizes are specified by:

'a. 'manufacturer's tr4de name
. r

b. a system of numbilx which relate to,the size of .
tip opening

c. their length
d. the type of weldilg to be done and amount of gas

required

4. 14hich of the.following should never be attempted?

.11010*' using pliers to,remove a tip
b. removing carbon from inside a
c. removing a tip only after the
d. occasionally brushing the end

sandpaper

5. A flame causes he molten metal to boil, due to
carbon entering the molten metal.

tip with a tip cleaner
tip, has cooled

f the tip with fine

a. -carbonizing
b. neutral

.c. oxidizing
d. none of the above

T-4-6
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UNIT 4.0 - OnACETYLENE (Con't.)

TASK 4.12

6. the filler rod should be ,in order to keep it away
from the heat of the flame.

a. bent at right angle
b. held above the pool
c. inserted near tebe edge of the pool
d. . of a large diameter

17. If the welding tip is too , holes will be burned in
the metal.

8. Moving the torch too slowly or too rapidly causes
weld beads.

9. When the flame g6es out with a loud pop, this is called a

9 TA 7

IP



UNIT 4.0 - OXYACETYLENE

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TASK 4.13

1. When gas welding light gage meta,l, some operators prefer to hold
the torch:

a. like a penoil
b. near the tip,
c. close to the needle vafve
d. witfi both hands/for a steady maion

2. To secure beads of uniform width and height you should:

a: keep the puddle from getting too fluid
b. move the torch slowly
c. flip the torch to one side if the puddle is getting too

large
d. keep the torch moving forward at,a uniform and steady

speed'

3. If the torch is moved forigard too slowly:

a. penetration is likely to be inadequate
Aft b. there will be excessive met'al hanging under the joint

c. the weld is likely to be too brittle
d. the moltpn metal will lap over an area that is not melted

4. When welding the butt joint, the bead btild up should be' aboutt

a. 1/16",

b. 3/16"
c. 1/4"

d. 5/16"

5. Progressive 'spacing is sometimes used when plates are
welded, in order to allow for expansion-.

Overhead welding requires very'careful regulhtion of

7. If a fillet rod is ton large, the heat of the will not
be enough to melt it.

8. When the filler rod is not being applied, keep the tip inside the
of the flame.

9. What is a flashback?

T - 4 - 8
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UNIT 4.0 - OkYACETYLENE (Con't.),

TASK 4.13 P

10: Give.a brief explanation of the following:

a. fusion
.4 b. penetration

c. weld reinforcement
p.

11.. name at least (4) four causts of torch backfire.

2.

4.

TRUE ALSE.

12.
,MMIIMMI In'makinga gas weld, the Pialer rod should not ioilch the

weld pool.

13. The backhand welding is especially suited for light gauge
sheet metal.

T-4-9
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UNIT 4.0 - QX4ACETYLENE

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

., .

TASK 4.14

1. When welding vertical, point the torch upward in th6e direction of
travel ai about degree angle.

.

a. 30

b. 40

c. 45

d. 50-

J

4
2. Oxy-acetylene welding in the vertical position, what should you

do if the weld pool seems to be getting too hot?

a
3. Do taCk welds have to be melted out, or can they become a part

of the completed wern.

01

TRUE-FALSE

4. When welding in the)vertical position, slightly use a
carburizing flame.

5. When shutting oif the gas welding torch, the oxygen needle
valve should be closed down first.

T-4-10
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UNIT 4.0 OXYACETYLENE

OUTCOMEREFERENCED TESTSt

TASK 4.15

1. A lap joint is made with a weld.

a. surfacing
b. groove
c. plug
-d. fillet

2. Why is the lap joint the most difficult to weld?

TRUEFALSE

3. The weld face of a lap joint should be slightly convex.

4. When welding a lap joint, one should tacIC all four corners.

5. When welding the lap, joint in the flat position, the
bottom plate is the- most sensitive to heat.'

T-4-11
I I 4



UNIT 4.0 - OXYACETYLENE

111 OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

a

TASK 4.16

1. The corner or flange Joints are used a great dent on sheet met. l

(

less than gauge in thickness.

a. 5

b. 10
C. 16

d. 24

2. When would one use 8.finer rod "on a t:o\rner or flange joint?

.3% Why should you protect the weld pool on the corner or flange
joint?

TRUE-FALSE a.

4." - When tacking the corner or flange joint,gyou should tack
411 the plates aboirlvey 2 inches.

5. Penetration is not necessary when welding a corner or
flange Joint.

T - 4 - 12



UNIT 4.0 - OXYACETYLENE

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TASK 4.17

1. Before making a butt weld_om pipe that is over inch
thick, bevel the ends of each pipe at an angle of 30 degrees
to form a 60 degree included angle.

a. 3/16
b. 1/8

c. 1/4
d. 1/2

2. How does one determine the mount of weld passes on pipe 3 inches
and under in diameter?

TRUE-FALSE

3. It is general practice to weld pipe with the oxyacetylene
Iirocess.

ct.4. In tacking up,a pipe joint, make sure th4 the.pipe ends are
not touching.

5. Backhand welding is never used to weld pipe joints.

T-4-13
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UNIT 4.0 - OXYACETYLENE

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

TASK 4.18

1. An important factor in joint design for brazing is:

a. adequate clamping prnvision
b. joint clearanCe
c. edge alignment .

d. the type of flux used

2. Which of the following statement is not true?

a. clean, oxide-free surfaces are a must for
b. surface oxides can be removed by sanding,

or wire brushing
c. surfaces for brazing should have somewhat

texture
d. capillary ac'tion is not affected by joint

good brazing
grinding,

of a rough

sucing'

3. When brazing with oxy-acetylene or Mapp-oxygen, use a thin
metal:

a.

b.

c.

d.

slightly oxidizing flame
neutral flame

slightly reducing flame
single flame tip,

4. The mixture provides the lowest heat and is used mainly
in brazing thin sections.

5. A

a.

b.

c.

d.

air-gas

gas-oxygen
mapp-oxygen

oxy-hydrogen

a.
b.

c.
/d.

flux is the most commonly used for brazing:

gas

paste

liquid
powder

6. The joint is the one most commonly used and the strongest
of brazed joints.

a: butt
b. ' corner
c. lap

d. tee

T-4-14
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UNIT 4.0 - OXYACETYLENE (Can't.)

TASK 4.18
#

7. In brazing, a prevdnts, or inhibits the formation oxide.

8. The bronzi filler rod uSed in bronze welding is composed of
and tin zinc,'

TRUE-FALSE

44 0

9. Bronze welding is performed irOthe'same way as fusion welding,
except that the base metal is not melted. ,

I w 4

10. In bronze welding the flux is applied by dipping the heated
, rod into the flux and transfdrring it to the weld.

,

A



UNIT 4.0 - OXYACETYLENE

Answer sheet

1. 14. tank

2. d 15. used

3. b 16. 15(PSI

b 17. acetone

5. c 18. thickness of

6. c 19. acetylene

7. 100% cotton 20. oxygen

8. Ankle top pteel hardtoe 21. true

9. safety glasses 22. true

10. face shield 23. false

11. , Contact lense 24. true

.12. instructor 25. false

13. never

Task 4.11-A

1. 1. lap
2. tee

3. butt
4. edge
5. corner

2. butt

3: d

4. b

5

6. b

7. a

8. d

9.. surface

10. 1. toe

2. face

3. throat
4. toe

5. leg
6. root

7.. leg

Task 4.11-B

1. c

2. b

3. b

4. d

5. b

6. secure
119
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7. false

8. false

9. false



Task 4.12

Iv 1. d 6.

2. b

3. b

4. a

5. c

Task 4;13

1. a

2. d

3. b

4. a

5. butt

6.

7. torch

8.

9. a flashback occurs when
the flame burns backt,

inside the torch and
causes a shrill hissing
or squealing sound

10. a. Fusion is the complete
blending of the two
edges of the base metal
being joined or the
blending of the base
metal and the filler
metal.

X

b. Penetration refers to
the depth to which the
base metal is melted
and fused.

c. A weld is said to be
.reinforce& when the weld
metal is build up above

the surface of the metal
being welded.

kJ,

7. large

8. uneven

9. backfire

11. 1. Operating the torch at
lower pressure than re
quired for the tip size used:\

2. Touching the tip to the work.
3.

4.

The tip may become overheated.
A loose tip.

5. The inside of the tip may have

carbon deposits or small metal
particles,inside the holes.

6. The seat ofr the tip may have

dirt on it, abd nicked throdgh
careless.handling.

qalse

13. false

12(1
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Task 4.14

1. c

2. raise the flame slightly- so that it will not play directly
upon the puddle and give it a chance to solidify.

3. they become apart of the completed weld

4. false

5. false

Task 4.15

1. d

2. because it requires careful attention to the distribution of
heat on all surfaces to be welded

3: true

4. true

5. false

Task 4.16

1. c

2. when maximum strength is desired

3. make sure that the pool is protected at all times with the
torch flame to prevent the formation o4 oxides and nitrides

4. true

5. false.

Task 4.17
_2111

1. b

2. the number of weld passes necessary for a particular pipe joint
4k should be determined by the rule of one weld pass for each 1/8

inch thickness of pipe wall over 3/16 inch.

3. false - for the most-part, pipe now is welded with the shielded
metal-arc, gas metal-arc, or gas tungsten-arc processes

4. trte - when beveled, 3/32 to 1/8 inch root opening, without
beveling by spacing the pipe ends apart a distance equal to
the wall thickness of the pine

T-4-Ans. 3
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Task 4.17 (Con't.)

5. false - welaing may be done in all positions with a single or
multi-pass procedure and.either the forehand or backhand
technique

Task 4.18

1. b .

2. d

3. c

4. a

5. b

6. c

7. flux

T-4-Ans . 4
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, UNIT4'5.0

ARC-WELDING
(Shielded Metal Arc Welding: SMAW)

83
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SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING (SHAW)

Tbrz.

PREREQUISITE: None

OBJECTIVE: Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) is designed io develop
entry level skills for the following classification.

Welder, Tack (DOT 810:684-010)
Welder, Shielded Metal

ARC (DOT 810.384-014)

The program graduate will perform the skills of striking
the arc, maintain proper arc, length, setting SMAW equipment,
and manipulating the electrode. Skills will include
welding square groove and fillet welds on mild steel
sheet and plate.

Skills in ARC welding will include large mdltiples fillets
and open root groove welds. Skills will 6e developed to
perform high quality large multiples fillet welds and
single V-groove welds on mild steel plate (open root) in
the flat, horizontal, vertical, and overhead positions.

The SMAW trairiing Program graduate will be prepared to
perform production, maintenance, and construction welding
on light and heavy materials in all positions.

84 124
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,Page 1 of 2

SUGGESTED STANDARDS FOR WELDING TRAINING

RECOMMENDED QUALIFICATION

POSITION:

(1G) Flat Flat position groOve welding of plate, pipe, and tdbing, flat and horizontal
position fillet welding of plate; and flat position,fillet welding of pipe and
tubing.

(2G) Horizontal Flat and horrzontal.position groove and flat and horizontal Tosition fillet
welding of plate, pipe, and tubing.

(3G) Vertical Flat, horizontal, and vertical position groove and flat, horizontal, and vertical
position fillet welding of plate.

(4G) Overhead Flat and overhead position groove and flat, horizontal, and overhead-position
fillet welding of plate.

126



Page 2 pf 2
4

-41 WELDER QUALIFIC4TI0N: POSITION AND TYPE LIMITATIONS

fb

Qualification Test
Type of weld and position of welding qualified P

Plate 'Pipe

Weld
Metal
Position Groove Fillet Groove Fillet

Plate-groove

,

1G (Flat)
2G (Horizontal)
3G .(Vertical)
4G Overhead)
3G & 4G

F F, H F F
F, H F, H F, H E, H
F, H, V F, H, V
F, 0 F, H, 0
All All

Plate-fillet 1F

2F
3F
4F

3F & 4F

F. F
F, H . F, H

. F, Hi V
' F, H, 0

All .

Plate-groove
.

10
-

.2G

5G ,

6G

2G & 5G
6G

.

P F., H F F
F,,11 F, H F, H F, H

..

F, V, 0 F, V? 0 F, V, 0 F, V, 0
Qualifies for all but groove welds for T-, Y-, and K-
connections
All . All All All

F = flat
= horizontal

V = vdrtical
0 = overhead

Source: American Welding Society
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SUPPLEMENT TO STANHARDS

ARC WELDING

The following descriptions may help standardized reporting of student competencies in asc welding.

Level 4 Competency

1 a Stringer beads
b Fillet welds

-- no variation
-- contour of face is

good depending on
electrode type.
Size of legs do not
vary above or below the
recommended lead size

2 Starting a weld

I---Efform flux lines

- - starts good 1(0% of

the time

4 Tie-ina

-- spacing and shaping
are good.

-- does not vary
- - does not have a high

buildup.

5 md -Or weld

6 Undercht
' 4

Level 3 Competency

1. a. Little or,no variation.
b. Contour of face is good depending on

electrode type. Size of legs may vary
1/16" or 1333 aboto or below the
reconmendea lead size.

2. Starta good 90% of the time

3 Spacing and shaprfig are good---may vary on
occasion. (For example, 4 goods out of
5 times.)

4. May have a high buildup sometimes, but
still a good restart and oq occasion, make
a perfect restart.

-- does not leave execs- 5. May leave excessive metal buildup at end of
sive metal buildup at crater but never oversize.
end of crater. Never I

oversized.
-- no undercut or overlap

7 Eucessive spatter -- arc length and amperage

setting proper all of
the tine.

8_ Dirty welds -- all clean welds.

6. Very little, if any undercut--maybe a alight
trace of overlap on occasion.

7. Arc length and amperage setting proper most
of the tilde.

8. No dirty welds.

In reporting the proficiency of graduates, thefollowing proficiency levela will be used:

Level
, .0 No skill demondtrated or proficiencY

training not given in 'skill.
1.1 Individual's still level not that generally expected for entry level employment.2 Individuall'a akill level probably is that gerierally expected foe entry level employment, but the individual probably will need close on-the-jobsupervision for a while longer

, . .. -3 Indivieual 3 akall'level ia that generally expected for entry level employment.4 Individual's skill level ia equal to that of a worker with some on-therjob experien ce.

Level 2 Competency

1. a Height and width may vary Aom bead to
bead, but it would still be in the

tolerance of acceptabiliey.
b. Fillet weld nay vary.from bead to bead

also with leg size slightly smaller or
larger and the contour of the face
changing slightly from bead to bead.

)i

2. Ma be higher or wider or narrower, but
al acceptable.

3. Some rounded shapes and arrow Shapes
Spacing would v,ry with spWed or placement
of the electrode in the puddle.

4. Some tie-ins overlap crater properly or
overlap too Jar.

5 The crater quite filled or overfilled.

6. Slight undercut is okay within an accept-
able tolerance and mat be some overlap

7. Fluctuating arc length and amperage setting

8: Weld not always clean.
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SUMMARY

ARC WELDING
SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME

, ARC WELDING
UNIT/TASK

1

SUGGESTED
HOURp

Unit 5.0

5.01 . Introduction (Principles) of Arc Welding 6

5.02 ,Safety in Arc Welding 6

5.03 Machines and Accessories 15

5.04 Select Electrode 4-6

5.d5 Striking and Maintaining.(Substaining) 15

gh Arc (Flat Position)

5.06 Chip Slag Using Chipping Hammer

5.07 Run Short Beads, Flat Position (Training 160
Task)

5.08 Run Continuous Beads, Flat Position **

(Training Task) /

5.09 Weld Weave Bead Pattern **f

5.10 Prepare Joint 4-6,

5.11 Set Up and Make Stringer Beads on Flat 185
.

. Plate in All Positions (Dual Task
Description) (E6010 and E7018 Electrodes)

5.12 Set Up and Tack Weld Joints: Butt, Tee,. -185
Lap, and Corner Joints (Dual Task
Description)

.5.13 Set Up and Multi-Pass Weld T-Joint, All 185
Positions (Multi-Task Description)

5.14 Construct Open Butt Weld, All Positions

5.15 Construct Lap Joint Weld, 3/8 Inch .

Equal Legs, Three Passes

5.16 Construct An Outside Cotner Weld in the
Vertical Up and Down Positions

5.17 Conatruct Groove Weld on Pipe in Flat
Axis, Vertical, and Diagonal Axis Positions

*Optional
**See Task 5.07 13188

*



UNIT/TASK

Unit 5.0

5.01

TASK LUTINGS
ARC WELDING

DESCAIPTIO

(Introduction,jrinciplei7 of Arc Welding) Given instructions
and an orientation to various welding pro6esses, identify'
shielded metal arc welding as a process, describe the electric
arc.

5.02. (Safety in Arc Welding) Given instructions concerning arc
welding safety, demonstrate safety predautions reCommended by
the instructor and text (industry standards) concerning the
handling of hot metal, high current electricity, toxic fumes,

large quantities of ultraviolet rays, droplets of molten
metals, and proper setting bt,arc welding machines.

5.03

5.04
1

(Machines and Accessories) Given instructions concerning
piachines and accessories for arc welding, demonstrate the'
proper procedures to set up given shielded metallic arc (arc)

welding equipment to the instructor's standards (standards of
industry or manufacturer).'

(Select Electrode), Given an orientation to arc welding elec-
trodes, select elect.rode-and describe howto. properly store
and conserve electrodes duiing'training.

5.05 (Striking and Maint in 3ubstaining7 an Arc glat Positio67)
Given instructions, a ety protective,equipment,.welding

machine-equipment-accessories, and 1/8 inch E6010 electrodes,
and mild steel training plate, strike and mafttain an arc to

, the instructor's standards.

5.06 (Chip Slag Using Chipping Haniker) Given a welded joint and
chipping hammer; renove slag from weld. Weldment musl be free
of all removable slag.

5.07 (Run Short Beads, Flat Position jraining Tae0). Given instruc-
tions, arc welding machine, safety equipment, accessories,
mild steel.plate, and electrode; run short beads to the instruc:-
tor's standards. Flat position.

5.08 (Run Continuous Beads, Flat POsition ffraining Tasi]) Given
instructions,,arc welding machine-equipment-accessories (including
safety clothing), electrode and metal plate; run continuous
beads to the instttOtor's standards.

89
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5.09 (Weld Weave Bead Pattern) Given a shielded metal arc welding
station, mild steel coupons, electrode, personal safety equip-
ment, and the necessary tools and maierials; weld a weave bead
pattern (as suggested )51 instructor) in the flat position.
Weave bead' must be 2-3 times the width of a stringer bead And
should be made by weaving the electrode from side to side. A
short dwell time at each side with rapid motion across the
deposit will assure a flat weld with even ripple. Advance
each time by 50 percent of deposit width.

5.10 (Prepare Joint) (See Task 4.06, Oxyacetylene Welding) Given
metal to clean and prepare for welding, selvt the best jo4nt
and prepare the joint for arc welding.

5.11 (Set Up and Make Stringer Beads on Flat Plate in' All Positions
aual Task Descriptio0 56010 and E7018 Electrodei7), Given
carbon steel plates, arc welding machine, safety equipment,
and supPlies; make stringer beads on flat plate in the flat
position. Weld with (electrodes specified by the instructor):
(a) 1/8 inch E6010 electrodes, or ()) 148 inch E7018 elec-
trodes using the standard freehand method as specified by the
instructor. Bead must be straight and uniform in height and .

width; have a uniform ripple formation; have no underdut,
porosity, craters, or oxidation, and be fused with the base
metal.

5.12 (Set Up and Tpc-k Weld Joints: Butt, Tee, Lap, and Corner
Joints LPual Task Description]) Given instructions, arc
machine, equipment, and accessories (a) E6010 1/8 inch or (b)
E7018 1/8 inch electrode, steel plates; aa-Wela-joints:
Butt, T, Lap, and Corner. Tacks must be properly spaced
between plates and sufficient to prevent distortion or warping
from specifications.

5.13 (Set Up and Multi-Pass Weld T-Joitt, All. Positions aulti-Task
Descriptioa7) Given SMAW machine, equipment; and supplies,
carbon steel plates to weld, fixture (jig) or overhead posi-,
tioning, and Sal 1/8 inch E6010 or (b) 1/8 inch E7018
electrode; position plate and perform multi-pass welds in all*
positions, running three (3) stringer beads on both sides of
the T-Joint using the standard freehand method as specified by
instructor. Visual inspecW.on will show:. (1) smooth and
continuous welds; (2) 3/16 inch to 1/4 inch equal leg fillets;
and (3) no cracks, undercutting, or overlap. *Flat, Vertical
(up/down), and Horizontal.

5.14 (Construct Open Butt Weld, All Positions) Given a shielded
metal arc welding station, mild steel coupons, electrodes,
personal safety equipment, and the necessary tools and materials,
construct Open butt welds, 1/16 inch root opening, in all
posftions (flat, horizontal, vertical, and overhead). Bead
must be straight and uniform in height and width; have no
oxidatiod, weld must be fused with base metal and have full
penetration.c

90
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5.15 (Construct Lap Joint Weld, 3/8 Inch Equal Legs, Three Passes)
Given a'shielded metal arc welding station, mild steel coupons,/
electrode, personal safety equipment, and the necessary tools
and materials, construct a three pass lap joint weld, 3/8 inch
equal legs. Beads must be straight and uniform in height and
width; have a uniform ripple formation; and have no undercut,
porosity, craters, or oxidation. Weld must be fused with base Y

metal and show no visible penetration on opposite side-of
weld.

5.16 (Construct an Outside Corner Weld in the Vertical Up and Down
Positions) Given a shielded metal arc welding station,, elec-
trode, mild steel coupons, personal safety equipment, and

necessary tools and materials; construct an outside corner
joint in the vertical up and down position. Bead must be
straight and uniform in height and width; have a uniform
ripple formation; and have no undercut, porosity, craters, or
oxidation, weld must be fused with base metal and have full
penetration.

5.17 (Construct Groove Weld on Pipe in Flat Axis, Vertical, and
Diagonal Axis Positions) Given a shielded metal arc welding
station, pipe,c4ectrode, personal safety equipment, and the
necessary tools and materials; construct a groove weld on pipe
in the (a) flat axis position, (b) vertical position, and
(c)diagonal axis position. The bead must be straight and
uniform,in height and width; have a uniform ripple formation;
and have no undercut, porosity, craters, or oxidation. Weld
must be fused with base metal and be smooth on inside of pipe.

NOTE

(For Tasks'using 1/8 inch E7018 Iectrode)

Task description 5.09 - 5.17 are "DUAL TASK DESCRIPTIONS" for (a) 1/8
inch E6010 Electrodes and (b) 1/8 inch E7018 Electrode.

If the electrodes are taught separately, the articulated, performance-
based instruction guide may be turned back-to Task 5.09 and references
need to be made only to (b) descriptions.



UNIT 5.0 SHIELDED METAL-ARC WELDING
(ARC WELDING)

TASK 5.01 INTRODUCTION (PRINCIPLES) OF
,

ARC WELDING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instructfiiis and an orientation to various welding processes,
identify shielded metal arc welding-a a process, describe the electric
arc.

\

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

-5.0101 Contrast shielded metal arcLWelding (SMAW> as a
process compared to oxy-fuel, TIG, MIG, etc., welding
processes.

05.0102 Describe the electric arc.

5.0103 Distinguish between AC and DC current.

5.0104 Describe how polarity is used in welding.

5.0105 Interpret and use the terminology of arc welding.

(NOTE: This performance action will occur during
the entire training period of arc welding.)

5.01p6 Describe standards for evaluation of competencies in
arc welding.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Identify SHAW as a process and interpret and use the terminology
of arc welding to the standards established by the instructor.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 6-Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Arc welding terminology.
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Addendum to Task 5.01
.

ARC WELDING TERMINOLOGY

. The suggested minimum terminology for arc welding is included for stan-
dardization 4nd was taken fran the following source:

4r
Walker, John R. Arc Welding Basic Fundamentals, South Holland, IL: The

Goodheart-Wilcox Company, Inc., pp. 122, 123, 1981.

AC (ALTERNATING CURRENT) -- A current Aat reverses direction-rtgularly
as it rises and falls.

AMPERE -- An electrical unit that indicates rate of flow of electricity
through a circuit..

ARC LENGTH -- Digtance from end of elearode to surface of molten pool.

ARC VOLTAGE -- Voltage across welding arc.

ARC WELDING -- Process of joining metals by using heat of an electric
arc, but without pressure.

BASE METAL -- The metal,to be welded.

, BEVEL -- Angle formed by a line or Surface that is not /It right angles
to another line or surface.

BRITTLENESS -- In some respects, opposite of toughness. The characteris-
tic that causes metal to break easily:

BURR --,Sharp edge remaining on metal after cutting, stamping or maChining.
-1=

A burr can be dangerous if not reMoved.

BUTT WELD -- A weld made in the joidt between two pieces of metal-Approxi-
mately in the same place.

4,
CASEHARDENING -- A process of surface hardening iron base alloys so.that

the surface layer or case is made sUbstantially harder than interior
or core.

CONTINUOUS WELD -- A weld which extends without interruption for its
entire length.

CRATER -- Depression-at end of a weld.

DC (DIRECT CURRENT) -- Flow of electric current in one direction only.

93
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DEPOITED METAL -- Metal that has been deposited during welding.

DEPTH OF FUSION -- Distance that weld extends into base metal from its
original surface.

EDGE PREPARATION.-- Contour prepared on edge of a member for.welding.

ELECTRODE -= A bare of flux coated wire or rod that is melted into base
meter by an electric current passing through it.

ELECTRODE HOLDER -- Device used-to hold and position the electrode.

FACE 'OF WELD -- Exposed surface of a weld, made by an arc or gaSjOeiding
process,'on ihe side from which the welding was done.

FATIGUE -- Tendeyy for metal to break oi fracture under repeated or..

fluctuating stresses.

FILLER METAL -- Metal added to the weld.

FILLET WELD -- A weld'approximately triangular in shape joining two
surfaces approximately at right angles to each other in a lap
joint, tee joint or,corner goat.

FIXTURE -- A device"for holding work in position or alignment while it
is being welded.

FLAT POSITION -- Set-up wheee welding is performed from upper side of
joint and face of Weld is approximately horizontal.- .Sometimes
called DOWNHAND WELDING.

FLUX'-- Fusible material used in brazing and wel.ding to dissolve and
facilitate removal or oxides and other,undesirable substances.

FUSI,ON ZONE =- Area of base metal:melted as determined by inspecting
cross-section of a weld.

.GROOVE WELD -- A weld made in groove between two members to be joined.
at

HARDENING -- Heating and quenching of certain iron base alloys to prOduce
a hardness superior to that of untreated material.

HORIZONTAL POSITION -- Set-up where the weld is made in a horizontal
, plane end against an approximately vertical surface.

INCOMPLETE EUSION -- A-weld in which there are voids between mating
parts.

A
ITTENT WELDING -- Pattern of welding where the continuity of the

run-is broken by unwelded spaces.

4

LAP JOINT -- A joint between two overlapping,metal pieces.

94
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LAY OUT -- To locate and s ints for machining or forming operations.

LEG OF A FILLET WELD -- Distance from root of join't.to toe of fillet
weld.

MALLEABILITY -- Property of metal that determines ease with which it can
be shaped when, subjected to mechanical working (forging,'rolling,
etc.).

OVERgEAD POSITION -- Set-up Where welding As performed from Vle underside
of the joint.

OVERLAP -- Protrusion of weld metal beyond bond at toe of weld.

PASS -- A single welding operation along a joint or weld deposit. A
weld bead results.

PENETRATION -- DiStance the fusioa zone extends below surface of part or
parts being welded.

POROSITY -- Gas pocketi or voids in the metal.

PUDDLE -- Portion of weld that is molten at place where heat is applied.-

REVERSED,POLARITY -- Arrangement of arc welding leads where the work is
negative/op-tile and electrOde is positive pole of arc circuit.

ROOT OF WELD -- Points at which bottom of weld intersects base metal
surfaces.

ROOT OPENING -7 Spacing r separltion between metal members to be joined
at the root of thejpint'.

SLAG INCLUSION -- Nonmetallic solid material entrapped in weld metal or
between weld metal anebase metal.

SPATTER -- Metal part'icies expelled during arc or gds welding which do
not form-pait of the weld.

STANDARD An,accepted baserfor a uniform system of.measurement and.
quality.

STRING BEAD -- Type of weld bead made without a weaving motion.

STRINGER BEAD -- The initial bead, same as ROOT PASS.

TACK WELD -- A weld (generally short) mad o parts in proper ,

alignment until final welds are made. sed fo assembly purposes
only.

UNDERCUT -- A groove melted into base metal adjacent to toe of weld and
left,unfilled by weld metal.

95
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UPHILL-WELDING -- A pipe welding term indicating that welds a're made
from bottom of pipe to top of, pipe. The pipe is not rotated.

VERTICAL POSITION -- Set-up for welding where the axis of the-weld is
approximaiely veriical.

WEAVING -- A technique of depositing metal in which the electrode is
moved in an oscillating motion.

.*

4LOING MACHINE -- Equipment used to perform welding operation.

WHIPPING -- An inward movement of the electrode generally employed in
,vertical welding to avoid undercut.
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Addendum to Task 5.01

STANDARD FOR EVALUATION OF COMPETENCIES

ARC WELDING

AREA,OF EVALUATION WHAT TO LOOK FOR

1. Size of welds
0

a. Stringer beads : 'Height and Width .

b. Fillet welds

2. Starting a weld

3. Uniform flux lines

4. Tieins

5. End of wefl

Size of lei's, &amour of weld
face

Height and width same as rest of
weld

Even spacing and round shape

Restarting a weld in a crater

Proper filling of a crater at the
end of the weld

6. Undercut Groove at toes of weld

7. Excessive 'spatter Small b:alls of metal and slag'
around weld area

8. Dirty w4lds

J40
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after welding
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UNIT 5.0 ARC WELDING

MG 5;02 'SAFETY IN ARC WELDING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instruction concerning, arc welding safety, demonstrate *safety
. precautions recommended by the instructor and text (industry standards)
concerning the handling of hot metal, high current electricity, toxic
fumes, large quantities of ultraviolet iays, droplets of molten metals,
and proper setting of arc welding machines.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

5.0201 Identify personal safety clothing and equipment.
a. 'Describe personal clothing recommendations:

High-top leather shoes with safety tips recom-
mended and no canvas shoes, no cuffs in trousers
and shirts without pockets recommended.

b. Identify proper safety clothing and equipment
to include: 4
- Head shield (welding helmet).or hand shield
- -Proper lenses for ultraviolet and infrared

rays and proper care of lenses
- Gauntlet type gloves
- Leather (or fire resistent) jacket, apron, or

sleeves

5.0202 a.. Use tongs or pliers to handle hot metal.
b. Cool hot metal in a quench tank or safe cooling

.area.

5.0203 Do nen car easily ignited materials such-as butane
lighters, matbes, etc.

5.0204 Check welding area for proper ventilation.

5.0205 Check welding area to ensure the safety of athers.
0 Check to ensnre safe housekeeping.'

5.0206° Check to ensure the equipment and accessories Are
safe before starting.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Demonstrate by written knowledge test arid performance in
training situations, proper safety precautions for arc welding;
meeting the instructor's standards and standards accepted by
the welding industry.

- Item" reportable injuries.
4."
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UNIT 5,0 ARC WELDING

'TASK ' SAFETY-DUARC-WELDING-tCon't.) 7--

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:, 6 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Proper care with flammable miterial araund welding shoe.
- Take care in damp or wet areas. ,

- Prbper care in welding A tank or container, especially if it
has contained'flammable material in the past.

.142'
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Addendum to Task 5.02
. . ....

SAFETY IN ARC WELDING

The following "safety cautions" are quoted, directly from the following
publication and are recommended as a safety standard in arc welding
training.

Giachino, Joseph W., Weeks, Willia)u. Weldilpg Skills and Practices,
Chicago, IL: American Technical blishers,,Inc., pp. 14-17, 1976.

1. "Install welding equipment according,to provisions of the National
'Electric Code.

2. "Be sure a welding machine is 'equipped with a power disconnect
switch which is conveniently located at or near the machine so the
power can be shut off quickly.

3. "Don't make repairs to welding equipment unless the power to the
machine is-shut OFF.

4. "Don't use welding machines without proper grounding. Do not
ground to pipeliqes carrying gases or flammable fiquids.

:. 5. "Don't use electrode holders with loose cable connector's. Keep
connections tight at all times. Avoid using electrode holders with

411
defective jaws or poor insulation.

6. "Don't change the pblarity pitch when the machine is under a load.
Wait until the machine idles and the circuit is open.

.)

7 "bon't operate the range Switch under load. The range. switch which
provides the current setting should be operatqd only while the
machine ds idling and the current is open.,,

8. "Don't overload welding cables or operate a machine with poor
condections.

9. "Don't weld in damp areas and keep hands and clothing dry_at all
times. Dampness on the body may cause an electric shock. Never
stand or lie in puddles of water, on damp ground, or against grounded
metal when welding without suitable insulation. Use a dry board or
rubbeemat to stand on.

10. 'Don't strike an arc if someone.without proper eye protection is
nearby. Arc rays are harmful to the eyes and skin. If other
persons must work nearby, the welding area should be partitioned

off with a fireretardant canvas curtain to protect them from the
arc welding flash.

11. "Never pick up- pieces of metal which have just been welded or
heatqd.

loot



N.,

12. "Always,wear protective eye goggles when c grinding.
13. "Don't_weld on hollow (cored)

casting unles.§ "Mei haVe-been properlyvented, otherwise an explosion may occur.

14.' "Be sure presstype welding mhchines are effectively guarded.
15. "Be sure suitable spark shields are Used around equipment in flashwelding.

16. ."When welding is completed, turn OFF the machine.
If applicable,pull the power disConnect switch; Hang the electrode holder in itsdesignated place."

7.

L
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UNIT 5.0 ARC WELDING

TASK 5.03 MACHINES AND ACCESSORIES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIV-E:

Given instruction concerning machines and acces'sories for arc welding,
demonspate the proper,procedures to sgt up given shielded metallic arc
(ARC) welding equipment to the instructor's standards (standards of indus-
try or manufacturer).

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

5.0301 Identify basic types of arc welding machines.
a. (1) AC

(2) DC

(3) AC/DC Rectifier
b. Interpret advantaies/uses of each type

5.0302 Locate major controls on different machines in
training,lab.

5.0303 Identify arc weldineequipment
a. Cables e.
b. ,Ground clamp f.
c. Electrode holder g.
d. Electrodes h.

accessories.
Welding shield or helmet
Personal safety clothing
Hbt metal handling tools
Wela cleaning equipment

5.0304 .Demonstrate proper procedures for setting up arc welding
equipment.

4

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Set up arc welding equipment according to instructor's
guidelines according to the type of welding to be done.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 15 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Safety precautions Ln operating machines.
- Manufacturer's instructions.

102
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Addendum to Task 5.03

ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT

CHECKLIST

Check each item pri9r to starting any welding assignment.
may be used by the studentor instructor.)

1. 'Machine is properly grounded.

2. Cable ground clamp is propetly securea.

3. Main power switch is turned on for welding. ,

4. The'machine, ot A motor generator, is set for

(The checklist

Yes" No

( ) ( )

( Y ( )

( ) ( )

correct polarity.'
l

( ) ( )

5. The amperage control.is set at the approiima
current for the electrode to be led.

( )41 (')

6. The eleoorode holder is in good condition..
( ) ( )

7. The bench top is clean and dry.
( ) ( )

8. Welding gloves-are available for use, ( ) ( L.
9. Trainee is wearing proper protective clothing

for welding. . ( ) ( )

10. Clear cover glasses over the helmet lens are
relatively free of metal spatter. ( ) ( )

11. The welding area is properly shielded. ( ) ( )

12. There is ample ventilation. ( ) '( )

13. Slag removal equiPment is available., ( ) ( )

t.
111/Sources Giachino, Joseph W. Art Welding, Alsip, IL: American Technical

Publishers, Inc.,-1977.
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Electrode Holder

Carries Welding Current

Welding Circuit

Current

) Electrode

Diameters:
1/16 5/16 x 14'

Most Common
Length

.147

Grounded Work

Complet6s
Welding Circuit

Welding Machine

0Adjuitment
0

Amps

Electrode Cable

,V Work Lead

Polarity-D.C.. Ciirrent

Reverse:
1. EleCtrode
2; Current flows

'from work. to
- electrode
3. 2/3 heat at (+)

Mactrode
. 1/3 heat at (-)

wdrk

Straight:
1. Electrode ()
2. Current flows

7 from electrode
to work 0

3. 2/3 heat at (.)
work
1/3 heat at (1-)
electrode
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UNIT 5.0 ARC WELDING

TASK 5.04 SELECT ELECTRODE7

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

,Given an orientation to arc welding electrodes, select electrode and
describe how to properly store and conserve electrodes during training.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS: f

5.0401 Describe the actions of electrodes in arc welding.

5.0402 Identify arc welding electrodes given by instructor.
a. E6O10
b. E7018

RD14
,

5.0403 E4( how to properly store electrodes.

5.0404 Desc.ribe how to conserve electrodes in training.

5.0405 Demonstrate proper selection of electrodes for given
welding jobs.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- DesCribe how to properly store electrodes and how to conserve
electrodes in training. Demotistrate proper selection of
electrodes, storage, and conservation.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 4-6 Hours

105
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"1\
UNIT 5.0 ARC WELDING

(4

..T4Se 5,05 STRIKING AND, MAINTA ING (SUB-
STAINING),AN ARF (F T POSITION)

te

PERFORMANCE _OBJECTIVE_L_

Given instruction, safety proteCtive equipment, welding ma hine-equipment-
accessories, and 1/81' E-6010 electrodes, and mild steel tr ining plate,
strike and maintain an arc to the instructor's standards

0

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

5.05011 Prepare for,welding.
included.)

(Take safety pre
,

5.0502
-

Set up given arc machine-equipment-aCce sories.

autions ;.

5.0503 Position plate.

5;0504 Correctly position electin-holder d grip
holder for welding.

5.0505 a. Strike and maintain an arc. (Use s ratch,
ptapping, etc,., method to produee 4c eptable
arc.)

b. Adjust for proper heat.

PERFORMAN6E STANDARDSi,

- Strike and maintain an arc to the instructor's sta d rds..

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAIME: 15 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Operation of art machine-equipment-adcessories.
Safety precautions. 0

- Electrode identification.
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WELD ANALYSIS

LECKLIS1

1. Bead width are right size.

2. 'Beads e uniform ripples.

. 3. Weld bea4 are too flat.

4. Weld beads are too high.

Addendum to Task 5.05

go

5. , Weld penetration is insufficie t.
( ) ( )

6. Weld penetration is excessiv
( ) ( )

7. Cold laps on surface.
( ) ( )

8. Weld has surface porosity.
( ) ( )

9. Weld has subsurface porosity.
) ( )

10. Weld has crater cracks.
yo

( ) ( )

11. Weld has burn thru.
( ) ( )

12. End crater is filled.
( ) ( )

13.

1.11111118,m,

Weld passed bend test without cracking.
) ( )

Q

o

Source: Giachino, Joseph W. Arc Welding, Alsip, IL: American Technical
Publishers, Inc., 1977.

108
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1

.4/en Ripple

Addendum to Task 5.05

!I

Example of a Good Weld

Smooth Edge -.'Correct Bead Size

Clean, Bright Weld
A

Source: Welding, State DepartMent of Vocational am:It/Technical Education,
Stillwater, Oklahom,s.
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ADDENDUM TO TASK 5.05

WELDING PROBLEMS
HOW TO SOLVE THEM

Taken from: Walker, John R., Arc Wel ding, Basic Fundamentals, South Hol land,
IL: The Goodheart-Wi lcox Company, Inc., Pp. 51-93, 1981

POOR APPEARANCE

, CAUSES HOWo SOLVE
1. Currenttsetung too hightor 1. Correct current setting.

too low. 2. Use proper electrode.
2. Wrong type of electro'a. 3. Check electrodes before use.
3. Faulty electrode. 4. Allow work to cool between
4. Overheated work. passes.
5. Incorrect speed of travel. 5. Adjust speed so that proper
6. Electrode manipulated improperly, bead is formed.

6. Use proper welding technique.

EXCESSIVE SPATTER

:' 1".":TI. . ; , 0.-0-
.0 is . ; : it . .111 _. c ..L.: :

CAUSES HOW TO SOLVE
1. Current setting too high. 1. Use correct current setting.
2. Arc too long. 2. Adjust to proper length arc.
3. Arc blow. 3. Minimize arc blow.
4. Wrong polarity for electrode 4. Use correct electrode and

being used. polarity.
5. Faulty electrode. 5. Select- suitable electrode.

ARC HARD TO START

CAVSES HOW TO swig
1.* Current setting too low. 1. Correct current setting.
2. Work not Cleaned. i 2. Clean work.
3. Work not properly grounded. 3. Clamp ground solidly to bare
4. Fluic covered electrode tip. metal.

4. Clean electrode tip.

POOR FUSION

112

CAUSES HOW TO SOLVE
I. Current setting too low. 1. Correct welding current.
2. Incorrect welding speed. 2. Adiust welding speed to insure
3. W ong type electrode. V- melting of both sides of joint.
4. Ar too long, 3. Use proper electrode.
5. Wo k not properly prepared kr 4. Hold correct length arc.

welding. 5. Make stire Joint is clean.
or groove mint if necessary.
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UNDERCUTTING

A60endum to Task 5.05

CAUSES
1. Current setting too high.
2. Welding speed too fast.
3. Arc too long.
4. Wrong size electrode.
5.Incorrect electrode to work

angle.
6-Faulty electrode rnripulati

POROUS WELDS

HOW TO SOLVE
1. Correct welding current.
2. Reduce speed of travel.
3. Hold correct length arc.
4. Use correct size electrode.
5. Adjust electrode angle so that

arc' force will hold molten
on. metal until under-cut fills.

6. Use a uniform weave.

CAUSES
1. Short arc..
2. Welding speed too fast.
3. Welding speed too slow.
4. Insufficient puddling time.
5. Impurities in or on base metal.
6. Wrong type electrode.

SLAG INCLUSION

1.

2.
3.

5.
6.

CAUSES
1. Current setting too low. 1.
2. Arc too short. 2.
3. Welding speed too slow. 3.
4. Welding speed too fast. 4.
5. Faulty electrode manipulation. 5.

INCOMPLETE PENETRATION

,;(40.i.e-gervia Ae

l<1.41/4Ntk.

CAUSES
1. Welding speed too fast.
2. Electrode too large.
3. Current setting too low.
4. Impurities in or on base metal.
5. Weld §roove not proper size.

CRACKED WELDS

CAUSES.
1. Wrong type electrode.
2. Base metal high carbon steel.
3. Weld cooled too rapidly.

.
4, Work too rigid.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

HOW TO SOLVE
Hold correct lehgth arc.
Reduce speed of travel.
Increase speed of travel.
Allow enough puddling time far
gars to escape.
Cle1an base metal thtpughly.
Use proper electrode.

HOW TO SOLVE
Correct welding temperature.
Hold correct arc length.
Increase welding speed.
Decrease welding speed.
Use correct electrode to work
angle so that arc force .

prevents molten metal from
overtaking slag.

HOW TO SOLVE
Weld more slowly.
Select electrode according to
welding groove size.
Correct welding current.
Clean base metal thoroughly.
Allow sufficient space at bottom
of joint.

HOW TO SOLVE
1. Use proper electrode.
2. Cool work slowly.
3. Cool work slowly.

Design work to eliminnto ri
joints.
Heat partibef ore welding. ,
Cool slowly after welding.

4.
5. Weld and pirts sizes unbalanced.
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ARC BLOW

f

aenaum to Iasi: .

CAUSES
1. Magnetic fields cause the

arc to we:War from its invmded.."cows*.

WARPING

CAUSES
1. Shrinkage of weld metal.
2. Faulty damping of parqs,
3. Overheating of joint.
4. Faulty Mont preparation.

DISVRT1ON

.

114

CAUSES
1. Uneven heating.
2. Overheating.
3. Incorrect placement of parts to

cle Joined. 3.
4. incorrecfcrieding procedure.

4.

HOW TO SOLVE
1. Use steel blocks to after

magnetic path around arc.
2. Use AC machine.
3. ReloCite grounds con motion.
4. Use very short arc and point

electrode in direction of blow.
S. Weld aymy from ground.

140W TO SOLVE
1. Use intermittent or skip weld.
2. Clamp parts.properly.
3. Weld rapidly.,Use high spied and

moderate pen'etration electrodes.
4. Avoid excessive space between

perm

HOW TO SOLVE
I. Tack or demo Parts 10000214y.
2 Use short beads. Allow to cool

bemeen welds.
Adiust peons so chat they warp-
into posmon.
Use proper bud placement and
welcling sequence. Keep weld
depouts at a minimum.

(
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UNIT 5.0 ' ARC WELDiNG

TASK 5.06 CHIP SLAG USING CHIPPING HAMMER

.

PERFORMANCE OBJECIIVE-:*

Given a Welded joint and chipping hammer; remove slag from weld. Weldment
must be free,of all 'removable slag.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

5.0601 Prepare for chipping:. Select safety equipment.

5.0602 Select chipping hammer..

5.0603 Chip slag from weld using side by side method.

5.0604 "Brush to clean as required. .

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Chip slag from freshly cooled weld so that all removable slag
is freed. *

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 1 Hour

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Clean weld area thoroughly of all paint, scale, rust, etc.
Uncleaned weld area is the common cause of slag.

115 160
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'UNIT 5.0 ARC ILDING

5.07 RUN SHORT BEADS, FLAT ROSITION
(TRAINING TASK)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instructions, arc welding machine, safety equipment, accessories,
mild steel plats, and electrode; run short beads to the instructor's
standards. Flat position.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

5.0701

5.0702

5.0703

5.0704

5.0705

Prepare for arc welding (including safety precautions).

Set up arc machineaquipmtntaccessories.

Position plate.

a. Run short beads in flat position to instructor's
standards. (Scratch method recommended).

b. Examine Weld bead (after each pass).
c. Adjust machine as necessary to produce a satisfactory

bead.

Clean.weld after each pass.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Run short beads to instructor's standards. Beads must be
straight, with no undercut, no slag inclusions or porosity.

7 Even ripple appearance.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 160 Hours

RELAtED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

.Ilecognizing the sound of an arc that is:
a. correct .(continuous cracking, fryins)
b. too long (humming)
c. or too short,(popping)

.Identify desired puddle appearance.
Check adjustment of welding heat.



UNIT 5.0

TASK 5.08

ARC WELDING

RUN CONTINUOUS'BEADS, FLAT
POSITION (TRAINING TASK)

LARFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instructions, arc welding machine-equipmentraccessories (including
safety clOthing), electrode and metal plate; run continuous beads to the
instructor's standards.

PERFORWICE ACTIONS:

5.0801 Prepare for arc welding. (Machine, safety equipment,
Accessories,'personal safety, etc.).

5.0802 Mark lineA on steel plate and position plate for
welding.

5.0803 ' Run a continuous bead, starting at left edge of
work, using the full length of the electrode.

45.0804 a. emove slag.
b. amine weld.
c. djustmachine if necebsary.

's

5.0805 Suggested: 'Atgend of w 44 stop bead by shorte ing
arc an&puickly backing L "whipping".electrod tb
break the arc

,

1

(NOTE: Runnii a continuous bead will be
) repet ive process until the student

becomes competent in the task.)

ADDITIONAL SKILL DEVELoPMENT'TASKS IN RUNNING BEADS

1. Pratice re-str1k4g the arc while running continuous
beads.

2. Practice padding.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Run a continuous bead on given metal plate to the instructor's
standards.

-. Even ripple appearance.
-- No undercut, porosity, slAQ.nclusions.

Prope penetration.

117 ,
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0.

UNIT 5.0 ARC WELDING

0 6SK 5.08 RUN CONTINUOUS BEADS, FLAT POSITION
(TRAINING TASK).(Con't.)

;

6

4-- - - - -- -

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: See Task 5.07 (Continuation of Similar
Training) .

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

-
- Proper use of electrode in striking the aTc.

/- ----..^.

N. \

4
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UNIT 5.0 ARC WELDING

TASK 5.09 . WELD WEAVE BEAD PATTERN

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a shielded metal arc welding station, mild'steel coupons, electrode,
personal safety equipment, and the necessary tools and,materials; weld a/
weave bead pattern (a's suggested by instructor) in thelat position. /

Weave bead must be 2-3 times the width of a stringer ead and should b
madt by weaving the electrode from side to side. A short dwell timd
each side with rapid motion across the deposit will assure a flat wel
with even ripple. Advance each time by 50 percent of deposit width.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

5.0901 .Prepare for ARC welding.

5.0902 Position plate for welding.

5.0903 Weld weave bead pattern(s) ts specified by the
instructory4

5.0904 Check weld(s).

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Weld weave bead pattern(s) according to instructor's st.Lidards
so that the weave is 2-3 times the width of a stringer bead and
has even ripple.

- The instructor's standards applies.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: See Tas 5.07 (Continuation of Similar Train1ng)

NOTE: See sample weave bead patterns on addendum page.

119 1



Addendum to TaSk 5.b9

"'WBAVING-MrTICNS

111 , (Maw be Chosen`for building up' weld; distributineheat more ev.enly, etc.)

Cresent

rs,

"Z" or ZigrZag

/it

/1

A,
Direction'of Bead //

4 10.

End ,

of

Weld ,.-

Figure 3

"Whipping" Electrode.to Break
(Sfop bead by shortening the ar.c

and quickly backing eleciroge out.)

Rotary ,

4.



UNIT 5.0 ARC WELDING
14:

TASK 5.10 PREPARE JOINT

.PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

(See Task 4.06, Oxyaceiylene:Welding) Given metal to clean and prepare
for welding, select the best joint and prepare the joint for arc welding.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS':

5.0801 Select type of joint. (it '$hould be simplest joint
to adequately do the job.)

5.0802 Prepare the joint sothat the Weld may penetrate
close to 100 percent.1(4eep penetration).

5.0803 a. Square butt.
b. .Single bevel groove.'
c. ,Single V groove,.

5.0804 Clean and dry joints for welding.

.

'

- Prepare joints for welding meeting instructoPs standards.

SUGGESTED IgSTRUCTION,UME: 4-6 Hours
A'

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATIONi
.

.

.

Review Task 4.06, Oxyacetylene Welding, as necessary.
- Met$1'charatteristics. -

et

'

.121
40,



4

Standards

SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING

NOTE

The articulated, pepformancebased task descriptions that fq.low may
vary slightly in fortiat to permit a brief description:of similar tasks.

Arc welding bastcally is represented by, but not limited to, the 'following
organization:

1. Welding positions:
a. Flat
b: Horizontal
c. Vertical
d. Overhead

2. Welds and Joints:
a. Butt (Flat plate) ,

b. TJoints
c. Lap

d. Corner

3. Electrodes used for training
a. 1/8 inch E6010,Electrode

\ b. 1/8 inch E7018 ElectrOde

ir

. 4. Other positions, welds, joints, or electrode uSe may be
specified by the initructor.

In the performance objective descriptions that follow, descrip,tors (a9 =
a, and (b) = b, and generally refer to the type of electrode being used
(i.e., E6010 or E7018) and the technique of beading, etc.

i--`
When welding with E7018 electrode, the ROOT PASS may be made with the
E6010 electrode and COVER PASSES then made with the E7018 electrOde.

a

'
122 7
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NI*

4

'STANDARDIZATION. OF TERMINOLOGY
FOR

ARC WELDING

-4.1ancarcs

The four.main welding positions, referred to in thi& articulated,
performance4osased instructiOn-guide, are:

a!tsr.: PCSA7CNS

VERTICAL

r

jose'ph .Jeeks, William. We1ding Ski21s and 'Practices, Chicazo,
Tal: American Technici.l."Publisheri,_ p.'50, 1976.
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*?ASIrj '1E= Jornrs- s .

The balic weld "joints referred. to in this articulated, competency .-based
instruction guide, including the following:

POSIT:Z.1CM JOINTS 7-:-OR W:FILDIZZ

bUTT JOINT

LAP JOINT EDGE JOINT

1-JOINT

CORNER JOINT.

"..talys.er, 'John R. Arc '',1elding Basic ndamentals, South Holland, IL: The
Goodheart-Tilcox, Inc:, p: 1.3, L931.

124. 16
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Types of Joints

6utt,
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Source: Welding, State Depaquient of Vocational and Techpical .Education,
.

St illwate, Oklahomar
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UNIT 5.0 ARC WELDING

TASK 5.11 SET UP AND MAKE STRINGER BEADS ON
FLAT PLATE IN ALL POSITIONS (DUAL

TASK DESCRIPTION) (E6010 and E79,18
ELECTRODES)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given carbon steel plates, arc welding machine, safety equipment, and
supplies; make striuger'beads on flit plate)in the flet position. Weld
with (electrodes specified by,the imstructor): (a) 1/8 inch E6010
electrodes, or (b) 1/8 inch E7018 electrodes using the standard free-
hand method.as specified by the instructor. Bead must be straight and
uniform in height and width; have a uniform ripple formation; have no,
undercut, porosity, craters, or oxidatidn, and be fused with the base
mel

ot,

TWORMANCE ACTIONS:
')

4
,

5.1101 Set up arc welding equipment and prepare for,welding.

5.1102 Clean and position-1/-Joint for weld.

5.1103 Tack weld.*

5.1104 Run stfinger beads.* All positions.

*Task and task actions ar- e the same except for the
electrode variables: (a) 1/($ inch E6010 electrode
and (b) 1/8 inch E7018 electrode.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Makg horizontal fillet welds using, as directecAy instructor: '

a. 4/8 inch E6010 electrodes
4 b.. 1/8 inch E7018 electrodes

- Visual inspection of welds should 'show:
a. sdooth and continuous welds
b. 3/16 inch to 1/4 inch equal leg,fillet welds
c. no cracking, undercutting, or overlap

,

- Begd must be straight and 4niform in height and width) have a
uniform ripple formation; have no undercut, porosity, craters,
or oXidation, and be fused with the base metal.

e.

76
128
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UNIT 5.0

TASK 5.11 'VET UP AND MAKE STRINGER BEADS ON
PLAT PLATE IN ALL POSITIONS (DUAL

TASKtDESCRIPTION) (E6010 and E7018
ELECTRPDES) (Con't.)

r-

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 185 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Defective Welding and Recommended Corrective Action.
Porosity (Gas Pockets): Caused by no't allowing trapped
gas to escape before the Metal hardens.
Inclusions: Caused by allowing"the wrong kind of filler
metal to enter the base weld metal.

Nonmetallic--Inclusions (SLAG): Caused by impurities
froth the electrodes and base metal, or the.air becoming
trapped in the weld metal.
Cracks: Caused by too mudh porosity, slag or by sudden
temeerature changes which do not let the metal crystals
form properly.

a
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UNIT, 5.0 ARC WELDING

TASK 5.12 SET UP AND TACK WELD JOINTS: BUTT,
TEE, LAP, AND CORNER JOINTS (DUAL
TASK DESCRIPTION)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instructions, 'arc machine, equipment, and accessories 6a) E6010
118 inch or (b) E7018 1/8 in&h electrode, steel plates;/tack weff--77
joints: Bat, T, Lap, and Corner. Tacks must be prope*ly spaced
between plates and sufficient to prevent distortion or/warping from
specifications.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

5.1201 Prepare for arc welding. .

5.1202 Position steel plates in joint configuration:
(a) Butt, (b) Tee, (c) Leio, and (d) Corner.

.1203 Tack weld plates into joint configuration.

\> (NOTE: Tack welding of plates may be omitted
from following task descriptions but will
be an action as part of positioning plates
for welding.)

5.1204 Inspect tack weld for proper joint alignment; correct
as necessary.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Tack welds will be properly spaced between plates, with suf
ficient tacks to prevent distortion or warping as per'speci
fications.

Tack weld plates into joint configuration,to instructor's .

standards.

Tack weld should befusedfinnly into the joint.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 185 Hours

RELATED.TECHNICAL INFORMATiON:

Tack weld.
. Joint configurations.

Edge joint TAky4e included/omitted depdnding upon skill needs,'
of student, as)aflability of materials, etc.

V:ZP C.

130
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po-

514

4._
.. 1..

. 5fj303 1anand positidhylate into T-Joint, tack 'weld, ,

. and Tlace indesired position.
.

.

a: Flat 40 . 'Vertical'61p/down)

.-
.

#
o

, b.. 'Hoilzontal .
. -

r
.

5.1304 Multiple pass meld joints to specifications.
.

,

'UNIf% 5.0 ARC:WELDING
4' 0 . ,

TASK' 5.13 - , J, SET Ui AND MULTI-PASS WELD
T-MINT, ALL POSITIONS

, ....,

. (M1JLT12Mr1)ESCRIPTION)
4

4

PERFORMANCE SWEC IVE: kt i
#,..,

.

,.
IRGiven S W maChlne, equipment, and supRAeS, carbon steel'plates to

weld, f xture (jig) foe.over5ead poSitioning, ay (a) 1/8 inch.E6010 or (b)
1/8,inch E7011.élecirOd4 posttion plate and perform .tadlti-pass'welds in .4
allk positions, moping three (3)_stringer beads on both sides of the'
T-Jpint using.the standard freehand method as specified by instrpctor.

...Visual inspectiod will Show:, (1)- smooth4nd continuous welds; (2).
3/16 inCh to.1/4 inch equal leg fillets; and (3) no cracks, unaercutting, or.
overlap.

a

Plat
. I5

Vertical (Up/dola)
Horizontal. .

.PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
1, ^,

5.1301 Prepare.for welding: Select safety equipment-. ,

t °

.

5.1302.,, Set LIP SMAW machine, equipment, 4and 'supplies, including "
overhead .fixture, (jig).e

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS.:

4 .

- flerform equal-leg multi-pass_fillet weltis it-OaV. posit
'T-Joint.

- Visual inspection Ptonld show:
1. smooth and continuous welds

. '2. 3/8 inch,to 1/2 inch'equal leg fillet welds
.0: little or:no sag (overlap) on Vertical member',of,

T-Joint
,

.

4. .no cracks o4 4ndercut
- Beads Must.f3e straight 'and uniform in.height and.width; 'have.

uniform ripple formation;ohave no undercut, porosity, craterg,
or oxidation; and ?I:11st be fused with base metal:

5,

#

5

,
'
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UNIT 5.0

thSK ' 5.13

ARC WELDING

SET UP.AND MULTI-PASS WELD ,

T-JOINT, ALL POSITTONS

(MULTT-qASK DESCRIPTION) (Con't.)
'Ws

/

A

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 185 Hours'

(NOTE: See addendum page a ."itional standards, etc.)
.

A

t n-0

-

.9

1 4'

A
A
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..

' ..

S.tanaaros

SUGGESTED STANDARDS FOR MULTI-PASS WELDS

..,On starting the multi-pass weld, hold a high arc for , 1-2
-seconds allowing end of metal pla*tes to, hese prior to

.depositing the proper bead (Preventing c.old tap) ., .

4 N

Alternate root and cover passes from one side ta ano,tiN of
the. T-Joint -t-cr minimize distortion of the' plates.. .,,,.

Nat*. Enougn UPPing

.Sead Sequenc&

,

4. .

1111- Leg
Dimensions

Avoid This
, Oili This-

c

, e
Keep Byd 'Dimerisions Const r.

ant '''...,

3: Remove slag from beadg prior to layincAa- second bead (at.
, .,. . .

the weld) .,

4. ' Keep bead ctJimensions constant.. ,
T .

3. Observe rec.eirMttended electrode anglos.

....i

.

/-

,

*MT BEAD ,.

-,

.4

SECOND BEAQ

6r
,

t,/

MIRO BEAD

1

...



UNIT 5.0 VO

, -

Ar TASK 5.14 (OPTIONAL)

ARC WELDING

,CONSTRUCT OPEN BUTT WELD, AI:L
POSITIONS

4
pERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

-TN
Gtven a shielded metAn. trc Welding d steel coupons, electrodes,
personal safety equipment, and the necessary tools and materials, construct
open butt welds, 1/16 inch root pening, in all positions (flat, horizontal,
vertical, nd overhead). Bead must be straight and uniform in height
and widtI have no oxidation,.weld must be flAsed with liase metal and
have full penetration.

, PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

5.1401 Prepare for ARC welding; select safety equipment.

-,

5.1402 Set up.SMAW machine, equipment, and sullplies, and
overhead fixture (jig) as applicakle.,

.

,
. .

'5.1403 Clean and pb'sition plate in'propei configuration and .

poeitiot.

5.1404 Tack weld plates into-position.

.
5.1405 Construct open butt weld, all pssitimas, to specifi-

catibns.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

4
- Coastrect open butt.weld

t( all peeition s, to specifications, so
that sthe 'bead isiis.trafght and uniform in height and width,
there is no oxidation, the weld is fused with base metal., and
there is full' penetration.

- The instructor's standards must be met.

t

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: Optionai

o

134
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UNIT 90

, TASK' 5.15

40
ARG WELDING

CONSTRUCT LAP JOENT WELD; 3/8 INCH.
EQUAL LEGS, THREE PASSES

PfRFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a Nielded metgi lrc welding station, Mild steel coupbns, electrode,
personal safety equipment, and the necessary tools agd materials,.construct
aOthree pass lap,joi:nt 4we1.c1,.3/8 inch equal'legs. Beads must be straight

4 .and uniform in%height and wfdth; have a funifotm ripple fdrmationi a.qd
have no unptercut, porosity, craters, 'or oxidation. Weld must be fused

. with Sase metal and show no vilible pen tration oft opposite side of
weld;

4
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

5.1501 Prepare fo ARC welding.

5.1502 .Set up SMAW 'machine, equipment,
(jig), asapplicable. _

5.1503 Clean and posiiion plate
position.

.5.1504

5.1505

Tack weld.

'"

and supplies, and

o,

in.proper'configuration,'

Make multiplapassès to weld tap joint

Construct lap joint weld; 3/8 inch
Reads must be straight and uniform

uniform ripple formation; and have
craters, :a. oxidatiOn.

Weld must be fused With base metal
tration on opposite side.of weld.

SUGbEST INSTRUCTION TIME: Optional

)
es

as specified.

equal. legs, three ses.
in height and wid ; have a
no undgrcut, porosity,

and show sic visible pene
.

135
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UNIT 5.0 ARC WELDING

TASK 5.16 -(Optinal) CONSTiUCT AN OUTSIDE CO ER WELD IN
THE VERTICAL UP AND DO N POSITIONS

'PERFORMANCE OBJECT/VE:

Given a shielded metal arc welding station, elePtrode, Mild steel coupons,
personal safety equipment, and necessary toOls and taterphls;.construct
an outside corner joint in the vertical up and down position. Bead must
be straight and'uniform,in heIght,and width; have a uniform ripple"
for1ati2n; and have no undercut, porosity, craters, or oxidation, weld
must be fusedwith base metal and ,have full penetration.

pERiomAricE ACTIONS:

5.1601 Prepare for welding.

5.1602 Sewup SHAW machine, equipment, and supplies, inclvding
.r (jig), if apPlicable.

5.1603 Clean atd position plates in configuration,_and
.0osition and tack weld.

5.1604 Construct an outside weld it vert up add down
'positions, to specifications.

PERFORMNCEI STANDARDS:

Construct an outisde corner weld /n the vertical up and down
positions, to specifi.cati,ons.

, - - Bead mugi be' straight and uniform in height andtwidth; have a'

"

'uniform ripple formation,; end have no tindercut, porfity,
craters,.or oxidation, weld must,be fused with base metal and
have full penetTation. .

- .Performanie must be to instruCtor's standards.
411 , c

s

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: Optional 0

136
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UNIT .5.0

TASK 5.17 '(Optional)

ARC WELDING

-CONSTRUCT GROOVE WELD ON PIPE IN
FLAT AXIS, VERTICAL., AND DIAGONAL .17
AXTS' POSITIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJE'CTIVE:

Given a shielded metal arc welding station, pipe, e A ctrode, p rsonal.f

safety equipment, and tke necessary tools and materials; constr t a
groove weld on pipe in 'the (aY flat axis position, ( rtical
and (c) diagonal axis positipn. The bead Must b. s and iform
in height aa,-Aild,d1.; have a uniform rip*e formation an ave no undercut,
porosity, craters, oi oxidation. Weld must be fused with base metal and
'be smopth o4 inside of pipe.

4

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

5.1701 Prepare for welding; select safety equipment.

5.1702 'Set up welding machine, equipment, and supplies,
including any "jig"'used.

, 5.1703 Clean'and position pipe to be welded. -

(NO.TE: Positionl.n flat axis, vertical, and

diagonal Iwsitions as directed by the
structor.Y

A, .

5.1704 Make groo e weld on pipe.'

4ERFORMANCE ST S:

-. Construc groove weld c4n pipe in flat axis, vertical, and
diagona axis positions.
)3ead mtst be straight and uniform in height and width, have a

uniform ripple formation, and have nosundercut, porosity,
crat,ers, or oxidation, :

Wen iclugt be fuped wj.th base metal and be smooth on inside pf
-pipe. ,

.

.

.- t.....,e
. .

, The instructor'ststandards must be tet.
% .

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: bptional

RELATEDTECHNWAL INFORMATION:

4

Identify relevant safety pr cautions in pipe welding.
Determine electrode type/size and current setting for pipe
welding. .

Demonstratd/explain pipe bevelling techniques.
Demonstrate/explalh surface'preparatiOn procedure

137
e
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.CHECKLIST SMAW MELDS . 

CHEtK TO.INDICATE tHAT THE STUDENT HAS 
COMPLETED.THE. WELD :ID INDUSTRY STANDARDS 
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Task 5.01

# UNIT 5.0 - ARC WELDING

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

1. Identify which two polarities make Ae Polarity.

a. DCRP & AC
b. & DCSP.
c. AC & DC
d\a, both b and c *

*Aft.

2., Identify which element is not necessary to sustain an ARC.

t -

a. ARC,gap
b. ARC voltage
c. load current

s,
d. machine manufacture'e

3. IdentiTy the actual yoltage range used to provide welding curr

a.

b.

c.
d.,

18-36 volts
15 volts

10 volts,
5 volts

4. Describe the difference, between AC and DC curfent.

5. %Explain-why differentipolaritAS are used in welding;

0

(

In

-

r

T-S-1
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Task 5.02

UNIT 5.0- ARC WELDING

OUTCOME-REFERENCED-TESTS

1. List 10 iteMs of safety clothing andequipment in Arc welding.

,1.

2.

3.

4.

5. 10,

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

,

2. Explain why matches and bdtane lighters should-not be carried in
the welders clothing.

c

3. Wlay should a respiratdr be worn when noxious fumes are given OFF
duing the welding process...

4. Devcribe why heat-harden4a gloves.create.a.danier while using thel
side grinder.,

11.

Ipf

T-5- 2
41'
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UNIT 5.0 ARC WELDING

A 1(1 OUTCOMEREFERENCED TESTS

*

,21:k 5.03

1. List at least five welding accessories used in Arc welding.

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

2. List the different types Of polarity that a.rectifier welding
machine is able to produce.

a. AC

b. DC
c. DC straight
d. all the above

3. List the different types of polarity that a generator type
welding machine is able to produce.

a. AC

b. DC
c. DC stra-ight

d. all-the above

d:
4. . With what type welding machine is polarity of no consequence.

.

.

5. Given a booth ana welding machine, demonstrate,the proper procedure
for setting up Arc welding Adipment.

T 5 3
e ,

1 S 9



UNIT 5.0 - ARC WELDING

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

iask 5.04

1. Indicate which pries electrode should,be used when'higher weld
strengths are needed:

a. E60XX series
b. E70XX series
c. . Nickel alloy
d. none of the above

2.
./

Identify which electrodes are used

a. E6010 or E6011
b. E6012 or 70S-2
c.. E6012 or E6013
d. best rod suitedsfor job

A

mov pipe we

3. Which of the following Disted electrodes would be used for welding
high carbon steel.

a. E7018
b. E6010

c. ''E6011 .

'd. E6012

VP
r\ 4. State the two Most'common kinds of mild steer electrodes.

5. What do the first two digits of a E6010 electrode xepresent?



piTIT 5.0 ARC WELDING
4

.OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

I 1

Tasks 5.05 aud 5.06

1. List the 5 basic steps recommended in setting up an Arc'welding
machine.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

2. List 4 safety steps to take before Arc welding.

<

1 .

2.

3.

4.

3. When should a weld be brushed?

4. 4lescrfbe what article should be wdrt when chipping slag?'

4.

5. Demonstrate, on a given piece of steel, striking and maintaining.
an.ArcI

00

T - 5 -- 5
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Tak 5:67

UNIT 5:0 ;-:ARGWELDINq..

OUTCOME-REFERENCED.TESTS

1. To sustain a stable arc, you need

a. arc'gap
14 b. arc voltage

c. load current
d. all the above

'-
2. A long arcunfvtunately iiroduCes_a:

a. :unstable arci reduces penetration, increasee spatter,
.reduces the gas shield; and causes flat and wide
beads

b. stable arc, sood penetration, increases spatter,

'reduEes the gas shield, and causes flat and wide
beads

, c narrow bead, reduces penetration, increases spatter,
reduces'the gas shield, and causes flat and- wide beads

d. unstable arc, reduces petetrationA increases spatter,
increases'the gas shield, and causes flat and wide
beads

3. 'In striking an arc,,if the electrode is allowed td remain in
Contact with the metal, the electrode will:

a. not stick tq the 'base metal
b. break loose
c. Cause a flash

d. become red hot
, .

4. When making current adjustments, turn the'welding machine-up
or down:

a. 5 amps

b. 10 amps
C. 15 amps ,

d. 20 amps

5. The methods used to sttlke'an arc are the tapping and the
motion.

6. A noise indicates the Current is set properly
and the arc is at the right lengtfi.

7. 4in arc that istoo
heat to melt the base metal propetly.

'fails tly generate enough

. Always keep the jaws of the electrode holder to

,ensure good eleotrical contact with the electrode.

T-5-6



Task 5.07 (Con't.)

9. What will happen if a electrode holder with pinsulated jaws
is placed on the benth,while the machine is rwining?

10. Penetration refers to the of in.the base metal.

,.

,

-.

l

1

,



UNIT 5.0 - ARC WELDING

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

Task 5.08

1. The layer of slag covering the,deposited bead Of a weld should
be removed with:

a. sandpaper
b. a chipping hammer
c. a chisel
d. heat

2. is a technique used to increase the'width and
volume of the bead.

a. plating
b. overlapping
c. padding

d. weaving.

3. The (5) five variables of arc welding are?

1.
2.

3.

4.

4. To'restart the electrode and fill the crater and secure proper
fusion, strike the arc approximately in front of the crater.

a. 1/2"
b. 3/4"
c. 1."

d. none of the above

5. is a,condition that'results when the welding
current is too high.

6. Penetration refers to the f in the base metal.

7. The length of the' arc should be approximately,equal to the
of the electrode.

8. When a weld iS built up of ore than one layer, it is known as
a plss weld.

9. The size and depth of a crater indicates the amount of

TRUE-FALSE

10. Electrode angle involves two and
.

side angles.

T-5-8



UNIT 5.0 - ARC WELDING

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

Task 5.09

1. The maximum width of the overall p)ass-should not exceed more than
about times the rod diameter.

4

a. 3

b. 4
C. 5

d. 6

2. is a technique used tq increase the width and volume of
the bead.

a. plating
b. overlapping
C. padding

d.* weaving

3. When .more than one bead is used, it is necessary to remove the
after each pass.

4. When a smooth finish is required on a multiple pass weld,
bead.is used to cover tik entire area.

5. or is a process for building worn surfaces of
shafts, wheels, and other machine parts.

6. In making a weld, when should a,weaving motion be used?

7. What will determine whether a weave bead has fine or coarse
ripples?

8. Does the type of weaving pattern used have any effects on the
quality of a weld?

9. What'is meant by padding and when is it used?

10. If a weaving motion is to be used'in building up a pad, what
precautions must be taken?

4
T-5-9
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UNIT 5.0 - ARC WELDING

OUTCOME:REFERENCED TESTS

Task 5.10

1. When the thickness of the metal exceeds the edges of a
butt'joint should be beveled.

a. 1/16 of an inch
b. 1/8 of an inch
c. 1/4 of an inch
d. 5/8 of an'inch

4.

2. The included angle of the V joint should not exceed degrees.

a. 40

b. 50

c: 60
d. 90

3. Tack welds are simply short sections of weld beads to
inches long.

a. 1/8 to 1/4

b. 1/4 to 1/2
c. 1/2 to 3/4
d. 3/4 to 1

4. Most welding is done in the more efficient position.

a. horizontal
b. vertical
c. overhead
d. flat

5. Name the terms used to identify the parts of the weld listed
below:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

GROOVE WELD

T-5-10
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UNIT 5.0 - ARC WELDING

v
OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS,

1. Name (3) three of the basic welding.motions used in.the vertical
welding.

...

/-

' 2. Welding stringer beads in the vertical position, you will find it
necessary to use a-slightlmi welding current and to hold a

arc-when welding in the flat position.

3. When depositing stringer beads in g straight line, when using soap
stone;...it will brush off.' 'What method is used to maintain a
straight bead?

4. When welding in the vertical position, for better penetration on
critical work, one would weld uphill or downhill?

TRUE-FALSE

5. Welding in the vertical position, lengthing the arc gap
on the upward stroke. It is normal to break the arc.

.-
,.
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UNIT 5.0 - ARC WELDING

OUTCOME-REFERENCED ;TESTS

Task 5.13

1. What are some of the important factors in making a sound weld,
when welding low hydrogen electrodes in the vertical positton?
List (4) four.

2.

3.

4.

2. Name the weld used to weld a T-joint.

3. In- welding a T-joint, it is important to obtain good penetration
and fusion with what parts of the joint?

TRUE-FALSE

4. If the arc is too long or if the angle of the electrode
is incorrect, undercuttiAg will result.

5. When the fillet weld on a T-joint is tested and looks to
be sound, it should peel off the plate surfaces.

T-5-12
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UNIT 5.0.- ARC WELDING

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

Task 5.14

1. What is the included angle of the V in a single-V'buft joint?
~0-

2. In the grooved joint, what is used as a'guide for the width of
ihe new pass?

3. When welding a grooved joini without a backing strip in the
vertical position; it is necessary to secure complete penetration
through the back side?

1

TRUE-FALSE

4. Welding the single-V butt joint with a backing strip, it
is not necessary to obtain fusion and penetration through

, the back side.
ev-

5. The square butt joint is used in pipevelding and
critical plate welding.

00000-
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Task 5.16 -

UNIT 5.0 - ARC.WELDING

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

4

1. The number of 'passes to be made on a joint depends on:

1.

2,

3.
4.

2. How is 4 possible tci'develop full strength in a corner joint?

.

/

3. To achieve complete penetration in a corner (gruved) joint form
a little at the leading edge of the welircrater right
under the tip of the electrode.

-,
4: When making an inside corner joint, the joint preparation is

inexpensive. What makes the cost so great on heavy plate?

TRUE-FALSE

5. When striking or restarting an arc, use any part of thel
toupon.

p

,

-
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UNIT 5.0,- ARC WELDING

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

Task 5.17

1. Name (4) four of the various code'authotities that are concerned
with pipe welding.

1.

2.

3.

'4.

2. What is the reason for the u§e of a backing ring in the welding
of butt welds in pipe?

TRUE-FALSE

3. The best type of electrode to use for pipe welding is
the E-6012 Classification.

A welder who has been qualified on plate does not_ have
a retest for pipe welding.

5. Some electrOde manufacturer's make two types of electrodes
under the E-6010 classification: One that meets the
general classification and another which is especially
designed for pipe.

T-5-15
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UNIT 5.0 - ARC WELDING

Answer Sheet

Task 5.01
,

1, b

2. d

3. a

4. In AC, the current 97cles as half cygle; in DCEP and half cycle
DCSP which DC current plows in one direction only.

5. Because for some welding operations the flow of current must be
changed.

Task 5.02

1P' 1. high top shoes
2. cotton clothing
3. shirts without pockets
4. pants with no cuffs
5. flip front welding shield
6. gloves
7. pliers

8.. cap to protect hair
9. proper lens for weldiag

10. striker

2. (short answer)

3. (short answer)

4. (short answer)

Task 5.03

1. 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

. d

3. d

4. AC

5.
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Task 5.04

1. b

1

2. a

3. a

4.- E6010 and E7018 v *

5. pounds per square inch in thousands.

Tasks 5.05 and 5.06

1. 1. turn machine on
2. check polarity with rod being used
3. check heat (high, medium, low)
4. set fine adjustment on heat control
5. everything else OFF

2. 1. check shield
2. have gloves .

3. check electrical leads
4. machine is grounded

L

3. after burning each electrode

4. eye protection

5. instructor checklist and observation

0

Task 5.07

1. d

2. a

3. d

4. a

5. scratching

6. crackling or frying

7. short

8. clean

9. it will arc

10. depth
fusion

,

1

T-5-Ans. 2
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Task 5,08

1. b

2. d

3. 1. correct, electrode

2. correct arc length
3. correct current
4. correct travel speed
5. correct electrode angle

4. a

5. unde'rcutting

6. depth

fusion

7. diaMeter

8. multiple.

9. penetralion

10. ,true

Task 5.09

1.

2. d

3. slag

4. weave

/1 padding or surfacing

Th

f

6. 1. When the width of a bead has to be increased.
2. When the weld requires several passes.

7. The tightness of the weave motion.

8. SoMe weaving motions are better than others, depending on the
position of the weld.,

9. A process tharinvolves putting several layers of beads on top
of each other, used to build up worn surfaces.

10. Each layer must be fused in to the other; slag must be removed
after each layer of beads.

T-5-Ans. 3
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Tank 5.10

1. 6

2.

3. b

4. d

5. 1. root opening

2. root Mee .
I. groove taco

4. hovel anglo
5. groove angle
6. nize of weld
7. plato thickn000

Took 5.11

1. 1. ntondy

2. whip

3. proper "J" to the right
4. inverted "T"
5. box wave
6. "Z" wave
7. circle)

2. lower
ohortor

3. mark the linen with n centor punch, mkt) the punch indontatlonn
. about-1/4 of an inch apart

4.

5. taloa - the arcs ohould not bo broken

Took 5.13

1. 1. nno a .1/8 inch or /32 inch
2. do not une 4 whip technique or-take tho Oloctrodoout of

the Molten poo
3. two it mull triangular weave
4. build up n tinutil ohnlf, point the electrode directly into

the joint and nlightly upward to permit the arc force to
anoiat in contnolling thu puddle

5, traVel alow enough to maintain the oholt without cauning
the molten gotta to twill off

6. tine currantn in tho lower portiono of tho quoted range
7. keep the width of the weave within the continuo of tho

boad width

T-5 -Anu . 4
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Tank 5.13 (Con't.)

2. fillet

1. current adjustment nhould be high enough to (suture good [union
.

and penetration to the root of the joint 4nd to the pinto nurfneon

4. true

5. false - the weld nhould break through the throat

Tank 5.14

1. 60 dogrees

2. the odgen or toon of tho previoun pasn

3. ono'munt have complete penetration to make a nound weld

4. bast;

5. falne

Tank 5.l6

1. L. joint dealgn
2. otlacknens of the plate
1. included angle of tho groove

1

4. amperage netting

2. full\penetration munt he necurod through the hack nide

3. hole

4. the electrode connumption la great

5. falon ntrike tho arc only in tho weld zono

Tank 5.17

4
1. 1. 'ASME--Tho American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

2. CAN.-The American Potroluem Institute
3. AWS --Thu American Welding Society
4. --The American Water WorluNAnnocintion

2. its functionn are' to natant tho welder in necuring complete
penetration and funion without burn through, to prevent ',spatter
and nlag from entering the pipe. Alno proventa Leiclen from
forming inside of the pipe.

3. fhlau

4. falno

5. true

T-5-AnLI.
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UNIT 6.0

0 P ERAT I NG GAS METAL ARC WELDING EQU I PMENT

(MIG)
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GAS METAL ARC WELDING (MIG)

PREREQ0ISITES: None

OBJECTIVE: The bjective of GMAW (MIG) welding training is to develop
en ry level skills for the following classification.

Welder, Gas Metal Ard (DOT 810.384-011)

The GMAW welder will be prepared to set up MIG equipment,
and maintain it.

The GMAW welder will del,.4lop the manual skills necessary
to 'produce high quality.fillet and groove welds on mild.,
gteel placed.in the flat, horizontal, vertical,.and
overhead position.

GMAW Itaining will prepare the student to perform entrY
level,production and maintenance welding on mild steel
using the MIG process.



s

Criterion for evaluation of Gas Metal Arc Welding (MIG)

Recommended Text: Hobard 269

Criterion is: Weld Quality Inspection (Visual Method)

,

,

,

4
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SUMMARY ,

8UGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME

4

GAS METAL ARC WELDING I SUGGESTED
!HOURS

3

2

2

2

3

6

.*

UNIT/TASK

UNIT 6.0

6.01 Introduction to GMAW Welding

6.02 GMAW Welding Safety

6.03 Set Up and Shut Down GMAW (MIG) Equipment

6.04 Maintain Gas Metal Arc Welding Gun (Torch).

6.05 Weld Stringer Beads With GMAW Equipment; Flat
Position

6.06 Weld Carbon Steel With GMAW Equipment
Butt Joint, All Positions

6t,07 Weld Carbon Steel, TJointp, With GMAW
Equipment, Flat and Vertical Position (Up/Down)

6.08 GMAW Weld Pipe in Fixed Position(s), DoWnhill

*Optional

142
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UlITT/TASK

. Unit 6.0

6.01

TASK LISTINGS

OPERATE GAS METAL ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT (MIG)

DESCRIPTION

(Introduction to GMAW Welding) Given instructions,.describe
the method of operation of the Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW)
(MIG) process, type of equipment, arid application of the
process.

6.01 (GMAW Welding Safety) Given instructions concerning welding
safety using the GMAW process, demonstrate the proper safety
precautions when preparing for and using MIG welding. Meet
the instructor's standards.

6.03 (Set Up and Shut' Down GMAW OIG7 Equipment) Given a GMAW
(MIG) machine, 75/25 cylinder, flowmettr and materials, set up
the unit for welding. After setting up the unit,'shut down
the unit campletely meeting the instructor's specifications
and standards.

6.04 (Maintain Gas Metal Arc Welding Gun [torch] Given GMAW equip
ment proper tools and supplies for maintenance, and instructions;
maintain GMAW gun (torch) and wire feed system in proper
operating condition. The instructor's standards must be met.

6.05 (Weld Stringer Beads With GnAw Equipment, Fltt Position)
Given GMAW (MIG) unit, accessories and supplief, mild.steel

.

plate, and welding specifications; weld stringer beads on flat
plate. Visual inspection will show:

smooth and continuous-welds
even ripple

uniform width and straight
complete fusion and uniform restarts
no porosity holes or protrusion

6.06 (Weld Carbon Steel With GMAW Equipment Butt Joint, All Positions)
Given a GNAW unit, two steel plates, equipment and supplies;
and specifications butt weld joints, all positions or as
specified. Weld should have even ripple spacing, no undercutting
on vertical member, complete crater fill at end of weld, no
overlap, and.leg size on fillet welds equal or close to being
equal.

6.07 (Weld Carbon Steel, TJoints, With GMAW Equipment, Tlat and
Vertical Position Op/Down7 Given a GMAW unit, steel plates,
and instructor's standards set up, align, and tack weld plates
in the flat and vertical positions, the TJoint configuration.
'Make a equal weld on one side (opposite side of tacks), and
weld uphill and downhill on the other side. See standards
below.

t- -
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-6.08 (GMAW Weld-Pipe in Fixed Position(s),'Downhill) Given GMAW
equipment, supplies and materials, pipe, weld pipe in fixed
position(s) according to specifications, downhill.

INSTRUCTOR MAY ELECT TO OMIT

144
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UNIT 6.0 OPERATE GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT (MIG)

TASK 6.01 INTRODUCTION T4 GMAW WELDING'

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instructions, describe the method of operation of the Gas4Metal
Arc Welding (GMAW) (MIG) process, type of equipment, and application of
the process. /

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

6.0101 Identify advantages of gas metal arc welding (GMAW
or MIG) process as compared to SMAW, OAW, and GTAW,
welding.

6.0102 Identify/select typical equipment used for MIG
welding:
a. Describe shielded gas,. 0
b. Describe type of torch.
c. Describe electrode wire feed system.

6.0103 Describe Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW),process.

PERFOMAANCE STANDARDS:

- Describe the method of operation of GMAW welding, the type of
equipment needed, and typical applications of MIG welding.

- The instructor's standards appay and the student must demon-
strate an understanding appropriate for entry level employment
using the GMAW process.

\-

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION-TIME: 3 BOurs

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- At conclusion of MIG training, the student should be able to
use or identify the related terminology with 80 percent accuracy.

145
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'cL'c

GAS METAL ARC WELDING

TERMINOLOGY

CAS METAL ARC' WELDING (GMAW) (MIG) -
able base electrode is fed int9 weld
continuous blanket of inert or other
contamination by the atmosphere.

Arc welding process in which consum-
joint at a controlled rate while a .

gas shields the weld Zone from
'

ARC LENGTH (WELDING VOLTAGES) - Heat generated by flow of Current through, '

the gap between the end of the w#e And the.' 'workpiece. Voltage appears
across the gap and varies in the same direCtion as the length of the
arc.

FERROUS - Any metal containineiron suchaa mild steel or stainless
steel.

FLOWMETER - Device used with regulator-td-measure.amount of gas around
the arc (measuring the amount of gas comin "Out of the nozzle rather
than the'pressure 9f the gas). Calibrated,in cubic fee per hour-(cfh),
the flowmeter is depe dent on the regulatordelivering Nnstant outlet
iressure to the flo eter of approximately 50 psig.

GMAW WELDING CURRENT (AMPERAGE) - Usually direct current (DC) r,everse
polarrty (RP), or DCRP, is usea in MIG with the welding wire positiVe
(+) and the work negative (-).

GUN (GMAW) - In this instruction guide,A hand held device used to
transfer current and guide the electrode into the arc.. It will include
provisions for shielding and arc initiation:.,

INERT GAS - A gas which typically does not combine chemically with the
base metal or filler metal. Used to create a protective atmosphere.

NON-FERROUS - Any metal that contains no i,rosa such as aluminum or magnesium.

NOZZLE - Part of'fhe gun-used to direct Shielding gas.

PULL (DRAG) (electrode) - Electrode is pointing away from direction of
travel. (Pulling, backhand)

PUSH (electrode) -J1ectrode is pointin dn directioi of travel. (Pushing,
forehand)

REGULATOR - Device'for control/ing delivery of gas at some Isnbstantially
constant pressure regarding variation in the higher pressure at the
source.

SHIELDING GAS - Lnert or other gas(es) used to displace air around arc
to prevent contamination by oiygen,.nitrogen, or hydr9gen from the
atmosphere.

146
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SHORT CIRCUIT TRANSFER (SHORT ARC) - GMAW process where low currents,
low voltages,,and small diameter wires,are used to weld on thin/to heavy
metals,.all positions.

SPATTER - Metarparticles expelled during welding and Wich do not form
a ,part of the weld.'

SPOOL - Filler metal in a coptinuous length of electrode wound on cylinder.

SPRAY TRANSFER (SPRAY ARC) - GMAW process usually used with thicker
metal using larger diameter wires and a shielded gas mixture of argon
with 1-5 percent oxygen and done in the flat and horizontal positions
only.

STICK OUT - Distance from end of electrode to contact tiP of gun.

WHISKERS - Short lengths of welding wire;-that feed through the root gap
of a grooved joint and extend out from,the root of the weld in all
directions.

147
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UNIT 6.0 . OPERATE GAS,METAL ARd WELDING
EQUIPMENT (ffltG)

TASK 6.02 MAAW WELDING SAFETY

211

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instructions concerning welding safety using the GMAW process,
demonstrate the proper safety precautions when preparing for and using
MIG welding. Meet the instructor's Standards.

,PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

6.0201 Review safety precautions concerning:
a. Electrical shock.
b. ARC radiation.
c. Air contamination.
d. Fire and explosion.
é. Cokpressed gases.
f. Welding cleaning. '

'g. 'Other hazards.

(NOTE: All safety precautions for ARC welding
apply.),

6.0202 Lenses for helmet should be selected depending on
intensity of arc.

(NOTE: Because of, the clearer atmosphere around
the GMAW arc, a darker shade of helmet
lens must be used to reduce eye fatigue
and possible eye damage. It is important

.thst the clear cover 1ass, 'a proper
filter lens, and sometimes a clear cover
lens be used. Lenses should be clean. Flash
goggles of approximately #2 shade
should be worn under the helmetj

6.0203 Protective clothing must be worn.

6.0204 Review safety recommendations of .GMAW equipment
manufacturer.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
sof

- Demonstrate safety behavior using GMAW equipment to the in-
structor's standards.'

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION. TIME: 2 Hours

148
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UNIT 6.0 OPERATE GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT (MIG)

TASK 6.03 SET UP AND SHUT DOWN GMAW (MIG)
EQUIPMENT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
-

Given a GMAW (MIG) machine, 75/25 cylinder, flowmeter and materials; set
'up the unit for welding. After setting up the unit, shut down the unit
completely meeting the instructor's specifications and standards.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

6.0301

6.0302

Select safety equipment.

Preliminary check for MIG welding:
a. , Check that electric power controls are in OFF

position.
b. Inspect to be sure hose am/ cable connections

from gun (torch) to feeder are in good condition,
properly insulated, and that connections are
correctly made.

c. Be sure the nozzle is correct for the wire
diametu used.

d. Inspect to be sure the wire is threaded properly
thrQugh the gun.

e. Be sure the apertures of the contact tube and
nozzle are clean. (Blow out the gun as necessary
to dislodge dust.)

f. Check to see that the wire speed and feed have
been predetermined and adjusted on the feeder
control.

g. Turn on the shielded gas (and water if W.C.
torch used) and adjust for desired output.

h. Be sure wire stick-out is correct.
i. Be sure contact tip is in,proper shape. Replace

if necessary.

6.0303 Start MIG eqqipment:
a. Press start switch on welding machine.
b. Place wire feeder switch on ON9osition.
c. Set wire feed speed control at Midway point

(thIckness of base metal).
(NOTE: Wire speed determines welding current.

Adjust.speed for type of welding.) '

d. Open gas cylinder valve and adjust flowmeter to
recommended gas flow rate. (While opening
flowmeter valve slowlyi lightly squeeze gun
trigger momentarily.)

149
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UNIT 6.0 OPERATE GAS.METAL ARC WELDING ,

EQUIPMENT (MIG)

TASK 6.03 SET UP AND SHUT DOWN GMAW (MIG)
EQUIPMENT (Con't.)

PERFORMAN4E ACTIONS (Con't.):

6.0304

6.0305

e. Set Voltage rehostate to recommended position
for thickness of met4 to be welded.
(NOTE: Voltage and wire feed must be set

while welding. Suggestion: Use scrap
material to set controls.)

Stop- MIG Equipment:
a: Close gas outlet valve on top of cyi$nder.
b. Close gas flowmeter7lve.
c. Turn wire feeder to OFF position.
d. Squeeze gun trigger to bleed lines.
b. -Turn off welding machine.
f. Store gun and cable assembl7.

When the welding station is shut down, all controls
should be returned to zero. At the tart of each
project the controls will have.to be adjusted for

.correct operations.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Properly set up a GMAW (MIG) welding unit and shut down the
equipment completely.

-Manufacturer's instruction book or specification must be met
if applicable.
Instructor's standards must be met.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 2 Hours

See accompanying checklist.

150
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Addendum to Task 6.03

0
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

MIG WELDING EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST

CHECK

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

Ail power controls are off.

Cable and hose connections are secure.

There are no visible breaks in the cable insulation.

The gun has the right nozzle for the diameter wire.

Wire is threade correctly through the gun.

Nozzle is clean and free of obstructions.

Wire feed is set.

Shielded gas flow is set.

Water is turned on if a W.C. gun is used.

Wire stick-out is corret.

Contact tip of gun is in good shape.

Voltage control is set correctly.

Adequ'ate ventilation is provided for welding.'

Gloves and helmet are available.

15. .Clothing for welding is suitable.

Source: Giachino, Joseph W. Arc Welding, Alsip, IL: American
Technical Publishers, Inc., 1977.
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UNIT 6.0 OPERATE GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT (MIG)

TASK 6.04 MAINTAIN GAS METAL ARC WELDING
GUN (TORCH)

A

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given GMAW equipment, proper tools and supplies for maintenance, and
instructions; maintain GMAW gun (torch)' and wire feed system in proper
.operating Condition. The instructor's standardS must be met.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

6.0401 (Wire spool type station) Keep wire on spool clean.
Keep spool covered except when replacing it.

6.0402 Inspect to be sure spool moves freel)) on shaft.

6.0403 Inspept to be sure wire does not have any sharp
7,7

bends or kinks.

6.0404 Clean wire feed rollers each time a new spool of
wire is installed.

6.0405 Lightly lubricate wire before wire enter rollers.

6.0406 Inspect to be sure welding cable sight as
'-possible to improve wire feed.

111

6.0407 Inspect to be surelfeed rolls are in line with each
other and in lin with inlet and outlet bushing.

6.0408 Be sure that the welding machine is electrically
grounded. Be sure area where ground is attached is
clean.

6.0409 Be sure that the ground clamp surface is-diean.

6.0410 Keep the gun or torch nozzle as clean and as free
from metal splatter as possible. Use creamer to remove
splatter. Clean inside arta outside of tube through
which electrode wire,passes each time electrode reel
is changed.
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UNIT 6.0 OPERATE GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT (MIG)

TASK 6.04 MAINTAIN GAS METAL ARC WELDING
GUN (TORCH) (Con't.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Maintain GMAW welding equipment (gun or torch) in proper
operating condition.
Meet instructor's standards.

Follow manufacturer's instruction manual.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 2 Hours

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Manufacturer's instruction manual.

153
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UNIT 6.0 OPERATE GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT (MIG)

IAA 6.05 WELD STRINGER BEADS WITH GMAW
'EQUIPMENT, FLAT POSITION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

'Given GMAW-(MIG) unit, accessories and supplies, mild steel plate, and
welding specifications; weld stringer beads on flat plate. Visual,
inapection will show:

- smooth and continuous welds
- even ripple
- uniform width and straight
"L- complete fusiOn and uniform restarts
- no porosity holes or protrusion

PERFORMANC4 ACTIONS:

6.0501 Select safety equipment and accessories for MIG
welding.

6.0502 Draw and position plate to weld.

6.0503 Set up MIG equipment. Check-equipment.

6.0504 Adjust shielding gas flow rate, voltage, and wire
feed speed (amperage) (on scrap metal).

6.005 Run stringer beads on flat plate with MIG p,ocess.

6.0506 Inspect weld(s).

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Weld stringer 'beads on flat mild qteel plate with GMAW (MIG)
equipment so that the welds are smooth and continuous, there
.is even ripple, uniform width and straight welds, so there is
complete fusion and uniform restarts, and no 'porosity holes or
protrusions.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 3 Hours
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'

UNIT. 6.0 OPERATE GAS METAL ARC WELDING
' EQUIPMENT (MIG)

TASK 6.06 (Optional) WELD CARBON STEEL WITH GMAW EQUIPMENT
BUTT JOINT, ALL POSITIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a GMAW unit, two stdel plates, equipment, supplies, and speci
fications; butt wela joints, all positions or as specified. Weld should
have even ripple spacing, no undercutting on.vertieal member, complete
crater fill at end of weld, no overlap, and leg size on fillet welds
equal or close to being equal.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

6.0601 Set up for MIG welding.

6.0602 Tack weld plates into joint position.

6.0603 Inspect position of plates; correct as necessary.

6.0604 Weld to specifications using GMAW process.

6.0605 Inspect weld quality.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Make butt joint welds on carbon steel with GMAW equipment, all
positions specified by instructor. .

Visual inspection of weld should show. Even ripple spacing,
no undercutting, complete crater fill At ena of weld, no
overlap, leg size on fillet welds equal or close to being
equal.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: Optional

155
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UNIT 6.0

TASK 6.07

OPERATE GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT (MIG)

WELD 'CARBON STEEL, T -JOINTS, WITH
GMAW EQUIPMENT, FLAT AND VERTICAL
POSITION (UP/DOWN)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a GMAW unit, steel plates, and instructor's standards set-upt
align, and tack weld plates in the flat and vertical positions and the
T-Joint configurati6n. Make a equal leg fillet weld on one side (opposite
side of tacks), and weld uphill and downhill on the other side.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

6.0701 Select safety equipment.

6.0702 Select hand tools.

6.0703 Set up power supply.

6.0704 Check to see if nozzle on gun is clean (spray with
antispatter if necessary).

6.0705 Adjust shielded gas flow rate.

6.0706 Set voltage and wire feed.speed (amperage) (using
ecrap metal).

6.0707 Tack plates to specifications.

6.0708 Place T-Joint flat on table.

6.0709 Weld as specifications, uphill and downhill.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Make fillet welds in the flat and vertical positionb using
GMAW equipment, up and down.

- A visual inspection of welds should show:
even ripple spacing

no undercutting on vertical member

complete,crater fill at end of weld
no overlap

leg size on fillet welds equal or close to being
equal

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 6 Hours
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UNIT 6.0 OPERATE GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT (MIG)

TASK 6.08 (Optional) GMAW WELD PIPE IN FIXED POUTION(S),
DOWNHILL

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given GMAW equipment, supplies and materials, pipe, weld pipe in fixed
position(s) according to specifications, downhill.

INSTRUCTOR MAY ELECT TO OMIT

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS: ,

6.0801 Select safety equipment.

6.0802 Draw mild steel pipe from instructor.

6.0803 Prepare pipe joints av necessary.

6.9804 Position pipe for joint desired.

6.0805 Set up MIG machine, adjust for welding job.

6.0806 Tack weld pipe into joint position.

6.0807 Inspect position of pipe; correct as necessary.'

6.0808 Weld pipe to specifications using GMAW process.

6.0809 Inspect weld quality, especially for slag inclusions.
(Weld should pass bend test without cracking.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Weld given pipe in specified .fixed position(s) downhill.
Weld shoO.d have even ripple spacing, no undercutting, complete

-14 crater fill at end of weld, no overlap, and leg size should be
close to equal. Slag inclusions should not be evident.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: Optional
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CHECKLIST

GMAW (MIG) WELDING

(Check to indicate student has mastered weld to industry standards; if
otherwise, omit mark.)

POSITIONS AND JOINTS-MILD STEL
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1. Bead widths are
right size.

i.

1

2. Beads have uniform
ripples. :

3. Weld beads not too
flat (proper width).

l 1

1

.

4. Weld beads not too
high (proper width).

i

,

5. Weld penetration is
sufficient.

6. No cold laps on
surface.

,

,

7.

.

No surface porosity
on welds.

.

,

8. No subsurface
porosity.

'c i

I

,

9. No crater cracks. .

10. No burn thru. ,

11. End crater is
filled.

12'. Weld passed bend .

test without
cracking.
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UNIT 6.0 - MIG WELDING

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

1. Identify which welding process uses a continuous consumable wire
electrode.

a. mig
b. oxyacetylene
c. tig
d. carbon arc

2. Identify the most efficient polarity used in mig welding.,

a. DCSP
-b. DCRP
c. ACHY
d. ACRP

3. Which wire listed below is best for mig welding low carbon steels.

a. ER-309
b. E-70S-3
c. E-70S-6
d. ER-1100

4. Identify the shielding gas mixtures used in the short ARC mig
welding.

a. 25 percent He ands 75 percent argon
b. 25 percent carbon dioxide, 75 percent argon
c: 25 percent oxygen and 75 percent argon
d. 25 percent argon and 75 percent He

5. Indicate the proper type of anti-splatter compound used in mig gun
noggles to eliminate splatter.

a. water
b. grease
c. flux
d. tip dip or spray anti-splatter

6. List three,things that will cause improper gas coverage during mig
welding.

1.

2.

3.

7. List the two types of migwelding guns.

1.

2.

T-6--1
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Unit 6.0 - Mig Welding (Con't.)

410
B. List eight items fhat must be checked befdre beginning toNmig weld:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9. List the gas mixture used in short arc, mig welding.

10. List at least three items that should be,checked before operating
the mig machine.

1.

2.

3.

11. Explain what excessive voltage will cause in mig welding.

12. Explain what will happenif the nozzle of the mig gun is filled
with metal particles.

13. Explain what will happen'if the filler wire develOps a kink in it
while mig welding.

;

14. Explain why the spools
.

of mig wire should remain covered while in
use.

cl

T-6-2
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Unit 6.0 - Mig Welding (Con't.)

DEMONSTRATION'

,

,
15. Given a display or list of safety equipment, select the proper

equipment to be used for mig welding.

16. After.a lecture and demonstration of the mig gas, demonstrate the
proper settings of,gas flow, voltage, and wire feed on scrap steel.

17. Given a piece of plate and mig machine, demonstra'te a flat head
without cold lap, undercut, or porosity to statisfy the instructor.'

.;

18. Given two pieces of schedule 40 (4 inch) ,c/s pipe,with a.60 degree'
instuded bevel and a mig machine, demonstrate a root pas9 run with
the downhill process with an uphill filler and cover,

19. Given two pieces of schedule 40, (4 inch) c/s pipe, fit and align
for tack and weld out procedures.

'

V

,

C

\

A

.; ..

..

T-6-3

,.

-

4-
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Unit 6.0 - Mig Welding Jr,

Answer Sheet

1. a

2. b

3. b

, 4. b

5. d vt

6. 1. no gas
2. water in,gas cylinder
3. holding gun too far_away from weld

7. 1. air
2. water cooled

8. 1. check that electric power controls are ia OFF position
2. inspect to be sure hose and cable connections from gun (torch)

to feeder are in good condition, properly insulated, and that
connections are correctly made

3. be sure the nozzle is correct for the wire diametet used
4. inspect to be sure the wire is threaded properly through the

gun
5. be sure the apertures of the contact tube an nozzle are clean .

6. check to see that the wire speed and feed have been predetermined
and 'adjusted on the feeder control

7. turn on the shielded gas (and water in WC. torch used) and
adjust for desired output

8. be sure wire stick-out is correct

9. 25 percent carbon dioxide and 75 percent argon

W. kl. proper sound
. 2. amprvolt setting to corre pond with wire size and metal thickness

3. cover over the spool pf wire

11. it will'enlarge the puddle increasing the inductance which will
caupe the weld to crack or break in half.

12. it will stop the flow of gas from protecting the puddle 4tom oxidation

13. it will.jam iwthe contact tip, coax cable, or infeed rollers

14. To ensure that clean wire will enter the cable and mig gas. Dirt
will collect inside the cable and restrict the wir6 speed.

T-6-Ans.
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UNIT 7.0

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDINO (GTAW)
(TIG)
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c.4\ GAS TUNGSTEN ARC.WELDING.(GTAW)
(TIG)

'PREREQUISITES: Oxyacetylene welding is recommended.as a prerequisite
for the purpose of ieveloping two handed introductorjr
skiils.

OBJECTIVES: The objective fgr Gas:Tungsten Arc Wel:ding (GTAW) is
to develop entry -Thvel-skills-for. -Welder, Gase
TungstenArc (DOT 810.384-014).

The graduate of TIG welding training is prepared to
-I identify GTAW welding equipment, accessories, and

supplies; set up TIG equi,pment, adjust equipment,
and manipulate-the welding torah; start the arc and
frun straight beads with qp equipment; and weld with
/the GTAW process in all positions (flat, horizontal,-
vertical, and overhead..

The GTAW welder will be prepared to perform entry
level production and maintenance welding od both
light and heavy gage ferrous and non-ferrous metals.
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SiimMARY

SUdGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME

4

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
UNIT/TASK

--

'SWGESTED
HOURS

Unit 7.0.

7.01 Introduction to (GTAW) Welding' 3

7.02 (GTAW) Safety 2

7.03 Prepare for GTAW Welding, Startup Equipment, Adjust, 1

Shut-down

7.04 Disassemble and Clean GTAW (TIG) Torch Assembly 1

, 7.05 Carrying the Puddle 4-6

7.06 Weld Stringer Beads, Mild Steel, and Flat Position, 2
Using GTAW Equipment

7.07 Weld Carbon Steel With GTAW (TIG) Equipment, 20-30
All Positions

7.08 Weld Stainless Steels With GTAW (TIG) Process,
All Positions

7.09 Weld iltiminum or Aluminum Alloys With GTAW (TIG) 40-50
Equipment, Flat. and OPen Butt

*Optlonal
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TASK LISTINGS

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING (GTAW)

UNIT/TASK - DESCRIPTION

Unit 7.0

7.01 (Introduction To OTAID Welding) Given instructions, describe
the method of operation of gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW)
(TIG), type of tquipment, and application of the gis tungsten
arc.welding (TIG) process.

7.02 (GTAW Safety) Given instructions concerning welding safety
using the GTAW proceds, demonstrate the proper safety precautions-
when preparing for and using TIG welding.

,

7.03 (Prepare for GTAW Welding, Startup, Equipment, Adjust, Shutdown)
Given instructions, GTAW (TIG) machine, equipment, tools, and
supplies; setup, adjust, and shutdown gas tungsten arc
welding equipment by a standard set of procedural steps.

7.04 (Disassemble and Clean GTAW fug Torch Assembly) Given a
complete GTAW (TIG) unit, necessary tools and accessories,
appropriate manual and exploded view; remove, disassemble,
reassemble and replace torch assembly in accordance with and
in the sequence listed in the work order.

7.05 (Carrying the Puddle) GiveriGTAWWelding equipment and metal
to weld without filler rod, establish a molten puddle and run'
straight even beads (without filler) in the flat or other
positions asSigned by the instructor.

7.06 (Weld Stringer Beads, Mild Steel, and Flat Position, Using
GTAW Equipment) GiVen a GTAW unit, equipment, steel plate(s),
filler rod and tungsteft electrode; weld stringer beads on mild
steel provided in the flat position.

7.07 (Weld Carbon Steel With GTAW JIG:7 Equipment, All Positions)
Given a GTAW (TIG) unit and necessary supplies, carbon steel
alloy metal, tungsten electrode, and filler rod, and a welding
job; weld the carbon stsel alloy joints using fillet and
groove welds following specifications given (all positions).
The finished weld should be smooth and continuous, show complete
penetration, haye nb fusion between the weld bead and base
metal, and have no cracks, undercutting, or overlap.

162
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7.08 (Weld Staintess Steels With GTAW ffid7 Process; All Positions)
Given GTAW (TIG) welding equipment, tungsten electrode and
filler rod, stainless alloy steels, and specifications; weld
stainless steel joints using fillet and groove welds so that
the joints have smooth and contfnuous welds, complete penetration,
fusion between the weld bead and base metal, and no-cracks,
undercuttingr-ot overlapping. All positions.

7.09 (Weld Aluminum or Aluminum Alloys With GTAW LTIG/ Equipment,
Flat, T,aind Open Butt positions) Given GTAW (TIG) equipment,
tungsten 'electrode and filler rod, aluminum or aluminum alloy
material, and job specifications; weld aluminum joints using
fillet and groove welds, Flat, 7, and-Open Butt positions.

.The finished welds should be smooth and continuous, show
complete penetration, have complete fusion between weld,bead
and base metal, and have no cracks, undercutting, or overlap.
The complete job mUst meet the specifieations given.

235
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UNIT 7.0 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING (GTAW)

TASK 7.01 INTRODUCT TO (GTAW) WELDING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instructions, describe the method of operation of gas tungstelrarc
welding (GTAW) (TIG), type of equipment, and application of the gas,
tungsten arc welding (TIG) process.

1r

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

7.0101 Identify the advantages of the gas tungaten arc
welding (GTAW) process as compared to SHAW, OAW, and
GlikW welding processes.

7.0102- Identify/select typical equipment used for (TIG)
welding:
a. Describe the shielded gas: Inert gas.
b. Describe the difference air and water cooled

torches.

c. Describe the tungsten electrodes.

7.0103 Describe gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) process.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
0

- Describe the method of operation of GTAW welding, the type of
equipment used, and typical applications of the Tig welding
process. 9

- The instructor's standards_ apply and the student must demonstrate
an understanding appropriate for entry level employment using
the GTAW-process.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 3 Hours
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UNIT 7.0 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING (GTAW)

TASK 7.02 (GTAW) SAFETY,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instructions concerning welding safety using the GTAW process,
demonstrate the proper safety precautions when preparing for and using
TIG welding.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

7.0201 Review safety precautrons concerning:
a. Electrical shock.
b. ARC racliation.

c. Air'contamination.
d. Fire and explosion.
e. Compressed gases.
f. Weldidg cleaning.
g. Other hazards.

(NOTE: All safety precautions for ARC welding
apply.)

7.0202 Lenses for helmet should be selected depending on
intensity of the arc.

7.0203 Protective clothing such as an apron and gloves must
be used when welding with gas tungsten arc.

7.0204 Review safety recommendations of GTAW equipment
manufacturer.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Demonstrate safety behavior using GTAW equipment to the in-
structor's standards.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 2 Hotirs

9
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UNIT 7.0 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING (GTAW)

TASK 7.03 PREPARE FOR GTAW WELDING, STARTUP
EQUIPMENT, ADJUST, SHUT-DOWN

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instructions, GTAW (TIG) machine; equipment, tools, and dupplies;
set up, adjust, and shut-down gas tungsten Art welding equipment by a
Standard set of procedural steps.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

7.0301 Review standard procedures for GTAW (TIG) startup.

7.0302 Select equipment: Safety equipment, wire brush, and
pliers.

f.0303 Set up, adjust, and shht-down GTAW machine for:
a. DCSP--welding stainless steel or mild steel

(most metals).

DCRP--aluminum and magnesium (occasional use,
ACHF preferred).

b. ACHF--welding aluminum or magnesium (or other
metals).

(NOTE: Observe proper procedures for preparing

electtode and torch for DC and AC. Make
proper equipment adjustments for AC and DC
operation.

Procedural steps as established by Hobart School of
Welding or similar standards apply to equipment
start up and adjustment (See Gas ihngsten ARC Welding,
Troy, OH: Hobart,School of Welding Technology, pp.
9-11).

Typical Steps

(1) Assemble and inspect TIG equipment.
(a) Check gas supply lines for leaks.
(b) Select proper nozzel and electrode.
(c) Check all leads.

(2) Open gas cylinaer valve and adjust for proper
flow.

(3) Check water supply if W.C. torch is.being used.
.(4) Adjust Machihe range for weld to be made (current).
(5) Switch maching-on.
(6) Shut-down machine by procedural steps.
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UNIT 7.0 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING (GTAW)

TASKS 7.03 PREPARE FOR GTAW WELDING, STARTUP
EQUIPMENT, ADJUST,-MT:DOWN (Con't.)

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Con't.):

7.0304 Prepare electrode as necessary.

(NOTE: See addendum page for standards.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Set-up, adjust,,and shut-down gas"tungsten arc welding machine
and equipment according to standard procedures established by.
the instructor (see reference publication for suggested standards).

- Cylinder must be secured.
- Weld control in proper position.
- Polarity switCh for DC as appropriate.
7 Water and inert gas turned on.
- Bleed gas line and shut down equipment completely.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 1 Hour

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Prepare pugsten and place in torch, adjust for proper electrode
sticknut.

- Prepare DC or AC electrodes.

Adjust shielded gas flow rate, cubic feet hour (CFH).
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Addendum to Task 7.03

TIG WELDING EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST,

1.

2.

3.

4.

All cable connections are tight, VP

Machine is properly. grounded.

Power disconnect switch is turned on for welding.

Holder is equipped with the proper diameter electrode
and gas cup.

CHECK

'( )

(_ )

( )

( )

5. Electrode projects the right distance beyond the end
pf the gas cup. ( )

6. Electrode' is firmly held in the collet. ( )

7. Machine is set for correct polarity, ( )

8. Machine is set for correct welding amperage. ( ).

9. Regulator fs sgt for correct gas flow. ( )

10. If W.C. torch is used, water is turned on. (-)

11. Helmet 'has clear lenses of right shade. ( )

12. Gloves are available; protective clothing is
suitable for welding.

( )

Source: Giachino, Joseph W. Arc Welding, Alisp, IL:
American Technical Publishers, Inc., 1977.

4
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UNIT 7.0 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING (GT )

TASK
-

7.04 DISASSEMBLE AND CLEAN GTAW (TIO
TORCH ASSEMBLY°

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a complete GTAW (TIG) unit, necessary tools andt'accessories,

appropriate manual and exploded view; remove, disassemble, reassemble
and replace torch assembly in accordance with and in the sequence listed
,in the work order.

PERFORMANCE, ACTIONS:

7.0401 Check that electricatpower, water, (if applicable)
and shielded gas are shut off.

7.0402 Assemble tools and supplies.
3

4

7.0403 Remove torch'assembly from GTAW (TIG) power source,
water source, and gas source.

7.0404

7.0405

7.0406

7.0407

Disassemble torch.

Inspect component parts.

Replace defectpe parts.

Reassemble torch assembly.

C.

7.0468 Connect torch assembly to power source, water source,
rand gas source. ,

7.0409 'Test reassembled torch for leaks and correct operation.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Remove, disassemble, reassemble, and replace a GTAW (TIG)
'torch assembly to manufacturer's instructions and speelfi
cations meeting inStructor's standard. The TIG tOrch'assembly
must be operational upon assembly without any damage.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 1 Hour
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UNIT 7.0 GAS TUNOSTEN ARC W4DING (GTAW)

TASK 7.05 CARRYING THE PUDDLE

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

, Given GTAW welding equipment and metgl to weld without filler rod,
establish a molten puddleand run straight even beads (without filler)
.in the flat or other posiiions assigned by the instructor.

PERFORMANCEACTIONS:

7.0501 Put on safety equipment.

7.0502 Position steel on support (table, etc-:.) as inetructed
and to the satisfaction of the instructor.

7.0503 Set up TIG welding station and adjust flowmeter.

7.0504 Turn on ARC welding machine and adjust for proper
current.

7.0505 Point torch in direction of weld at 75/25 degree
angle with no side.

7.0506 Touch torch to plate to start the arc; then, withdraw
the electrode so it is aboilt 1/8 inch above metal.

7.0507 Mbve arc in small circle until pool of molten metal
form (about 1/4 inch in diameter).

7.0508 Move 'torch along line of intended weld to form

overlapping circles (carry the puddle) in uniform
bead. (Scribe,a line or use a straight edge to help
puddle a straight bead.)

(NOTE: Practice will be required to develop skill
in puddling..)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Run 405ed without filler rod, according to the instructor's

standards, keeping the bead straight and maintaining a uniform'
puddle.

SUGGESTED INTRUCTION TIME: 4-6 Hour's

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Safety procedures.
- Setting up oxy-fuel station.
- Flame adjustment.
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Unit 7.0 GAS TUNGSTEN,ARC WELDING (GTAW)t

TASK 7.06 WELD STRINGER BEADS, MILMTEEL,
AND FLAT POSITION, USING GTAW.
EQUIPMENT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a GTAW unit, equipment, steel plate(s), filler rod and tungsten
electrode; weld stringer beads on mild steel provided in the flat position.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

7.0601 Set machine:
a. DC Electrode negative' (straight polarity).
b. limperage.

c. Hot Start.
d. Gas flow rate.
e. Tungsten electrode stickout.

f. Other settings as appropriate.

7.0602 , Place mild steel to be welded in flat position.

7.0603 Run straight beads using TIG welding process.
(Adjust cur;ent setting to deposit uniform beads.)

PERFCIRMANCE"STANDARDS:

- Run stringer beads using TIG welding process.
- The metal must be clean: Proper tungsten must be selected and

properly prepared. Welds must be of unfform width with even
ripple and penetration. -t

- The instructor's standards appltes.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 2 Hours
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UNIT, 7.0 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING (GTAW)

TASK 7.07 WELD CARBON STEEL WITH GTAW (TIG)
EQUIPMENT, ALL POSITIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a GTAW (TIG) unit and necessary supplies, carbon steel alloy
metal, tuagsten electrode, and filler rod, and a welding job; weld the
carbon steel alloy joints using.fillet and groove welds following speci-
fications given (al/ pobitions). The finished weld should be smooth and
continuous, show completd penetration, have no fusion between the weld
bead and base metal, and have,no cracks, undercutting, or overlap.

1:r

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

7.0701

7.0702

7.0703

7.0704

7.0705

7.0706

Select safety equipment.

Set up equipment.

Positidn cables and hoses so they will,not be
damaged.

1Turn on electrical equipment. ,

A

Turn on check waterflow, as required.

Turn on and adjust ahielded gas.

7.0707 Adjust current.

7:0708 Weld joint's using fillet and groove we/ds in all
positions according to job specifications.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Weld carbon steel alloy joints, T and Open lutt to job speci-
fications using a GTAW (TIG) unit.

- Weld should be free of undercut and overlap. There should be
no porosity or crackg. Typicallyithe weld should be, stronger
than the base metgl.

011,

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: -20 -30 Hours.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Recommended that the student gain proficiency in welding in
the,flat, vertical, and overhead positions.
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UNIT 7.0r- GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING (GTAW)

- TASK 7.08 (Optional) , WELD STAINLESS STEELS WITH GTAW (TIG)
PROCESS, ALL POSITIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE1

Given GTAW (TIG) welding equipment, tungsten electrode and filler rod,
stainless alloy steels, and specifications; weld stainless steel joints
using fillet and groove welds so that the joints have smooth and continuous
welds, complete penetration, fusion between the weld bead and base
metal, and no cracks, undercutting, or overlapping. All positions.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

7.0801

7.0802

7.0803

7.0804

Select safety equipment.

Set up equipment..

Position all cables and hoses so they may not be
, -burned or damaged.

Turn on electrical equipment.

(NOTE: Typigally (amperage setting is slightly
less than with mild steel welding.)

7.0805 Turn on and check water flow, as required.

7.0806 Turn on and adjust shielded gas.

7.0807 , Adjust current.

7.0808 Weld joints using fillet and,groove welds in all
positions according to job specifications.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Weld stainless steel alloy joints to job specifications using
tir GTAW (TIG) process. All positions.

- Joints should be carefully prepared. Overheating of stainless
§teel should be avoided. Preventative measures should be
taken to reduce oxidation on open.root welds.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: Optional-(pepends On the.availability of
stainless steel and budget constraints.)

17-3
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UNIT
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING (GTAW)

TASk 7.08 WELD STAINLESS STEELS WITH GTAW (TIG)
PROCESS, ALL POSITIONS (Can't.)

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Match proper filler metal to base metal.
Identify contamination sources of stainless steel.,
Manufacturer's data an stainless steel product to be welded.
Characteristics of stainless steel.

A
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UNIT 7.0 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WEiDING (GTAW)

TASK 7.09 WELD ALUMINUM OR ALUMINUM ALLOYS WITH
:GTAW (TIG) .EQUIPMENT, FLAT, T, AND
OPEN BUTT

PERFORMAN 0OBJECTIVE:

,Given GTAW (TIG) equipment, tungsten( electrode and filler rod, aluminum
or aluminum alloy material, and job specifications; weld aluminum joints.
using fillet and groove welds, Flat, T, and Open Butt. The Dinished
welds should be smpoth and cbntinuous, show complete penetration, have
complete fusion between weld bead and base metal, nd, have no cracks,
undercutting, or overlap. The complete job must meet tHe specifidations
given.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

7.0901 Select safety equipment.

7.0902 Set up equipment.

7.0903 Position cables and hoses Sp theyC'cannot be burned
or damaged.

7.0904 Turn on electricaequiPient, (ACHF).

7.0 05 Turn on and check water flow, as required.

. 7.0906 Turn-on and adjust shieldini.gas.:

. Z.6907 Adjust current.

'7.0908 'Weld joins'using fillet and groove welds, all
. positions, according to jbb specifications.

'PERFAMAKE STANDARDS:

Wdld aluminum,joints to job specifications using GTAW peocess..,

Prior to welding, clean aluminum,surface of oxide and weld
immediately.after oXide removal-(within 8 hour'S).
The alumindln weld should have a-smooth, regular face with an

.even ripple.

' A white line should appear along each Side of the weld tndi
cating the oxide has been cleaned by the arc.

Aluminum,,filler metal should be selected based on the appli
dation of:die weldment and ghould meet the instructor's standards:

175
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UNIT 7.0 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING (GTAW)

TASK 7.09 WELD ALUMINUM OR ALUMINIM ALLOYS WITH
GTAW (TIG) EQUIPMENT, ALL OOSITIONS

SUGGESTED- INSTRUCTION TIME: 40-50 Hours (Provided there is an adequate
budget for required expendibles such as aluminum base metal and welding
rods.)

.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFOI1MATION:

- Welding characteristics of aluminum:
- Aluminum weld quality:

Ais

'4411.14111.
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ADDITIONAL TIG TRAINING

At the discretion of the instructor, GTAW (TIG) training might include
additional tasks.

For the student who qualifies for additional individualized training in
GTAW (TIG) welding, a workbook such as Gas Tungsten Arc Welding, Troy,
OH: Hobart School of Welding Technology, 1979, may be used,as a self-paced,
performance-based instruction aidor instructor developed materialg may
be used.

24 9
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CHECKLIST

.GTAW (TIG) WELDING

POSITIONS AND JOINTS-MILD STEEL
(Check if performance is satisfactory
to industry standards.)

.

'

Flat pHori-- -
ill

z.ntal
lerti
cal

Over--
head

ro
m
w
m
4.)

..c

cn
.,.1

IA
4 )
Cn

-W

Z
Z1 E-4

0,
03

I-1

w
w

1-1

0
U

4)
4)

CA E-1

CI,
M

I-1

,

w
w

5-1

0
O

4-)

cci E-4

0.04
M
1-3

.

,

.

w,
w

0
U

-W

Z
cr:1 Ei

ag

03
13

w
14

0
C.)I Bead widths are right

size. . ., .

-

2. Beads have uniform
ripples.

.

.

I

3. Weld beads not too
flat. , .

,

4. Weld Beads not, too
high.

. ,

.

.

5. Weld penetration is
sufficient:

1

,

. ,
.

6. No cold laps on
surface. .

.

7. No surface porosity. ,

8. No subsurface
porosity.

,

.

9. No crater cracks.
1

10. No burn thru.
.

11. End crater is filled. .

12. Weld passed bend teat
without cracking.

,

.

.

INDICATED METAL WELDED
(Check if perfonnace is
satisfactory to industry
standards.)

Mild Steel
uminum

Stainless Steel
Other

Al

*Emphasis should be ,placed on horizontal and vertical positions.
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UNIT 7.0 - TIG WELDING

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TEST

L.

1. How should the 'tungsten be grounded when welding all4iy steel?

2. Why should gas tungsten arc welding be preformed away from outside
air flow?

=3. What type of current is used for GTAW of stainless and alloy steels?

4. How should the tungsten be grounded?

5. What'color tip tungsten is used for welding aluminum?

6. What is the purpose of the welder positioning all ihe hoses and

111
cables before starting to weld?

7. What grade of tungsten is recOmmended for welding aluminum?

COMPLETION

8. A number 10 lens provides the welder eye protection up to
amps.

9. An electrical shock is very likeiy if the welder is working in a
very area.

10. A torch is mandatory whenswelding on large aluminum
casting.

11. will be required to develdp, skill in reding and'
carrying the puddle.

12. Porosity in "TIG" welding is mainly due to the welder's
.

and

13. Overheating of stainless steels can cause severe

,T-7-1
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0
Unit 7.0 Tig Welding (Con't.)

14. All metals being "TIG" welded must be free from

15. Tungsten regardiess of purity is a electrode.

TRUEFALSE

16.

17.

and

The same safety standards apply to GTAW as apply to SMAW.

dontamination is one of the disadv'antages of GTAW.

18. Preheating is required on most heavy casting, whether
cast iron or aluminum.

19. Regardless how experienced the welder may be, a check
off list should be followed in setting up a welding rig
to GTAW.

20. The only source of contamination in GTAW results from the
tungsten touching the base athl.

21. Cotton clothing will deteriorate when exposed to tIle
lights and rays from the arc weld.

, /II
411,

22.* ACHY is not an absolute must in welding aluminum.

23. All welding machines must have an external pager disconnect
switch. '

24. Current adjustment are much higher for mild steel than
for alloy steels.

25. A properly fitted joint is not always necessary as the
welder will do this before he welds the joint.

26. Subsurface porosity is the result of the welder starting
his arc in the weld zone.

T-7 -- 2 252



Unit 7.0 - TIG WELDING

Answer Sheet

1. a fine point

2. contamination

3. DCSP

4. blount end ,

5. green tipped

.6.- so they won't get damaged

7. pure tungsten

8.

9, damp

10., water coolea

11. practice

12. starts and stops

13. warpage'

14. oil and grease

1,N

15. non-consumable

16. true

1

17.

8.

19. true

20.

21. false

22.

23.

24. false

25. false

\

26. true 253
T-7-Ans .
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UNIT 8 . 0

WELD TESTING
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SUMMARY

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME

WELD TESTING SUGGESTED
UNIT/TASK HOURS

Unit 8.0

8.01

8.02

8.03

*Optional

Make Guided Bend Test of Butt
Joint (Option)

Test Fillet Welded Joinf

Conduct Visual Inspection of Weld

180 255
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UNIT/TASK

Unit 8.0'

8.01

TASK LISTINGS

WELD TESTING

DESCRIPTION

(Make Guided VInd Test of Butt Joint LOptional7) Given equip
ment to make guided bend test, bend test the weld of a butt
joint. Examine convex surface of specimen for cracks or other
discontinuities. Cracks or open discontinuity exceeding 1/8
inch measured in any direction after bend test will be evidence
of the weld failing. Cracks occurring on corners of specimen
during testing are not considered.

(NOTE: This is an orientation task and depends on the
availability of appropriate equipment.)

8.02 (Test Fillet Welded Joint Caption47) Given equipment to make
test, test specimen, rupture a fillet welded joint to force
meeting the instructor's standards in procedures and weld
test.

(NOTE: This 'is an orientation task and dependson tOe
availability of appropriate equipment.)

8.03 (Conduct Visual Inspectiqn of Weld) Given,such aids as a
pocket magnifier, a flashlight, a borescope, mirror, a weld
gauge, straight edge, a T square, at weld standards, and
experiences and instruction; conduct a visual quality control
inspection of welds.
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UNIT 8.0 WELD TESTING

TASK 8.01 '(Optional) MAKE GUIDED BEND TEST OF BUTt,JOINT
(OPTIONAL) .

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given equipment to make guided bend test,'bend test the weld of a butt
joint. Examine convex surface of specimen for cracks or other discontinui
ties. Cracks or open discontinuity exceeding 1/8 inch measured ia any
direction after bend.test will be evidence of the weld failing. Cracks
occurring on corners of specimen during testing are not considered.

(NOTE: This is an orientatiolitask and depends on the availability of
appropriate equipment.)

PERFORMANCE AdTIONS:

8.0101 Obtain welded metal for bend test.

8.0102 Mae visual inspection of weld. Weld should be
acceptable baed on following standards:
a. No cracks.
b. No evidende of incomplete joint penetration,

otherwise it will be considered as failing
test.

c. Complete fusion between weld metal and base
metal.

d. Porosity does not exceed 1/16 inch maximum and
has no more than a combined total of 1/8 inch
in any one square inch of weld.

e. Undercut must not exceed 1/32 inch wide, 1/32
inch deep, and have no more than the combined
total of 2 inches of undercut in any 6 inches
of weld.

f. Face and root reinforcement should not exceed
the specified dimensions and must show a gradual
transition to the surface of the base metal.
Reinforcement must blend-smoothly into transition
areas free from edge weld undercut.

g. Root retaforcement shall be flusti with surface
of base metal minimum to 1/16 inch maximum.

h. Face reinforcement shall be flush with the
surface of base metal minimum to 1/8 inch
maximum.

8.0103 Prepare bend test samples:
a. Scribe welder identi4dation on test samples

(sections).
b. Flamecut workpiece into 4 parallel sections to

expose weld area.

182
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UNIT 8.0 WELDESTING

TASK 8.01 (Optional)
-

MAKE GUIDED BEND TEST OF BUTT JOINT
(OPTIONAL) (Con't.)

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS (Con't.):

c. Grind both surfaces of weld flush with plate on .
two test samples. Do n6t remove base metal.

8.0104 Bend each strfp in a guided bend jig. (Or by
equivalent method.)
a. Bend one test strip root side up.
b. Bend one test strip face side up.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Bend test butt joint.

Convex surface of specimen shall be examined for
other open discontinuities.

2

Cracks or open discontinuity exceeding 1/8 inch
any direction after test will be evidence of the
Cracks occurring on the corners of the specimen
shall not be considered.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: Optional

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

"Acceptance Criteria - Bend Tests"

cracks or

measured in
weld failing.
during testing

"The weld and heat affected zone of transverse-weld bend specimen shall
be comi)letely within the bend portion of-the specimen after testing.

The guided-bend specimen shall have no opee defects exceeding 1/8 inch
(1/16 inch for corrosion resistance weld overlay cladding) measured in
a direction on the convex surface of the specimen after bending, except
that cracks occurring on the corners of the specimen during testing
shall not be considered unless there is definite evidence that .they
result from slag inclusions or other internal defects."

183. 258
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UNIT 8.0 WELD TESTING

, TASK 8.02 (Optional) TEST FILLET WELDED JOINT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

'Givan/equipment to make test, test specimen, rupture a fillet weldedp
joint by force meeting the instructors standards in procednres add weld
test.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:.

8.0201 Assemble supplies, equipment foi testing fillet
weld.

$.0202 Prepare specimen -61 instructor's or text standards.
(Position specimen for rupturing fillet weld.),

8.0203 Apply force to welded specimen until a break in,the
specimen occurs.

8.0204 Check the fractured weld for soundness. (In addition,
the weld may be etched 'Snd examined for cracks if
the etch test is included in instruction/orientation.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Test fillet weld 'joint by rupturing the joint by force.

- Process and weld test must satisfy instructor's standards.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: Optional

184.
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[NIT .8.03 s WELD TESTING

TASK ; :8.03 '&)NDUCT VISUAL INSPECTION
OF WELD

k.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given such aids as a pocket lagnif er, a flashlfght a borescope, mirror,
' a weld gauge, straight edge, a T sq are, and weld standards, and ex-,

periences and instruction; ccnduct a visual quality control inspection
of welds.

A

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS: '':

0

.
8.0301 -Check basi c materials, joint penetration, proper- -

welding procedures and proper sequence of performance
steps (welding process manipulation and technique:Y.

8.0302 Note errorgin weld preparation, dimensions, alignment,
fit-up, cleanliness, welding procedures, warpage,
finiah, and mishandling in marking.

cor
8.0103 LookAscabs, seams, scale, surface slag, faminations,

roueiness, spatter, craters, surface porosity,
,undercuts, overlaps, cracks, and inadequate penetration.

(NOTE: 1. To conduct-the visual inspection, the
student must know welding more tharoUghly
and be able to inspect all areas of
welding production.

2. The visual insp ction IA for surface
conditions only id depends on the sub-
jective opinion the inspector.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Performance actione,are standatds.

(NOTE: The sfudent benefits fram this task by learning to in-
inspect the.welding process as,well as the weld. As a
result ofthis task training, the student should apply
the visual inspection of the weld to his/her own work
and'improve welding procedures arid welds.)

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TEME: Orientation Task (Skill Will tesult only
after repeated perfornances and the development of a thorough kn9wledge
of welding.)

185
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OUTCOME-REFERtNCED TESTS
A

Tgis tesi'saiple'it.included to illustrate the level.of testing currently
used'by the-Melding Department, GTC. RE4' Chapter #39 ofthe Welding
Skills and Practides, Fif.th,Editi,ion, and ASME Sec;ion IX, Part QW,
Welding?

Q

1. :The guided bend test is :used fov:

a. stress analysis'
b. welder performance qualification
t.' company qualification
d. none of the above

2. For plate groolie weld.qualification test, place the correct "G"
- number with the applicablellositibil ftG-2G7-3G-74G):

a. flatG e,
b. horizontal G
c. vertical G
d. overhead, G

3: For pipe groove'Veld qualification test, placa the correct "G"
number witIA-the applioable position (1G-2G-5G-6G):

a. rotated G
b. horizpntal -G

c. vertical G
d. 45 degrees G

4. For fillet welds in plate,- place the correct
applicable position (1F-r2F-3F-4F):

IIFII
,

number with the

a. v,ertical F
.

b. plate axis 450 weld flat, F .
.

c. plate flat with-axis of weld horizontal F
ki. plate overhead with axis of'weld horiZontal ,F

5. The fatgth and width of the teat specimen should be:

a. 10" x 1.75"
b. 6" x 1.5"
c. 8". x 37

d. 5" x 1.25"

6. The three types of bends made for a guided bend test are:

a. heel, throat,-toe
b. transverse, obtuse; acute
c. oblique, longitudinal, horizontal
d. side, root, face_ '

T-8*-1
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Unit 8.0*- GUided Bend Testing (con't.)
, .

7. The results of the root bent will determine the acceptance or
rejection of:

a. penetration and fusion of the first weld bead to the base
metal

b., inner bead fusion
c. weld joint tensil.strength
cr. percent of root elongation

8. F ace and root bends are normally used to examine:

A. spot welds
b. fillet welds',
c. groove welds
d. plug welds

9. When sectioning a 4G plate specimen for the guidea bend test, the
number and type of bends made are:

a. three roots and three kace
-13% one face and one root
c. two roots aad two face
d. none of the above

10. The side bend ds considered to be a:

a. tension bend
b. guided bend
c. free bend
d. hot bend

11. Materials tested utilizing the side bend method is usually of a
thickness exceeding of,an inch.

TRUE-FAISE

12. The rootfbend is accomplished by bending the test specimen
. (strap) as to expose the face of the weld.

13. A. face bend Is accomplishe4 by bending the test specimen
(strap) as to expose the fihish side of the weld joint..

1r
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Unit 8.0 Guided Bend Test (Cont.)

MULTIPLE-CLIOICEN

I . The root-bend specimen is used to check the degree.of weld

a. porosity
b. ductility

C. penetration
d. soundness

. The soundness and the boundary between the weld metal and the base
metal can be determined by test.

a. a root-bend
b. a tensile strength
c. an etching
d. a. free-bend

263
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Unit 8.0 - GUIDED BEND TESTING

Answer Sheet

1. b

5.

6. d

7.

,
8. c

-,

-
i.-

-Ikil(N),

TRUE-FALSE

12.

13. -

MULTIPLE-CHOICE

1. c

N.

k

o

,.
,

;

,

. ,
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UNIT 9.0

BLUEPRINT READING

k
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SUMMARY

BLUEPRINT READING
SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TLME,

BLUEPRINT READING
UNIT/TASK

Unit 9.0 .

9.01 Identify. Information

9.02 Visualize Objects From Multiview Drawings

9.03 Determine Specifications

*See Task 9.01

I

,

\

4

.1,

.

0
:

I 266 .
i87

SUGGESTED ,

HOURS

25-30

*

*
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TASK LISTINGS

BLUEPRINT READING

UNIT/TASK DESCRIPTION

UNIT 9.0

9.01 (Identify Information) Given a simple welding fabrication
blueprint, identify pertinent information from the blue-
print to the instructor's standards.

9.02 (Visualize Objects From Multiview Drawings) Given a welding
blueprtat or drawing, visualize the item to be weldedor
fabricated based on the three major views of a pictorial
drawing.

9.03 (Determine Specifications) %Given a welding blueprint,'

determine the measurements and given specifications from
the print with 97 percent accuracy, meeting the instructor's
standards.

188
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UNIT 9.0 BLUEPRINT READING

TASK - 9.01 IDENTIFY INFORMATION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a simple welding fabrication blueprint, identify pertinent in-
formation from the blueprint to the instructor's standards.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

9.0101 Identify type, description, and purpose of lines
(Alphabet of Lines) typically used of welding
blueprints.

Identify lines that show:
- Visible edges of object
- Hidden features

Line to show extent and direction of dimensions
T Adjacent parts, alternate positions, and lines of

motion ,

- Leader line

9.0102 Identify welding symbols.

Using given information, interpret elements of
welding symbols.

9.010i Interpret the scale of the welding drawing and weld
sizes.

9.0104 Find, read, and interpret the title block of the
drawing.
- Tolerances

- Material specifications or instructors

9.0104 Locate and read notations on the drawing.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

'- On a given welding blueprint, identify information required to
complete the welding with 100 percent accurtcy in identifying
lines, interpreting symbols; reading scales an pther pertinent
informgtion identified by the insttuctor.

189
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UNIT 9.0 BLUEPRINT READING

TASK 9.01 IDENTIFY INFORMATION (Con't.)

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 25-30 Hours*

*IncludesIkasks 9.02 and 9.03

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Fasteners
- Fabrication Prints

269
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UNIT 9.0 e BLUEPRINT READING

TASK 9.02 VISUALIZE OBJECTS FROM MULTI-VIEW
DRAWINGS*

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a welding blueprint or drawing, visualize the item to be welded
or fabricated based on the three major views of a pictorial drawing.*

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

9.0201 Identify the major views of a pictorial drawing.
- Top
- Front

- Side

9.0202 Visualize a six sided object from a flat plane drawing.*
- Bottom
- Top

- Left
- Right
- Front
- Rear

0

9.0203 ,Visualize item to be welded or fabricated from given
drawin4s.*

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Given a1welding drawing or blueprint, visualize the item to be
welded or fabricated and illustrate the finished item through
a rough sketch pr verbal Oscription.*

- Must meet instructor's standards. 100 percent accuraay is
desired.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: See Task 9.01

*tVjsua1jze = Actual performance must be measurable.

270
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UNIT 9.0 BLUEPRINT READING

. d
TASK ,9.03 DETERMINE SPECIFICATIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a welding blueprint, determine the measurements and given speci-
fications from the print with 97 percent accuracy, meeting the in-.
structor's standards.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

9.0301 Interpret measurements of the object from the. di-
mensions.

9.0302 Determine type and sizes of welds.

9.0303 Determine specifications for weld or fabrication.

:PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- With 97 percent accuracy, convert the measurements and ,speci-

fications given in a welding blueprint into actual sizes and
information that will be used to weld or fabricate the item.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: See Task 9.01

,19 2
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UNIT 9.0 - BLUEPRINT READING

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TESTS

COMPLETION

1. The ductility of a weld specimen ,with initial gauge lides 3 inches,
and after the bend the elongation measures 3.6 inches, would be

% in 3 inchep.

2. The two specimens that are required in order to perform a guided
bend test,are a 7bend specimen and a -bend specimen.

3. testing ii lesS expensive than tensile testing and achieves
comparable results.

4. Information on weld symbols is placed to read from to
along the reference line.

5. The width of a fillet weld is shown to the left ,of the weld symbol
and is typically expressed in , or metric units.

6. Only one-half of an auxiliary view is shown when it is symmetrical.

9.

Tht three principle views that are used to show the shape.of
san object are the front, top; and side.

Fillets are rounded surfaces on outsije edges and rounds are
rounded surfaces insidecorners.

Weld instructions or materials specifications 4re indicated in
the application block of the blueprint.

10. The information in the revision block specifies what tolerances
are to be maintained in a fabricating process.

IDENTIFY SYMBOLS

1. This symbol represents a weld.

2. The perpendicular leg of this weld will
be found on the side.

1. The size of this weld is

2.

Aw 1. This symbol calls for a we],d to
be made irst.

2. After t e above weld is made, a
weld is to be made.

The length of the weld is

V

272
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Unit 9.0 BLUEPRINT READING

inswer Sheet

1. 20

2. face
root

3. hardness

4. left to 'right

5. fractions, decimals

6. true
6

7. true
8. f:alse

9. false
10. false

IDENTIFY SYMBOLS

'1. fillet

2. .left

1. 1/4

2. 8

1. groove

2. back

T-9Ans.
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. END OF

TRAINING TASK
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

IDENTIFY ?DST-SECONDARY CAREER
DEVELOPMEWI OPPORTUNITIES

.PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE://

Given an orientation to.similar post-secondary vocational e'ducation
,programs, primarily the Welding program at Greenville Technical College
and evening developme,nt programs for the welding trade, a report of
skill competencies development during secondary training and information
as necesary;,identify post-secondary career development opportunities.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

1. Identify:,

a. ;Need for additional training at the post-secondary
level.

b. Benefits from additional training:

a: Identify post-secondary traiming/programrailable
at GTC.

b. Identify how post-secondary (GT )ttraining differs '
from secondary training in wel ing.

JIP,

3.. Visit GTC program of possible interest. Talk with inatructor,
c department head, or admissions coUnselor at GTC.

4. Determine with secondary and post-secondary assistance if

exemption'of post-sgcondary leyel training is recommended.

5. Accomplish ihe required steps to apply or test for exemption.
'(Optional)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Identify.post-secOndary training opportunities in welding or a
related area at GTC.

- ;

. SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIMt: Typically,-integrated throughout.entire
program.

2 74,-
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WELDING

PROFICIENCY EVALUATION AID

This dsecriptive aid is designed to possibly assist the welding instructor in standardizing the proficiency
raluation of students.

PROFICIENCY LEVEL 0 LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4Description
,

4

%

Procedure
wt

No skill level de-
monstrated or pro-
ficiency training
not given iri the
skill.

.
-...

. .

Individual's skill
level is not that
generally expected
for entryLlevel
employee. .

'

'

.

_

RLANNING

Individualrs skill
level probably is
that expected for.
entry-level employ-
ment, but the indi-
vidual Probably
will need close on-
"therjob super4iisiom
for a' while lonPer.
PROJECTS

Individual's ..skill
level is that

.

generally expected
for .entry-level
employment. '

,

4

A ew m nor c anges
needed

Individual's skill
level is equal to
that of a worker
with some on-the-
johNexperience.

,

'

/ .' 7,.. . :

.Pl'am completed; no
changes needed,

D d not wo0c fro
a plan. '

Same steps wrong
or missing.

Working.drawing ..
.

or sketdh ,
ihcorrectly drawn,
poor dimensioning4

Able-to.use with
'some,changes.

Minor peeded dimen7
4 sions omitted.

Able to use; no
changes needed.Fabrication and

usefilnes6 of
prCject ability

.

- Not usable for -

intended purpose,
,. --

Able tp,use with.
sOine.changes.' ,

..

No changes made;
cOuld be' imprOved:,

Well fabricated for
purpose intended.

.

Problem-solving
abilit ,

Appearance,
welds, points

.

.

.

Solved-no pro-
lems. i

Solved only eary;.
roblems. ,

S
Not dery neatly
assembled.

. v 't -.

Solved nearly all:
obleins. ',

ew nAl:tpuches
)-nedded. -. c

, .

Solved all problems.,

_ .,..

Clean, neat, and
commercial ip appear-
auce.

FABRICAVED-WELDED-PROJEC
Assembled poorly;
not finished.

Method of,
fabrication

1

Used own method;
"c4t and try".

.

Made poor use of
Metheds shbwn.

Foll9wed Cbr.rebt ,,
Methods most ol
Ihe time. .

.Use the demonstrated
methods.

Tools Il Careless with'
tools, equipmAnt.

O. '
i.

,Used toold 00d
equipment correctly
most of the time.

Aorreqtly:used,:
4_

-

tools anp equkp-
ment_at lall.timee.

Correctly used and
cared for tools,
etc., -at all times.Materials ,

. .

,

.

,
Wasteful and
'darelebs with
materials.

WastykUl with
materials at times.

\ . .

,Usually careful
of materials.

Conserves materials
at all times.,

Accukacy of work.
, Failed to meet

specifications.
Work is akroxi-
matelii correCt. '

A few measurements
are off.

Meets -011 specifi-
cations.Working timd.

. " .

..

.

... Little or no
effort made,to

_use time wisely.

,Time,used fairly.
'well.

Wasted small a-
mount'of time. I

P.

'

Used time to bes.t
advantage.. .

. .
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Student':

High School:

Vocational Center:

PROFICIENCY REPORT
fOr

Vocational Course

Date Training Inftiated:
First';ear Completes:

'SecDnd Yqar'Initiated: /

Second Year CoTpleted:

Instructor:

DIRECTIONS: ,The purpaggeof the proficiency repprt is to' comnunicate to
Ihe student, other instructors, or potantialemployers. the.abilities
-tlat a student has demonstrated.to the instructor in vocatiohaf iraining.

' Mark each task as soon as possible after instuctiofi or ekilYg)demonstration.
IfAmstruction is not aimed as task -proficiency, or if only ah'orientation
or intrOduction to'the task was provided,. DO NOT mark a proficiency'
level or mark Level 0. Leveld 1-4 indicate teat instruction was given
mall the proficiency may be interpreted as'follows: :

Level 0 No.dkili level demonstrated or proficiency training not
given in the skill.

ALevel 1 Individual's skill level is"not that generally expected .

for entry level employment.
Level 2 Individual's skiil level probably is thai generally I

expected for entri7level Amployment, but the individual
proliebly will need close on-the-job supervision for a a
while longer.

Level-,3 Individual's skill level is that generally expected for
entry level employment.

Level 4 Individual's skill level is eqUal to that of a worker
with knne on-the-job experience.

-For further description of the levels of proficiency, see the "Credentialing
Proce4s and Proficiency -Report" sectioworthe Policies and Procedures
Guide'for Articulation Between The School Distpict of Greenville Count,

and Greenville Technical College.
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Student:

PROFICIENCY REPORT
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TASK , cw

UNIT 0.0 WELDING
0.0 Orientation .

UNIT 1.0 WELDING SAFETY .

1.01 Safety: General '

1.02 Classroom Safety,
1.03 ApolY Fire Safety Rules and Procedures
1.04 Apolv Electrical Safety Rules and Procedures
1.05 Personal Safety in WeLding
-1.06 Safe Practices in Welding

UNIT 2.0 WELDING MATH
2.01 Basic Welding Math'- Fractions
2.02 Basic Welding'Math - Decimals .

2.03 Basic Welding Math - Volumes
2.04 Basic Welding Math - Areas
2.05 The Metric System

_UNIT 3.0 MEASURING .

3.01 -.Measuring in Welding
UNIT 4.0 WELDING I - OXYACETYLENE

4:01 Oxyacetylene Cutting/Welding Terminology
4.02 Oxyacetylene Cutting/Welding'Safety
4.3 Perform Soap and Water Test (Safety)
4.-04 Identifying Oxygen and Acetylene Gases

and Cylinder Handling
4.05 Set Up Oxyacetylene Cutting/Welding Station .

4.06 Clean Oxyacetylene Cutting/Welding Tips
4.07 Lighti g the Torch
4.08 Adius4.nq Flame e

. 4.09 Oxyace ylene Cutting
4.10 Preparing The Joint
4.11 Carrying The Puddle (Fuse) .

4.12 Run a Bead With Filler Rod
4:13.. Weld Open Butt Joint, All Positions
4.14 Weld T-Joint, All Positions c

4.15 Fillet Weld, Lap Joint, Flat ind Overhead
Positions

4.16 Weld Corner Joint (Outside) Flat Position
4.17 Construct Pipe Weld in Fix.ed Position
4.18 Braze Mild Steel V

, 14
UNIT 5.0 ARC WELDING . .

5.01 Introduction (Principles),of Arc Welding I-
5.02 Safety in Arc Welding -
5.03 Maähines and Accessories

,

5.04 Select Electrode .

_.

5.05 Striking and Maintaining (Substaihing) an '

Arc (Flat Position)
5.06 Chip Slag Using Chipping Hammer
5.07 Run Short Beads,Flat Position (Training Task)
5.08 Run Continuous Beads, Flat Position

'(Training Task)
5.09 Weld Weave Bead Pattern

.

5.10 Prepare Joint
5.11 Set Up and Make Stringer Beads on Flat

Plate in All'Positions
'5.12 Set Up and Tack Weld Joints
5.13 Set Up and Multi-Pass Weld T-Joint,

All Positions
5.14 Construct Open Butt Weld, All Positions
5.15 Construct Lap Joint Weld,-3/8 Irich

Equal Legs, Three Passes
5.16 Construct. an Outside Corner Weld in The

Vertical Up end Down Positions
.. 5.17 Construct

.

Grookre Weld on Pipe in Flat Axis,
Vertical; and Diagonal Axis Positions

2 79
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UNIT 6.0 OPERATE GAS METAL ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT (MIG)
6.01 Introduction to GMAW Welding
6.02 GMAW Welding Safety
6.03 Set UP and Shut Down GNAW (MIG) Equipment
6.04 Maintain Gas Metal Arc Welding Gun (Torch)
6.05 Weld Stringer Beads With GMAW Equipment,

Flat Position .

6.06 Weld carbon Steel With- GMAW Equipment
tButt Joint, All Positions

6.07 Weld Carbon steel, T-Joints, With GMAW
Equipment, Flat and Vertical Position
(Up/down)

0.08 GMAW Weld Pipe in Fixed Position(s),
Downhill

UNIT 7.0 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING (TIG)
7.01 Introduction to (GTAW) Welding
7.02 (GTAW) Safety
7.03 Prepare for GTAW Welding, Startup

, Eauipment, Adjust, Shut-down
7.04 Disassemble and Clean GTAW (TIG) Torch

Assembly
7.05 ,Calyihg the Puddle
7.06 liTe d Stringer Beads, Mild Steel, and Flat

Position, Using GTAW Eauipment
,7.07 Weld Carbon Steel With GTAW,(TIG)

Eauipment, All Positions
7.08 Weld Stainless Steels With GTAW (TIG)

Process, All Positions
7.09 .Weld Aluminum or Aluminum Alloys With

GTAW (TIG) tquipment, Flat; 2, and
Open Butt

UNIT 8.0 WELD TESTING
8.01 Make Guided Bend Test of Butt Joint
8.02 Test Fillet Welded Joint

11111
8.03 Conduct Visual Inspection Of Weld

UNIT 9.0 BLUEPRINT READING
9.01 Identify-Information
9.02 Visualize Objects From Multi-view

Drawings
9.03 Determine Specitications

198 26))





SAMPLE TEST FOR EXEMPTIONS OF WLD 113

Oxyacetylene Piocedures

,l. Vertical Butt Weld

2. Horizontal Butt Weld

3. Braze - Flat Bead

4. Cutting - Straight Line and Curves,

E 6010 Electrode

1. Vertical Fillet

2. Overhead Fillet

E 7018 Electrode

1. Vertical FiJilet

2. Overhead Fillet

k /p
/

00)-- C I

Ralph Kneisley

Received 2-8-83 -
from GreenvElle Technical College
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SAMPLE GTC.- WELDING

OUTCOME-REFERENCED TEST

Chapters'7, 8, and 9 (Textbook)

WLD 123 2nd Quarter

I. In ARC welding, what will a long arc produce?

2. The and
which can be used to strike the arc.

motion are two methods

3. 'The arc should be maintained at approximataly what length?

4. Why should the holder never be placed on the work bench while the
'current is on?

5. Name the five essentials of arc welding.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. How will the electrode melt if the arc s too long?

7. Why is the use of the short arc important?

8. What causes undercutting, and how can undercutting be avoided?

9. What items Must be taken into consideration' when.selecting an
electrode?
1.

2.

3.

4.

10. Once a joint is tacked, the remaining passes to be deposited are
called?
1. The first pass or

2. The next layer or
3. :The final pass or 4

201
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OUTCOME-REVERENCED TEST

Chapter 14 (Textbook)

WLD 123 2nd Quarter

1. What is an important poiht to remember in welding carbon steels?

2. Where carbon goes into a solution form and becoies evenly dis-
tributed (austentic structure), what happens to the carbon steel
weld if the structure is cooled quickly? Becomes extremely hard
and brittle. Underbead cracking can be expected in weld andsbase
metal.

.4
3. What series electrodes will produce a good weld.on mild steel?

and

4. What is the carbon content of medium-carl;on steel?
to

5. What is the harbon Content of high-carbon steels?
or s.

6: What type electrodes are used to weld high-carbon steelsr

7. List four advantages of preheating before welding?
1.

2.

3.

4.

8. The preheat range for mild steel should be between
degrees to degrees F.

9. What causes porosity in a werid?

202 284



OUTCOME-REFERENCED TEST

Chapter 32 (Textbook) Pipe Welding

WLD 120 3rd Quarter

1. How many tacks should be placed on most pipes before welding?
a. 1

\b. 2

c. 3

d. 4

How lopg should these tacks be?
a. , 2 inches
b. 1 1/2 inches
c. 3/4 inches 1.

d. No certainiength

31-What series rod should be used when higher strengths are needed?
a. E60XX series
b. E70XX series

c. Nickel alltimq
d. . None of the above

4. Most pipe welding is done with the?
a. E6010 or E6011
b. E6010 or E70S-2
c. E6012 or E6013
d. The best rod suited for the pipe

5. Most thin Wall pipe is welded with the
a. uphill
b. downhill
c. rolling
d. -all around

6. What is the specific function of the hot'pass?
a. burn out slag
b. melt down kpts on root
c.. to produce a smooth filler
d. because it is an ASNE procedure

20 3
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Appendix C Instructor's Signed Agreement to
Articulate
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Appendix I
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Philosophy of Articulation Guide Design
_ ..

Purpoes of Articulation.Guide

Definitions of Terms
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Responsibility Sheet

Binder Design

_
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TASKS NOT ADDRESSED

.(OPTIONAL)

SMAW

1. (Hard Surface Steel With ARC)
Given steel work piece requiring hard surfacing, job description,
necessary tools and materials; build-up (hard surface) to speci-
fications..

2. (ARC Weld Cast Iron)
Given a section of broken (weldable) cast iron, SMAW unit and
necessary materials and job desCription; weld repair the cast
iron so that it conforms to its original configuration and

'strength and passes an operational test.

3. (Weld Head and Corrosion Resistant LstainlesS? Steel)
Given SMAW equipment; materials, and job order describing the
stainless steel, weld job, current and electrodes; weld stain-
less steel joints using fillet and groove welds so that visual
inspection reveals smooth and continuous welds, complete
penetration,.fusion between the weld bead and base metal, and
-no cracks, undercutting, 'or overlap.

OTHER TASKS

1. (Fabricate Aluminum Objects)
.Given a job order with sketch requiring fabrication of aluminum
objects, necessary equipment, tools, and materials; fabricate
the object so that it conforms to specifications and is usable
for the intended purpose.

2. (Fabricate Protective Devices.5urgular bari7 for Windows)
Given a job order with sketch and accurate measurements re-,
'quiring the fabrication of a window protective device (burgular
bars), and the necessary equipment, tools, and materials;
fabricate the,device so thai it meets specifications.

3. (Fabricate or Repaii Metal School Furniture and Work Stands)
Given a job order requiring the repair of metal school furniture
or work stands and the necessary equipment, tools, and materials;
.fabricate the repair to specifications so the object is usable
for its intended purpose.
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THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF GREENV/ILE COUNTY

B

GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

TO: All Administrators, Staffs-and Faculties, The School District of
Greenville County and Greenville Technical College

SUBJECT: Application and Lmplementation of the*Policies and Procedures for
the Articulation of Similar Vocational Training Programs of

.

Instruction

Since 1976, The School DistriCt of Greenville County and Greenville
Technidhl College have been working toward making the articulation of
vocational education programs a ,viable and valid reality. Through joint
efforts ia the Occupational Education Articulation Program, The School
District of Greenville County and Greenville Technical College fully
support the concept of articulation and agree upon the purposes of the
articulation program.

This Policies and Proceduree Guide has been developed as a joint effort
of The School District of Greenville County and Greenville Techrtcal
College with the assistance,of individuals representing the institutionaL
'gtindriqtrative units, involved faculty, and the Local business'and
industrial community. The Policies and Procedures ,Guide is designed to
assist the articulation of very similar programs of vocational training
between the secondary, and post-secondary, public, vocational training
institutions in-Greenville County.

Appreciation is arp;essed to participants at both institutions for the
joint effort of thib endeavor.

J. . RA11 Thamas-E. Barton
Superintendent President

° The School District of . 'Greenliille Technical Coll
Greenville County

1



Appendix C

`.

TASK FORCE COMMITTEE
AGREEMENT TO ARTICULATE
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Articulation provides d.system whereby secbndary and post-secondary
instructors can cooperate effectively in providing a continuous
occupational development program where the level and type of voca-
tional training that leads to entry-level employment skills will be
clear to instructors, other educators, students, and potential
employers.

The concept of articulation and the articulation program are supported
fully be The School District of Greenville County and Greenville
Technical College which.have agreed upon a statement of purpose for
the articulation of similar vocational education programs in Greenville
gounty.

The articulation program in Greenville County is a joint effort of The
School District of Greenville County and Gregnville Technical College
to develop a continuous program of vocational training so that students
may continue their career prebaration without loss of time or waste of
effort in repeating tasks which have been learned 'previously and
demonstrated. Articulation program activities are designed to help re-
move unnecessary gaps or overlap in student learning which may occur
when a student completes a secondary.vocational program and continues
career development A the post-secondary level in a similar occupational
field.

To implement articulation, instructor representatives Atli the partici-
.

pating institutions have met as a task force committed to develop this
articulated, performance-based instruction guide which describes the
secondary voca'tional pr gr and which provides the parameters for
vertical'articulation.

A

Vertical articulation shall include recognition of the occupational
competencies demonstrated by secondary graduates of articulated
vocational programs. -

It is agreed that...

The task force committee instructor representatives from The School
District of Greenville County and Greenville Technical College mutually
recognize the value of occupational education provided by each
institution.

The task force committee instructor representatives will take the neces-
sary actions, approved by their administrations, to ensure that this
agreement to articulate is fulfilled including interpreting the program
to students.

It is understood that periodic review of the articulated task objectives,
performance actions, minimum standards, and outcome-referenced measures
will be necessary to ensure that a valid training program is servin
the needs of the community and the students.

2 9 2



Ap,Each task force committee participant hereby agrees to notify the
IL others of any changes which modify the articulated, performancebased

vocational program described in this guide so that each articulation
guide, and where appropriate the articulation program, may be revised
mutually so that articulated occupational training in-Greenville
County vKll conform to the minimum standards outlined in this guide.

J.

This agreement to articulate establishes the necessary framework for
lateral as well as verical articulation.

AGREED UPON Bk3 EHE TASK FORCE COMM;FEE PARTICIPANTS ON THIS DAY,

May 2, 1983
date )

1

Nam -) Institution/School

1,

dr5"
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PHILOSOPHY1OF ARTICULATED, PERFORMANCED-BASED INSTRUCT1QN GUIDEDESIGN

The design of the articulated, performance-based instructionguides and the articulation program is based on a philosophy thatthe vocational education curriculum should be for career training' with few fringe or non-related subjects. The stpdent should begiven the basis to do useful skilledyer*,upon graduation,andemployment. The vocational program graduate should have a back-ground which will allow him/her to learn and advance as rapidlyas possible on the job, but it should not include subject matterwhich will,not be applicable to his/her work for years. Whensubject matter is introduced that will not be applicable to thegraduate's work for years, it may put the graduate out of per-spective. -The result might be that the graduate may try to forceapplications which do not exist, simply because the informatioA isin his/her repertoire. Thus, the purpose of vocational trainingby the articulated,
performance-based instruction guides is toprepare graduates for successful,entry into a skilled trade.

To ensure that the design of the articulated, performanced-basedinstructidn guides is conforming to the philosophies of both thesecondary and post-secondary institutional participants, a periodicreview of the guide design' and philosophy is recommended.



4ppendix E

'PURPOSES OF THE ARTICULATED INSTRUCTION GUIDE

The articulated instruction objectives guide are is expected to serve
the following purPoses:

1. The guide serves as the primary vehicle for the articulation of
subject matter ia similar vocational training programs between the

'aocatianal'educatian centers, high schools, and Greenville Technical
College through use by iastructors at both levels as a refereace ia
preparing iastruction.

2. The. guide pravides a listing of the minimum tasks that a student or
worker is expected to perform ta the conduct of a specific level
job in the area of vocational tr g or work of concern.

3. The guides identify the primary detailed instruction objectives,
-performance objectives Which are-based upon the task Listings. The
tasks are Listed La the sequence of camplexity, with the least
complex mak being listed first, except where a task must be performed
ag a. prerequisite to performance of another task.

4. The guides identify the tasks performed (actions, steps, sets of
sir-nig) aad related technical information Which must be taught aad
learned to accomplish eadh major instruction objective. The tasks lk
performed represent the minimum skills anyi related information
required for adequate occupatiaaal proficiency in the performance
objectives.

The guides designate the instructional contact hours necessar7 to
provide.the requiredinstructian, as required by appropriate edu-
cational agencies or offices and as estimated by the instructors-
participants on the Vocational Articulation Project Task Forces,
andtlased am the time requirei to teach the average learner to
perform the task. The time estimated is based an having the essential
equipment, facilities and instructional aids required to provide
phe instructian, whenever the class size is limited to an acceptable
number.

6. The guides identify the performance standards to be met for pccupa-
- tiaaal proficiency ;Ja the task. Performance standards used are
those considered to be minim= business ot industry standards. The
ability to meet the Listed standards of performance wili be congidered
as qualification for advanced iastruction ia'the vocational program.

7. The guides provide direction in the conduct of sequential vocalional
competency instruction by modules Or job tasks, .resulting -in qualifi-
cation by the learaer to perform timIted skill,specialist jobs of
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progressively higher skills until the program objective is reached
(i.a., file clerk to executive secretary, etc.). As the student
becomes proficient in the performance of tasks in successively more
camplex modules, more marketable competencies are gained and may be
identified as the lower job quAlifications of a spertatilt.

Through this procedure, even the slower student is pravided an
apportuni.ty to eventually gain sufficient sk.11-11 to perform
adequately as a speriatist at same level in the vocat4anal field,
even if the student Ls unable to complete the total program of
training.

The standardized sequence of activities of the vocational
iastructian modules will facilitate lateral articulation between
vocational educationicenters in the School District and will
simplify vertical articulation when training is continued at
Greenville Technical College artidulatiag to employers,

8. The guides pravide a'descriptive listing of equipment required to
canduct the progrma of vocational training. The equipment listed
is considered to be tate type and quantity essential for the conduct
of instruction to prepare students fcyr eatry-level employment in
the vocational field. It may be necessary to delay teaching'somi
tasks involving special equipment, if that equipment is not avail-
able at all instructional sites, or to mave students and 'equipment
together as necessary to teadh sk1_111.

9. The. guide pravides informat4on about requirements,or Limitations
that typically are involved in the performance of the task,
envirommmtal canditions and physical demands, add able to perform
the task.

10. 'The guides provide 4 ,List of standardized performance test items/
and.outcome-referenced measured tO be used in ate determination of
vocational profidieady. Ls long as the specifics are not provided,
the testitems listed cannot be compromised easily and could serve

, as study gmidea. .

11. The tasks listed in the guide are the minim= requirements for job
qualification under average circumstances in a.regional Market. It
is understood that there may be milieted tasks that some employers
may require the worker to do ia the occupatian, when in their
employment. In addition, there may be ItntiAted tasks, such as
mental prodess tasks, that are not stated but that may occur aad
that should be considered ia instructional planning.or tedtiag.

:nstructors may teach sk411s add related tedhnical information'
,

other than what is shown in the guides. Provision of additional
information should be limited to the students who have completed
the requirements for the tasks emphasized ia thh- instructional
guides. The Change of tasks in the guides should be based on task
force committee agreement to ensure Lateral and vertical
articulation.
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12. It is expected that there will be upd ting and correction of items
'in the articulated instruction guide. Participants are to be aure
that the contents are valid and consis ent with"business and iadustry
requirements. Recommendations should 1e submitted to. tHe Vocational
Articulation Program office which will ssemble and present then to
the apyropriate committee for review an possible adoption.

13. Typically, the teacher/tastructor should
in a given articulated module unless'the
conduct all of the inetruetion to meet th
with the result that the/ sOccessful studen
the tasks identified within the module.

aot p _to conductrInstruction
apability exists to).
iastinbtioial objectives,
is qualified to perform

14. Aa underlying philosophy in vocational tra
better to prepare the student to be fully
of the tasks ia a limited.group of modules
'and be qualified at a lower job level rather
wi.th a Large number of task dscpti.on or d
perform none of them fully. For higher eve
beyond the secondary level, the student 4rtwo
enroll at Greenville Technical College.

is that it is
lified to perform all
a VoCational field
than to be only familiar,
ties 4nd qualified to
of, job qualification
r is encouraged to

A
15. Generally, vdaational programs will iaclude ce ain basic modules

or courses of instruction without which the stu nt would not be .

considered vocationally quAliFied at any level. Basic modules
typically will be identified and taught early in e program sequenc

16. The instruction guides provides information essen
vocational student Who completes training at the s
and continues career development training at the p
level. La a sirrilar program receive appropVcate cre

articulated vocational training that has been mast
secondary level. )

a.
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Appendix F

DEFINITIONS OF TEEMS

The following definitions of terms are,'applicable to the articulated,
performance-based instruction guides developed as products of the
Occupatianal Education'Articulation Program.

Behavior:

Concept:

Criteria:

Domain*

Du_a:

Evaluation:

Item:

Job:

Knowledge:

Measurement:

Module:

The actions of a persOn (specifically, job or job training,
actions). Behavioral actinns include both overt, those
that can be observed, and covert, those uot observable

.

outwardly. Performance may be interchanged with behavior
in the project. (See also.Performance Actions).

A group of ideas that may be coalsed together or that are
similar.

A stanaard by which performance ma measUred, usually
considered the minimum standard

A cluster of related jobs.

One of the distinct major activities involved La the worlt
performei and comprising related tasks.

When comparison is made between-a measurement and a standard
and judgment is passed on the.comparison.

A single stimulus or stidulus pattern that catll fdr a
single response or set of responses. It is ane sample of
behavior or performance. The response may be,simple or
campleaN

The duties or tasks actually performed by a specified
individual.

LI this project, knowiledge refers to acquited covert
behavior whichlacilitates skills and performance, such
as the theoretical information of what should be ione

.

under given circUmstances, and in what order of sequence
performance Should 'occur to accomplish the objective.

The process of determining the extentsome.characteristic
Ls associated with the student.

Modules in the pilot Drafting and Business and Office
Education 'curriculum modifications ia the Occnptional
Education Articulation Program have been designed to-

*
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coincide seconder,' level training with post-secOndary
level similar atiia of t-aining.

Another method of developing modules might be for modules
to represent an identifiable, complicated task or job
area involving-a'number of sub-tasks such as "Electrical
Systems" La Automotive Mechanics.

Norm-referenced Evaluation: In norm-referenced evartiation, measures are
dependpnt on a relative standard. Measures compare the
capabilities af ane student to those of other students,

ObJective: (See Performance Objective) A stated desired outcome of
training IF the end result of the job, task, or perfor-
mance actions. Objectiles referred to La this project
will be terminal objectives, generally representing a
specific job function.

OcCutational Educatibn: An organized sequence of learning experiences
consisting of vocational theory, practice, and skills
taught to students aa a regular or systematic basis, .

*Reference: Standards of the Deleeate Assembly (Atlanta:
Southern Association of Coliages.and Schools, Commission
an.Occupational Education,-Decamber, 1972) p. 12.

Outcome-referenced Evaluatian: Outcame-referenced, or criterion-
referenced, measmrement provides a standard of achieve-
-meat for the individual as compared with specific behavioral
objectives and therefore *vides information about rhe degree
of competence attained try the student.

The outcome-ralc;enced measure is a performance or other
4

measare based upon a performance objective, the accomplish-
ment of which measures attainment of that objective. -

Perf. ce: Performance Ls usea in this project to refer to a job or
task which results from a set of sequential actions or steps.

erformance Actions: A series of steps, generally arranged in a sequence
ordinarily followed, which when camp ted may result ta
the accomplishment of a performance objective (perfor-
mance of a task).

Performance actions may be referred to as a set or Sets
of skql1q, functions, or steps. 7-TEC (Vocational-Techalcal
Egiucation Consortium, of States) catalogs generally describe
performance actions in the "performance:guide' .of their
format.

Articulated, Performance-based Instruction Guide: A comprehensive collectiOn,
of performance objectives, performance actions to obtain
those objectives, suggested hours for instruction (for
102nnqrg purposes), perfornance standards', -elated ter;Inicll
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information, and outcame-raferenced measures, as well as
general secondary level and post-secondary level descriptions
of siiiiar courses for the purposes of aidiag Lateral aad
vertical articulation,concerning the subject area.

Performancebased Instruction: Performance-based (competence-based)
iastruction is based on the competencies or tasks performed
by on-the-job workers. Everythinfin a performance-based
instruction system is made public beforehand. There are
ao surprises for stUdent,, teadher, counselor, or employer.
When the student begins a program, information is,available
to teLl.the student exactly what campetedcies Are expected
to be developed as a result of the instructional program;
thaw emd'against What standards or criteria the student.
will be evaluated.4 alid how the student's campetencies
will be communicateeto the student, instructors, and 'to
employers: A performance-based instructional system
tells the student exactly what the student mast learn,
teaches the student that skill at knowledge, and then
tufts on maStery of- that specific competence.

Performance Objective: II stateient ia precise, °measurable terms of a
particular behavior to bejhibited by a learner mader
specified conditions. It poSsesses each of the elements '

or characteristics specified below: ,

,Conditionsunder which the performance is to take place.

Behavior Desired or expected of the student.(things to be
daae, the performance desired).

Standards to determidh how well the performance is to be
dane (criteria).

Performance Tes:t>\4'performance test requires theNtudent to demonstrate
(master) tha desired behavior of the objective (accamplish
a job-like/ask) under controlled conditions and according
to predetermined,standards. rae controlled conditions

'e allow the. student to demonstrate the desired behavior and
the canditions renain consistent from student to student.

\ Skill: rimarily, skill refers to °Vert, observable performance,
however, it is recognized that there are covert skills
,required ia same performances.

Sten:
,

S
tt

ep Ls used to refer to a:task or action, generally as a
mem:nee-of steps.iavolved La the accomplishment of a
performance objectivk or job.

,

Systems Aworoach4 Thesystems approach to iastruction_emOhasizes the

..

specification of instrUctional objectives, precisely

. controirled learning experiences to achieve the objectiveS,
riteria for performance, and evaluative information.
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Task: Artask is a set of skills (set or sets of functions,
actions, or steps) the student must perform to accompliSh
the job (trPin-qrs). A task may be described as a logi
cally related sat of actions necessary or required to
complete the job objective.' Several tasks could be

i

referred,to as a duty. ;

Task Analysis: Task analysis iS breaking down a Learning teak (objective)
into Component tasks each of Which mast be mastered as a
prerequisite to mastery of the total job.'

Task List: A Listing of.tasks (performance objectivei5 performed by
incumbent workers (students in trainins) within a domktti
of interest (course of study).-

Test: An event during which the stUdent is asked tof demonstrate
Some aspect of knowledge or skill is a test. It can be a
single test item, )1mt usually it consists of several
items.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ANSWERING OUTCOME-REFERENCED TEST ITEMS

Typically, eleven (11) different types of outcome-referenced test
items may be used in the competency test.

1. True-False
2. Completion (Fill-in Blanks)
3. A Combination of True-False and Completion
4. Multiple-Choice
5. Matching
6. Identification
7. Short.Answer
8. Long Answer

-9. Program Product of Performance Test
10. Simulated Performance Test
11. Actual Performance Test

An egample of each type of test item is included. Carefully study
the illu,stration test item and the directions for answering the
question. These directions will not be given again. Your test
questions may vary slightly j.n the'forFat, however, the instruction
should be applicable. Where necessary, the instructor will supple-
ment these instructions for answering outcome-referenced test items.

Do not guesz. Guessing does not add .to your knowledge, even if you
happen to guess right. If you.do not know the answer skip the test
item and,go.to the next question. Remember: Enter your answers in
the blanks provided on the separate answer sheet, if used.

1. TRUE-FALSE

Directions: Read the statement carefully. Decide whether
it is" true or false. Answer by marking T or F .

in the,blank provided to the right (or, if answer
sheet requires, mark "X" in the appropriate (T)
or (F) parenthesis, or "circle" T or F).

Example: Lumber shrinks across the grain
of the board.

Z.. COMPLETION (Fill-in Blanks)

(T) (F)

Directions: Complete the statement by printing on the blank
line the word or words which make a complete
and correct statement.

Example: Proper edge ,spacing will restrict
? and ensure goo weld

,penetration.
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3. COMBINIATION OF TRUE-FALSE/COMPLETION

Directions:

Example:

,

's

e

If the statement is correct, in the parenthesis
mark (T) or answer true, as required. If the
statement is incorrect, mark (F) in.the paren-
thesis and fill in the blank provided with*the
appropriate word or,term which, if substituted
for the underlined word, would make the
.statement correct. '.

A pantry.chefusually. is-the head i

chef's frst assistant. (T) (F)

4. .MULTIPLE-CHOICE

a. Directions: You are given three or fouCchoice from which
to make a complete and correct statement. In
the blank answer space provided, write in the
"letter" indicate the best choice.

Example: The head chef's first assistant is
a ? .

a. junior chef
b. sous chef
c. pantry cook

b. Negative Answer Multiple-Choice
.-..

ea

b

A

Directions: If the multiple-choice question includeS the
word EXCEPT, you should look for the choice

.

that does not fit the question. Read the entire
question carefullyefore you choose your
answer.

Example: All of these could cause high
starter current draw EXCEPT:

a. work starter bushing
b. bad starter relay
c. grounded field coils
d. grounded armature
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.5. MATCHING:

°Directions:

Example: ,

6.. IDENTIFICATION

Directions:

Example:

For eaci-; given item in the left hang column,
match it with the appropriate item from the
right hand column. Write the letters of the
correct'or best anSwer' in the appropriate
blanks.

Match these metric,terms on the left with their
proper equivalents.

deca
e meter
a - kilo

a. thousands
'b. tens

4

c. units of length measurement

Identify each labeled part of the illustration
below and write the name next tb the apprbpriate

- letter inthe blank provided.

7. SHORT ANSWER

Directions:
A

a. base metal
b. molten metal
c. arc
d. electrode
e. gas shield
f. slag

Write the correct answer in the blank provided.

Example: What type of electrode is best for
vertical and overhead welding?
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Directions:

Example:

Using as few words as possible, write the answer
to the question in the blank provided.

What,should be done&if the electrOde welds
fast to' the work?

"Electrode should be broken loose by twi9ting

or bending the holder."

9. PROGRAM PRODUCT OR PERFORMANCE TEST

Definition:

Directions:

Example:

Concrete projeCt or production accomplishments
during training are used to test knowledge or
skill. Typically, test pressures are missing
and the student may have had help in completing
the task.

Instructor will observe student during training
and by checklist or rating scale will rate
student's performance or knowledge.

Given an oven for baking,'food items, and neces-
sary implements and equipment; load the oven
with foods to be baked. All items on a checklist
used to rate performance must receive an accept-
able rating. The task must be accomplished
within 15 minutes.

CHECKLIST

(Load Oven Racks)

r

ACTIVITY
RATING

,

Acceptable Unacceptable
1. Gathered needed supplies.
2. Used needed supplies. .

.
,

3. 'Pulled oven rack partially
.out while loading.

.

4. Stacked oven shelves 8 inches
apart for baking.

5. Placed food on rack so that
heat ciculated adequately.

6. Followed appropriate safety
precautions.
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10. SIMULATED PERFORMANCE

/-
Definition: Contrived situation, ,resembling tasks the

, graduate will be required to do on the job.
This form of test is useful for evaluating
transferable skills such as reasoning, attitudes,
and psychomotor skills necessary for occupational
success.

11. ACTUAL PERFORMANCE TEST

Definition: Exhibits the advantage of realism, but may be
too late to help either the student or the,
vocational program correct failures.

Example:. Given an automobile with a leaking pinion seal,
access to proper tools and equipment, replacement
parts, and service manual; replace the pinion
seal according to manufacturer's recommended
procedures. The job should be completed within
2 hours. The manufacturer's specifications
must be met and the completed job must meet the
instructon's standards.
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A ppQnd Ix H

THIS DOCUMENT AND BINDER ARE THE PROPERTY OP THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF GREENVILLE min? OR GREENVILLE mcimar. COLLEGE

This document and binder, produced by the OcOupational Education Articulation
Program,.have been funded through the South Carolina Appalachian Council of
Governments and are the property of The School District of Greenville County
or Greenville Technical College.

4

Except for dOcument and binder copies that have been pkaced in Libraries or
shared with aducational.organizations, the documents and binders are issued on
accountability basis.

Documents and binders issued to instructor participants remain the property of
the issuing institution. Should a vocational instructor leave the employment
of The School District of Greenville County or Greenville Technical College,
the document and binder must be returned to 'the principal, vocational center .
director, or department head so the instruction guide may be used by replacement
personnel.

Corrections, modifications, and notes may be made on the pages of the documents
for the purpose'of modifying the field trial edition or to improve the instruc-
tional value of the document. Please, share any corrections or modifications
to the document or share your recommendations with the Occupational Education
Articulation Program.

.

Illegible or blank document page replacements may be requested at no cost through
the Occupational Education Articulation Program. Por replacement pages, please
tndicate:

Document Title
Module,Number
Task Number or Page Number

Replacement coats for this document and binder are:

1" Binder - $2.80
2" Binder - $5.00.

Document - .050 per page (1982)

Who to contact:

Occupational Education Articulation Program
The School District of Greenville County
c/o Donaldson Vocational Canter
Donaldson Canter
Greenville, SC 29605

(or)

Consultant, Vocational Education
The School District of Greenville County

(or)
Associate Vice President for Education
Greenville Technical College
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BINDER DESIGN

(Occupational Education Articulation Program)

The binder design is simple and.straightforward.

Two triangular figures, in balance, represent the two institutions
.participating in articulation.

Two levels of training are represented by the-plaicement of the
triangular figures and the identification of the two institutions.

Horizontal and vertical lines represent lateral and vertica
articulation.

The diagonal across the design represents the progressive movement
in career development for successful jokOperformance.

The two figures are not closed when they face, but allow for
interaction and are linked by the document title: Articulated,
Performance-based Instruction Guide.

The binder design was developed by Ed Henderson Jr., Coordinator,
Occupational Education Articulationfrogram.
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